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Abstract 
Soot prediction in realistic systems is one of the most challenging problems in theo-
retical and applied combustion. Soot formation as a chemical process is very complicated 
and not fully understood up to the moment. The major difficulty stems from the chemical 
complexity of the soot formation processes as well as its strong coupling with the other 
thermochemical and fluid processes that occur simultaneously. Soot is a major byproduct of 
incomplete combustion, having a strong impact on the environment, as well as the combus-
tion efficiency. Therefore, it needs to be predicted in realistic configurations in an accurate 
and yet computationally efficient way. In the current study, a new soot formation subgrid 
model is developed and reported here. The new model is designed to be used within the 
context of the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) framework, combined with Linear Eddy Mixing 
(LEM) as a subgrid combustion model. The final model can be applied equally to premixed 
and non-premixed flames over any required geometry and flow conditions in the free, the 
transition, and the continuum regimes. The soot dynamics is predicted using a Method 
of Moments approach with Lagrangian Interpolative Closure (MOMIC) for the fractional 
moments. Since, no prior knowledge of the particles distribution is required, the model is 
generally applicable. The effect of radiation is introduced as an optically thin model. As 
a validation the model is first applied to a non-premixed non-sooting flame, then a set of 
canonically premixed flames. Finally, the model is validated against a non-premixed jet 
sooting flame. Good results are predicted with reasonable accuracy. 
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1 Introduction and Background 
Pollutant emissions control and prediction are currently a major concern in industry. 
The major combustion-generated pollutants are, matter particulates (soot), unburned hy-
drocarbons (UHC), CO, NOx, SOx and greenhouse gases (GHGs). Extensive research has 
been conducted to investigate the source of most of these pollutants, with a lesser extent on 
UHC and soot emissions. NOx is mainly generated in the high temperature stoichiometric 
regions, while CO is formed due to either local extinction or incomplete combustion. On 
the other hand, soot as a carbonaceous particulate forms from gas-phase processes in fuel 
rich regimes due to the incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons. The particulate diameter 
can range from the order of nm for the primary particles up to 10iim for soot aggregates 
([1]). This wide range of particle sizes can coexist at the same time inside the combustor 
and different approaches have to be implemented to track the particle history. For instance, 
the Thermophoretic forces, generated by the temperature gradients, and the soot particle 
diffusion treatment in the free molecular regime are different from those in the continuum 
and the transition regimes ([2]). 
Typical fuels used in gas turbine engines (JetA, JP-8, etc) usually have high H/C ratio, 
which is the main constitutes of soot particulate, and hence high soot tendency. The presence 
of particulates in gas turbine engine can severely affect the lifetime of the turbine blades by 
colliding with and causing geometrical damage, and this in turn, will increase the cost of 
periodic maintenance. However, soot formation can be helpful to enhance contrail formation 
and tactical visibility of aircrafts at the same time. In addition, soot strongly affect other 
pollutants (NOx, CO) emission within the same combustor. For instance, [3] mentioned 
that at low-engine power conditions, the production rate is maximum for CO and UHC and 
minimum for soot and nitrogen oxides . On the other hand, at high power condition, soot 
and NOx are produced in very high proportions, while CO and UHC are suppressed. The 
effect of soot on other pollutants is very important and so far has not been adequetly studied 
up to this time. Furthermore, after soot is generated and transported to another region of 
different compositions, it can alter the concentrations of other species by surface growth 
and oxidation processes. As a result, the local equivalence ratio is altered together with the 
temperature and the heat release profiles ([4]). Moreover, flame visibility and structure are 
found to be affected by soot formation (black smoke) as well ([5]). 
Soot is a highly emissive particulate, which enhances radiation and heat transfer. In gas 
turbine engines, soot thermal radiation strongly affects the flame and combustion process. [6] 
estimated the fractional energy losses from radiation to be as high as 30 % for coflow diffusion 
flames. This thermal energy losses reduces the combustion efficiency and the maximum 
available chemical energy for mechanical work. Moreover, the radiation effect contributes 
to the thermal loads of the combustor liners and the turbine blades. On the other hand, 
the high emissivity of soot can be useful to enhance the heat transfer to the required loads 
in gas furnaces. Recently, soot was also found to be a primary cause of greenhouse effect 
([7]). In addition to the above mentioned properties, soot particulates such as PAHs absorb 
carcinogenic materials, there by pose health hazardous to human beings, when they find 
their way to the respiratory system. As a result, soot particulate emissions is subjected 
to stringent regulations by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), implying that 
soot physics needs to be studied and understood from the practical point of view. 
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In the current section, first the historical background on soot modeling and formation 
hypothesis is introduced. Next, the current experimental and numerical status of soot mod-
eling in turbulent flames will be summarized. Finally, an overview of turbulent combustion 
modeling will be presented. 
2 Soot Formation and Modeling 
Soot formation and modeling is one of the least investigated and understood combustion 
areas. This is due to the complexity of the process, or the uncertainty in the chemical 
pathway, and the uncertainty about the coupling of these processes with fluid dynamics, 
heat transfer and turbulence. The next subsections show a brief historical background for 
the work done related to soot formation and modeling. Following that, the current status of 
soot modeling will be briefly reviewed. 
2.1 Historical View 
Historically, first paper that discussed the formation of carbon black in flames was published 
in 1957 by [8] in the journal Combustion and Flame. Following that, the first paper published 
by the Combustion Institute was in the eleventh symposium in 1967 by Homman and Wagner, 
who first discussed the mechanisms of carbon formation in premixed flames. They examined 
both acetylene and benzene flames at a pressure of 20 mmHg (0.03 bar), and observed 
that the hydrocarbon formation (PAHs) starts few centimeters downstream of the oxidation 
layer. These PAHs are found to be more stable kinetically than the smaller hydrocarbons, 
which oxidize at the end of the oxidation zone. Observing the rate of formation of these 
hydrocarbons, they concluded that components like C 6H2 and C8 H2 takes a major role in 
the path of conversion of acetylene and benzene to PAHs. 
Another work at the same symposium studied the radiation emitted from a sooting 
flame ([9]). However, no clear view was proposed for the soot formation process. The 
authors explained the soot formation process based on the spectroscopic analysis of the 
flame, and proposed the first known soot formation path, although without any physical 
evidence. The mechanism involves first cracking of the fuel, followed by dehydrogenation 
and polymerization of the hydrocarbons, and finally agglomeration of the soot particles. It 
was further found that the soot particles are composed of a 4% by weight hydrogen, with 
a carbon to hydrogen ratio of H/C = 0.5. Also, the decomposition of the higher saturated 
hydrocarbons occur at a temperature around 1000C. 
[10] claimed that polymers are formed from acetylene, which decompose to soot particles, 
while other higher hydrocarbon components like vinyl acetylene has a minor role in soot 
formation. In the following year, Chakraborty and Long published four papers ([11, 12, 13, 
14]). These papers were the first few papers to discuss soot formation and PAHs kinetics in 
diffusion flames. They especially discussed the effects of adding additives on soot formation 
in ethylene and ethane flames, and its effect on soot formation. 
[15] investigated the formation of carbon in a well-stirred reactor. The critical C/O ratio 
for soot inception was observed and compared to Bunsen-Type flames. He observed that as 
the preheat temperature increases, this value decreases. For ethylene, a value of C/0=0.679 
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is tabulated. [16] proposed a model for soot formation based on the idea that positive ions 
such as C,1-1,,± acts as soot nuclei, and these particles ionize during surface growth and 
agglomeration. The soot nuclei, estimated to be around 20-30 A, pertains there positive sign 
until they reach a certain size, and during this period a repulsion force exists at the surface 
to prevent coagulation. It was also stated that after coagulation starts, an aggregation chain 
like process is activated as a result of a dipole electric attraction process. 
[17] investigated soot formation by combustion of an atomized liquid fuel. He showed 
that soot formed by the combustion of the large droplets is controlled by the relative velocity 
between the droplet and the combustion air. His results, suggests that this process can be 
avoided by extinction of the small flames when a certain critical relative velocity is reached 
between the fuel droplet and the air, which can be controlled through injection method. It 
was found that this extinction velocity increases with the square root of the droplet diameter 
and the oxygen concentration, and decreases considerably if the oxygen concentration falls. 
An interesting conclusion is that the recirculation of the combustion gases reduces oxygen 
concentration, extinction velocity and soot formation. 
Another early soot formation mechanism that resembles greatly the current model was 
proposed by [18] using an experimental investigation on a flat acetylene-oxygen flame at 
low pressure. They gave an early definition for surface growth, coagulation and aggregation 
processes, with relative particle sizes. Their observations can be summarized as follows: 
(a) The clusters formed at the early and the intermediate stages of coagulation are in 
spherical form and switch to a chainlike structure in the flame tail. 
(b) The particle diameter distribution starts as a log-normal distribution at the early stages 
of soot formation and then asymptote to a Gaussian distribution at the flame tail and 
in the later stages. 
(c) The particle number density increases rapidly during the early stages (through nucle-
ation), and then decreases due to coagulation. 
(d) Nucleation rate occurs rapidly, while coagulation is relatively slow. Also, the surface 
growth rate increases then decreases in the late stages. 
[19] investigated soot behavior in a turbulent C 2 H2 free jet flame. This paper was among 
the first papers that discussed the effect of turbulence on soot formation. Magnussen ob-
served that large soot aggregates are formed inside the turbulent eddies, that engulf them. 
These turbulent eddies break down to smaller ones that burned away, according to the en-
ergy cascade theory. Thus, larger soot particles exist only in the larger eddies, where the 
residence time is large. In addition, turbulence creates inhomogeneity that carries the soot 
particles away from the regions of higher oxygen concentration. In the subsequent papers 
[20] developed a soot model for turbulent flames. The model states that soot formation 
takes place in two stages, involving the formation of the soot nuclei which subsequently 
form the soot particle. For the nucleation process the model used the [21] nucleation model. 
After computing the soot mass concentration from the nucleation rate and the soot particle 
formation rate, the soot combustion rate is expressed from an EDC model in terms of the 
dissipation rate c and the turbulent kinetic energy k. The above model assumes that the 
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rate of formation of soot depends on the mixing between the eddies that contain soot and 
other eddies that contain oxygen. However, it neglects the previous observation that soot is 
formed inside the eddies ([19]). 
The model is applied to a turbulent acetylene/air diffusion flame and comparison with 
the experiment showed good agreement. Later, [22] extended the work by using the same 
above EDC model on a turbulent acetylene diffusion flame, and conducted a parametric 
study to investigate the effect of Reynolds number, fuel preheating, and fuel dilution on soot 
formation. They noticed as the Reynolds number increases the soot concentration decreases, 
while the peak location remains in the same location. As the Reynolds number increases, 
the turnover time is reduced and the residence time for soot formation is reduced as well. 
They also observed that the fuel preheating and dilution reduces soot mass concentration. 
By analyzing the probability density function and the flatness factor, they showed that, the 
higher the Reynolds number, the more homogeneous is the soot mass distribution will be. 
[23] investigated soot formation for methane-oxygen premixed flames and concluded that 
the first step towards soot formation in methane flames is the production of acetylene, with 
ethane and ethylene as an intermediates. Subsequently, the reactions of acetylene lead to 
the formation of benzene, PAH and poly acetylenes. The peak of acetylene is found to lag 
the peak of the higher hydrocarbon intermediates. They proposed that the rate of change 
of the number density is proportional to the square of the number density. Recently, this 
model is derived from the aerosol master equation by [24]. 
[25] showed that the soot composition as mainly carbon with up to 10 mole percent 
hydrogen, as well as traces of other elements. The soot particle nucleus is estimated to be 
about 20 — 30 nm in diameter (that corresponds to about 10 6 carbon atoms). Soot formed 
in the temperature range of 1000 to 2500 C and is preceded by the formation of unsaturated 
hydrocarbons such as acetylenes and PAHs, which are thermodynamically and kinetically 
more stable than paraffines and olefines. These unsaturated hydrocarbons act as the main 
precursor for soot formation. Usually, the soot formation steps need time (order of cosec) to 
create the soot particles. Wagner noted that the critical C/O ratio for soot formation varied 
with the fuel type. For instance ethylene flames starts sooting at a C/O ratio of about 0.6 
for flat premixed flames. In addition, as pressure increases, the soot yield increases but the 
critical value remains the same. 
Other detailed soot reviews are, [26], [27], [28] on soot nucleation, and [29] on the soot 
formation in diesel engines. [27] discussed the unresolved problems in SO T , NOT , and 
soot control in combustion. In particular, he emphasized that an applicable practical soot 
emission model did not exist, and discussed the nature of the soot particle, its general 
composition, and the C/O critical ratio. [30] suggested that the temperature and the fuel 
structure are the most important factors in soot formation, and that the soot tendency is 
reversed for aliphatics between premixed and diffusion flames. The reason being that in 
premixed flames there is always a competition between the rate of soot oxidation and the 
rate of pyrolysis and soot growth, while in diffusion flames such a competition does not exist. 
Levy summarized the soot formation steps as: 
(a) The oxidative pyrolysis of the aromatic rings to give rise to unsaturated hydrocarbons. 
(b) Following the formation of the radical species from the oxidative pyrolysis is the trans-
formation of these radicals to a soot nuclei, which is the first particle to appear. This 
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particle is in the range 200 — 300 A. However, a major question at this step is how the 
first soot nuclei are formed. Whether acetylene, benzene or PAHs is the soot precursor 
is still not certain as well. Other review (e.g: [28]) explained that the soot nucleation 
is an ionic processes rather than a chemical chain mechanistic problem. 
(c) Three other processes are responsible for the soot mass growth. They are the surface 
growth, coagulation and aggregation. Surface growth occurs by attack of species on 
the soot surface. Still the type of these species and the reaction on the surface is 
questionable. Coagulation is affected by particle to particle collision and aggregation 
is the coalescence of these particles into chains. 
(d) Finally, the oxidation of the soot particle. Many formulas exist for soot oxidation, the 
most notable one being the Nagle and Strickland-Constable's semi-empirical formula 
([31]). 
Another remarkable review by [32] (although 20 years old) is considered one of the most 
recent review papers. However, the most and first comprehensive collection of papers related 
to soot in all aspects was collected in a book edited by Bockhorn in 1994 ([33]). 
2.2 Current Status 
A lot of experimental and theoretical work has been conducted in the last 20 years. Experi-
mental work has been conducted on soot formation in methane flames by Moss for premixed 
turbulent flames ([34]), and in confined turbulent jet diffusion flames ([35]). Recently, [36, 37] 
and [38] have conducted experimental work on turbulent non-premixed ethylene/air flames. 
Numerical studies include the early work by [20] on turbulent combustion modeling with 
an emphasis on soot formation, [39] used CMC to simulate methane - air jet diffusion flames, 
[40] used LEM approach to study aerosol dynamics in engine exhaust plumes. Recently, [41] 
used detailed NO x mechanism combined with MOM to predict the interaction among soot, 
thermal radiation and NO x formation in non-premixed flames. A good review for available 
soot models till 1997, is given by [42]. 
Generally, a detailed chemical kinetics model is needed to capture the chemistry and the 
flow physics accurately, which is usually hard to be implemented in realistic configurations 
such as gas turbines or internal combustion engines. For such configurations, the operating 
conditions usually imply a high Reynolds number, which in turn, leads to a wide range of 
length and time scales. 
The coupling between turbulence and soot formation is still not well understood. Several 
approaches have been used in the past to predict soot in realistic configurations as gas 
turbines, gas flares, and internal combustion engines. For instance, the laminar flamelet 
approach used by [43, 44, 45], allows the usage of a detailed chemical mechanism but is not 
suitable for turbulent flames at high Reynolds numbers. Since, it assumes fast chemistry 
limit and that the Kolmogorov scale is larger than the flamelet thickness. However, both are 
incorrect in a general combustion condition, where different flame regimes and high turbulent 
levels can coexist. Recently, the transported PDF method ([46]) was used to predict soot in a 
turbulent ethylene/air flame. Although the methodology permits a more accurate turbulent- 
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kinetics interaction, it has the disadvantage of modeling the molecular mixing, which is very 
vital to mix reactants together, and neglecting the unsteady effects. 
[47] conducted experimental research on a slightly sooting methane oxygen flames. They 
concluded that particle inception is primarily controlled by the internal arrangement of 
polymers that lead to the formation of the first soot nuclei. These polymers are composed 
of aromatic compounds with 2-3 condensed rings connected to aliphatic and oxygen bonds. 
Regardless, the inception process is still not fully understood. 
Soot formation process in premixed H/C flames is considered to occur as follows. The 
hydrocarbon fuel is oxidized to give small hydrocarbon radicals. Radicals combine to give 
acetylene as a soot precursor. Acetylene adds carbon atoms to other unsaturated radicals 
to form aromatic rings. All the forgoing processes occur in the molecular length scales in 
the order of 0.5 nm ([33]). Afterward, the large aromatic structures start to coagulate to 
form the primary soot particles. Once the primary particles are formed they start surface 
growth by picking up molecules and radicals from the gas phase. As a consequence, the rate 
of soot formation is attributed to the radical reactions rather than to the ionic reactions. 
While surface growth controls the soot concentration, coagulation controls the soot size. 
The soot primary particles coagulate to form a chain like aggregates if the residence time is 
high enough. Finally, all the above processes occur simultaneously with soot oxidation and 
destruction. 
Soot precursors can be either acetylene, polyacetylene, allene, butadiene or PAHs 
([28]). However, experimental ([26]), thermodynamic ([48]) and kinetic ([49]) evidence sup-
ports the that PAHs as the main soot precursor. [50] proposed a four step model based on 
PAHs as the precursor. The initial step is the formation of the first aromatic ring in an 
aliphatic system (acetylene), followed by planar PAHs growth, particle nucleation, and fi-
nally particle growth by coagulation into chain like aggregates. This model will be extremely 
useful, when we have a well suited reduced mechanism that can predict PAHs, which is not 
available now (as far as the author's knowledge). The first aromatic ring formation in non-
aromatic fuels (no ring structure) was described as follows: The pathway starts with vinyl 
C2 H3 addition to acetylene C2H2 to form vinyl-acetylene. Afterwards, the first aromatic 
ring is formed by acetylene addition to n-C 4 H3 , which is formed by H abstraction of vinyl-
acetylene. At low temperature, acetylene is added to n-C 4 H5 to give benzene. However, 
[51] suggested that benzene is formed by combination of propargyl radicals rather than the 
n-isomers, as Frenklach suggested. Frenklach used the method of moment as a lumping 
technique to describe the PAHs growth ([50]). The kinetics of the infinite sequence of PAHs 
growth reactions were described by a small number of differential equations developed for 
the moments of the PAHs distribution. This method is utilized here in a different way, as 
will be discussed later. 
[52] introduced a simplified semi-empirical model for soot nucleation and surface growth. 
The model is based on benzene and acetylene as indicator in the flame structure for soot 
nucleation and surface growth. This model used several experimental data obtained from 
counterflow diffusion flames ([53]), and has the advantage of generality and independence of 
initial fuel type. Moreover, the use of acetylene as an indicative for soot location requires 
less number of species to be included in the mechanism, which reduces the computational 
cost. Acetylene has proven to give good agreements in both methane and ethylene flames by 
[54] and [55]. [56] suggested that soot surface growth due to absorption of acetylene on the 
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particle surface to be first order in acetylene concentration and linear function in the soot 
surface area as will be shown later. 
Most of the work mentioned above used a similar model to connect the soot chemistry 
to the flow dynamics, where two transport equations for the soot mass fraction and number 
density are solved simultaneously with the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy 
([39]). 
The following section will summarize most of the above mentioned turbulent combustion 
models used for soot modeling in turbulent flames. Also, a general overview of turbulent 
combustion modeling will be presented, with an emphasis on the models suitable for Large 
Eddy Simulation (LES). 
3 Turbulent Combustion Modeling 
One of the most active research areas that are still open for further improvements is the sim-
ulation of reactive flows in realistic configurations. For the reaction to occur, the reactants 
have to be mixed together. These mixing only occur at small molecular length scales. In 
numerical approaches like LES and RANS, only large energetic scales are resolved (only the 
mean flow in RANS calculations), while small scales (mentioned earlier) need to be modeled. 
The resolution of these scales are very hard to achieve numerically, within the available com-
putational limits. Consequently, the combustion source term is modeled. The modeling of 
this term is complicated by its nonlinearity in addition to the complex interaction between 
turbulent transport and combustion heat release. For instance, a two-way coupling between 
turbulence and combustion exists. Turbulence enhances mixing and causes the flame to 
wrinkle, which increases its surface area. As the flame surface area increases, more reaction 
surface will be available. On the other hand, combustion releases heat, which causes instabil-
ities in the flow that enhance transition to turbulence. Moreover, for non-premixed flames, 
as turbulence increases, the mixing rate increases and the flame length needed to consume 
the fuel decreases, and the flame became more compact and shorter. A shorter flame, allows 
for a more compact combustor design, less material and mechanical requirements. Many tur-
bulent combustion models reviews and text books has been introduced ([57, 58, 59, 60, 61]). 
A brief discussion and review will be introduced here as well. In the next subsections, we will 
introduce some length and time scales that will be used in the discussion of the combustion 
models. 
3.1 Time and length scales 
Three time scales are most important for combustion applications. The residence time scale 
Tres , which is defined as the time taken by a fluid element to move between two locations. 
This time scale is governed by the local fluid velocity U and length L, which might be 
considered as the combustor dimension or the distance between two grid points A: 
Tres = — 	 ( 1) 
The second time scale is the mixing time scale Trnix . This time scale is different than the 
diffusion time scale due to molecular mixing. For turbulent flows, it can be identified by the 
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turbulent intensity u' (computed from the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy), and integral 
length scale l (defined in the next section) as: 
(2) 
U 
In a more physical sense, this is the time scale needed for an eddy to make a complete 
turnover. Where the eddy is defined as a macroscopic entity, in which the microscopic 
elements all behave in the same manner [62]. 
Finally, the chemistry time scale Te which is species dependent. For a species Yk the 






Where, N  is the species consumption rate and p is the mixture density. However, for 
premixed flames the above chemistry time scale is usually difficult to estimate and another 
characteristic time scale is identified based on the laminar unstrained flame speed SF and 
thickness bF by: 
(4) 
The relation between these three time scales identify the mode of combustion with respect 
to flow dynamics. Three modes are identified for chemistry. Frozen chemistry, occurs when 
T^ >> T. This flow usually characterizes nonreactive situations, where the mixing time T 7L2x 
 is very large to achieve mixing or combustion. The other limit is the chemical equilibrium 
limit, where Te << Tres. This type of flow is characterized by fast mixing that allow chemistry 
to occur independent of the flow dynamics. The reaction rate in this case is infinite and occurs 
instantaneously. In-between these two limits the finite rate chemistry becomes important, 
where the chemical and mixing time scales are comparable (for example during ignition and 
initial mixing process). 
Three length scales used in the subsequent sections are also introduced here (although 
many other exist). The integral length scale, 1, which represents the mean size of the energy 
containing non-universal large eddies. This mean size depends on the boundary conditions 
and is geometry dependent. Its magnitude is usually of the same order as the size of the 
combustor. Mathematically, the integral length scale at location x and time t can be repre-
sented in terms of the correlation between two points x, t), separated by a distance r 
as follows: 
oc 
l(x, t) = R(o, x, t) Jo R(r, x, t)dr 
	
(5) 
Where R(r, x, t) = (ri(x + r, t)uj (x, t)) is the correlation between the root mean square 
(r.m.$) velocity u2 at two points separated by distance r. Another important length scale 
is the Kolmogorov length scale rl. This length scale represents, theoretically, the smallest 
possible fluid dynamics length scale, at which the turbulent kinetic energy is completely dis-
sipated to internal energy. This length scale also characterize the dissipation range, where 
the flow field is locally isotropic. At this range the dynamic viscosity v is significant in addi-
tion to the dissipation rate e. Accordingly, by dimensional analysis rl  can be approximated 
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( 8 ) 
SF1 
6F LL B  
in terms of the energy dissipation c as: 
V3/4 
77 = E 1/4 
The integral and the Kolmogorov length scales are related by: 
Re 3 / 4  
77 
Where, Re i = y is the Reynolds number based on the integral length scale. The third length 
scale is related to the flame thickness SF , which usually give an indication of the reaction zone 
thickness (or inner layer) 8 RZ 0.1 5F. The combination of these length scales determine 
the combustion regime for both premixed ([63]) and non-premixed ([39]) flames. Another 
non-dimensional numbers, used for identifying the flame regime in premixed flames, are the 
Damkohler number and the Karlovitz number. The former, is the ratio between the mixing 





Where, 5F and SF are the laminar flame thickness and speed, respectively. Finally, the ratio 
between the chemical characteristic time scale and smallest turbulence time scale (based on 
the Kolmogorov time scale) is known as the Karlovitz number. 
	
tF 	SFV77 
Ka = - 	
( 9) 
Where, v„ is the velocity based on the Kolmogorov length and time scale. The next section 
will summarize the most known combustion models used in the field of turbulent combus-
tion. Most of these models are originally designed for RANS calculations and are eventually 
extended for LES. 
3.2 Laminar Chemistry Model 
This model assumes that turbulence effect on chemistry is negligible and only molecular 
diffusion controls mixing. In other words, the chemistry time scale is very large in comparison 
to the turbulent time scale: 
>> Tn-tzx 
Da << 1 	 (10) 
Ka >> 1 
Under the above conditions, the laminar reaction rate is much smaller than the rate due 
to mixing, and laminar chemistry controls the reaction process. As indicated by the above 
assumptions, this model is an oversimplification for turbulent flows, as it considers no tur-
bulence effect on chemistry, and that the reactants are readily mixed. Hence, the pro- 
duction/destruction rate for the k — th species molar concentration [Ck ] = Mw k is simply  
calculated from: 
dt 
( 11 )" 
[(Pk,/ — Pk,/) kf,/ 11 31\Lsi[Cir''' 	(Pk,/ 	1-1k,t) kb,/ fijiv—si[Cir; ' 1 ] 
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In the above equation, k f , l , kb3 are the forward and the backward reaction rates of the 1— th 
reaction, respectively. Also, iu:k3 and y iki are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants 
and products of the 1 — th reaction, respectively. The number of reactions is NT. and the 
number of species is N,. 
3.3 Eddy Breakup and Eddy Dissipation Concept Models 
The other limit occurs, when the mixing time is very high in comparison to the chemical 
time scale. Chemical reaction is governed by the mixing rate. The following conditions must 
be satisfied: 
Tc << 77112X 
Da >> 1 	 (12) 
Re t >> 1 
This concept was first introduced by [64], and modified by [20]. The model assumes that 
the chemical time scale Tc is much smaller than the mixing time scale y mix . Spalding based 
his argument on the energy spectrum cascade theory in the inertial range, where energy is 
transformed from the large to the molecular scales. Using the scaling laws in this regime the 
chemical time scale can be represented as 7 -, = E, where k is the turbulent kinetic energy 
and c is the dissipation rate. Both k and c can be obtained for a turbulent model such as 
k-f for RANS studies. Accordingly, he defined the turbulent mean reaction rate of products 
cDp of products for EBU model as: 
6 ff.,,"2 ■1 1 /2 
p pCEBU —k P ) 
Here, I7;2 is the variance of the product mass fraction and C EBu is a calibration constant 
for EBU. [20] modified the EBU, by replacing the variance by the mean mass fraction to 
introduce EDC model. The model takes the minimum between the production rate of the 
reactants deficient species (taken as fuel YE in lean flames and oxygen Yo for rich one) and 
the product species as: 
Yp 
 P  k 
p min ClEBUIF C2EBU 1 	
+ 
The above formulation involves a set of constants (C1EBU, C2EBU) that are not universal 
and need to be specified. However, the above formulations assume that turbulence control 
the mixing process all the time for a one step global mechanism (YE + pY0 (1 + ii)Yp). 
In general conditions, both limits (turbulent mixing and molecular mixing) can exist. Hence, 
the model can be reformulated as follows: 





Here, a)pc.k = mwpdidCtpl  is the production rate of the Yp species based on chemical kinetics 
as shown in Eq. (11), and is the production rate based on mixing and is calculated 




The above formulation is more adequate for premixed flames. For non-premixed flames 
the species concentrations are simply replaced by a conserved scalar as the mixture fraction. 






XstP(Zst) 	 (16) 
Where, YF, , Xst, and P(Zst ) are the fuel mass fraction in the fuel stream, the scalar 
dissipation rate, and the PDF of the mixture fraction conditioned at the stoichiometric value 
X = X st , respectively. In general, the EBU or EDC model over predicts the production rates 
in regions of high strain rate, for example in the shear layer and near the wall. In addition, 
it assumes that all the chemical processes are controlled by mean quantities, which is not 
correct, since the chemical process is mainly controlled by the small unresolved scales. The 
above formulations can be modified easily for LES applications, by replacing the turbulent 
kinetic energy by the subgrid kinetic energy k sgs , which is solved simultaneously with the 
space filtered equations in LES. 
3.4 Laminar Flamelet Concept 
[66, 67] introduced the laminar flamelet concept, which states that the chemical reaction 
occurs in an asymptotically thin layers called flamelets. Inside these flamelets the laminar 
chemistry assumption is valid, and mixing or turbulent transport has no effect. Inherently, 
the flamelet model includes three important assumptions: 
• Large Da number (or equivalently short chemical time scale). 
• The reaction zone thickness is smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale. 
• The statistics of the reactive scalars can be identified based on the statistics of non-
reactive scalars that represent the flame location. 
Based on these assumptions the turbulent eddies can never penetrate the thin reaction zone 
and chemistry is mainly controlled by the chemical kinetics. In addition, the reactive scalars 
and the non-reactive scalar are convected by the same speed. 
In the flamelet concept, the flame is considered as a thin propagating sheet that is 
identified as an iso-surface of a conserved scalar variable. In non-premixed flames this scalar 
is the mixture fraction, while in premixed flames it can be either the progress variable ([63]) 
or a flame iso-surface tracking variable G. For non-premixed flames, the mixture fraction 




+ pv • V Z = V . ( pDV Z) 	 (17) 
Where Z is the mixture fraction and D is the molecular diffusivity coefficient. Following that 
the flame surface is identified by Z = Zst , where Zst is the stoichiometric mixture fraction. 
Next, a general flamelet reactive species 7/), equation can be solved in the mixture fraction 
space as: 
30i 	P  X 30, 2  
P—  + at Le i 2 az2 (18) 
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In the above formulation, the scalar dissipation x, considered as an inertial range invariant, 
has to be related to the mixture fraction Z. [63] identified this relation as: 
X = 2Dt I V Z I 2 	 (19) 
In the above equation D t is the eddy diffusivity. For LES the above relations are solved 
as follows ([68]. First, the dissipation rate is computed from the filtered mixture fraction as 
= 2Dt (V 4 2 , where the eddy diffusivity is computed from D t = (C',0) 2 ,5. The constant 
Cz can be determined dynamically and the Favre filtered stain rate is S = 	Sti l l / 2 . Finally, 
the scalar variance can be computed from Z' 2 = C',0(VZ) 2 . Inherently, in the above formu-
lation a constant time scale is assumed, which is equivalent to assuming that the production 
and dissipation of the scalar variance are balanced ([68]). However, this assumption is not 
necessarily true under general turbulent conditions. 
Two categories of the flamelet model are identified, the steady flamelet model ([69]), which 
assumes that the flame structure is in steady state by neglecting the time derivative in Eq. 
(18), and the unsteady flamelet model ([70]). The steady state assumption, is inaccurate 
if the chemistry is not fast enough. In the unsteady flamelet model Eq. (18) is solved 
simultaneously with the LES equations. Examples, of the unsteady flamelet models are the 
Lagrangian Flamelet Model (LFM) ([70]) and the Eulerian Flamelet Model ([71]). The later 
model is more superior over the former, since the LES and the flamelet equation are fully 
coupled and the effect of the resolved turbulence fluctuations on the scalar dissipation rate 
is included. However, both of them will be expensive for complex chemistry. 
Another LES approach is the flamelet/progress variable method ([72]). In this method, 
a transport equation for a progress variable is solved with the LES equation, combined with 
a steady flamelet library. However, in both models (progress variable and scalar dissipa-
tion) a presumed PDF is needed to find the filtered mass fraction from the flamelet library. 
The progress variable formulation shows better results regarding unsteady phenomena as 
extinction and re-ignition ([68]). 
In premixed flames, the method is termed level-set approach ([73],[63]), or the G-equation 
model. Where the flame sheet iso-surface is represented by the level-set function G, which 




+ iou 	= losdIVGI at aXi 
(20) 
Here, sd is the displacement speed of the flame element. If the flame surface is given as 
G = G*, the fresh mixture is defined by G > G* and the burnt gases are identified as 
G < C. In LES, [74] derived the filtered G equation as: 
apO apiii 	 - 	acsgs 
at + axe = psTIVG1 	 
axe 	
(21) 
where the unresolved transport term Gr is modeled as follows (using a gradient diffusion 
assumption ([75]) : 1 	Sc Gisgs = p G - ?TIC = --VG (22) 
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where, Sc is the turbulent Schmidt number and v t is the turbulent eddy vicoscity, re-
spectively. The turbulent flame speed in Eq. (21) ST can be modeled as: 
T 	i+ct (u 
SF 




Here, SF is the laminar flame speed, n = 2, a is an adjustable parameter, and u' = ..\/ksgs 
is the subgrid turbulence intensity. However, [76, 68] provides a new filtering technique that 
conserves the nature of the level-set variable. 
3.5 Artificially Thickened Flames 
For completeness, the artificially thickened flame model will be overviewed here. In order 
to be able to resolve the thin flame thickness in premixed flames on the LES grid level, [77] 
introduced the flame thickening concept, where the thermal diffusivity is scaled by a factor 
(F) and the flame thickness will be increased by the same factor. From laminar premixed 
flame theories: 
SF a \/DthB 
6-F 	 (24) 
Where, B is called a pre-exponential value. As a result of this the interaction of turbulence 
with chemistry is altered by the variation of the Da number value. In other wards, as the 
flame is thickened, it became less sensitive to the turbulent effects. 
3.6 Conditional Moment Closure 
This concept is mainly derived for non-premixed flames by [78] for RANS calculations. 
Bilger argued that the fluctuations of the reactive scalars are accompanied by fluctuations 
in the mixture fraction. Consequently, the reactive scalars are conditioned on the mixture 
fraction for non-premixed flames and the progress variable for premixed flames. The general 
methodology of Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) is summarized in the following bullets: 
• Starting from the k — th species Yk conservation equations as: 
ayk  
p 	+ pV • \ "Yk = • (pDk\"Yk) Lb!, 
• Bilger replaces every reactive scalar by a conditional mean plus a conditional fluctua-
tions: 
Yk =k (Z; X ,t) 	(Z;X,t) 
Where Z is the mixture fraction and the conditional mean is defined as ([61]): 
k (Z; t) f Yk P (YklZ; x,t) 
Here, P (Yk lZ;x,t) is the conditional PDF. The following assumptions are taken: 
• The conditional turbulent transport is negligible. 
(23) 
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• The higher moments of the chemical source term can be neglected. 
• The conditional velocity can be replaced by the mean unconditioned velocity. The 
following equation is then derived as ([78]): 
azibk 
(plz) —"k + vok = Kplz)xz 	 + ((Yklz)) at 	 a z2 
In the above equation all the Z subscripts indicates the mixture fraction space. The 
values (p1 Z) and (371,1Z) indicates the density and the scalar conditioned on the mixture 
fraction Z. The scalar dissipation is computed from 2--(z = (pxlz)I(plz). 
• For the PDF P (W; x, t) either the transport PDF equation is used or a presumed 
shape is utilized. 
The CMC was used for soot prediction in RANS calculations ([79]). [80] reformulated the 
CMC for LES applications, where the number of independent spatial coordinates are reduced 
by integrating the reactive scalar transport equation in one direction. However, some issues 
regarding CMC boundary conditions and numerical efficiency is still under investigation 
([81 1). 
3.7 PDF Methods 
In the PDF transport methods, a transport equation for the joint PDF between the velocity 
and the scalars 1 : x i , t) are derived from the Navier Stokes equations ([82]). This 
joint PDF equation includes all the relevant information to the moments of the velocities 
v i and the scalars 0.; (temperature, mixture fraction and species concentration). However, 
it includes no information for the scalars gradients ([63]). Accordingly, the PDF transport 
equation represents the variation in the physical space x i , the velocity space v,, and the 
scalar field space 03 . Hence, the PDF transport equation is a multidimensional equation 
that has 7 + Ns dimensions, where, Ns is the number of scalars to be solved. The PDF 
method has been used extensively for RANS calculations then modified afterwards for LES 
applications ([83]). 
In the transport equation for the joint PDF, the chemical reaction source term, the local 
rate of convection of the joint PDF in the physical space, and the transport by the pressure 
forces and the body forces in the velocity space are closed terms. Therefore, these terms are 
exact and require no closure, which is the powerful point in the PDF methods. However, 
the molecular mixing in the scalar space, the transport of the PDF by shear stresses, and 
the fluctuating pressure gradient in the velocity space are all unclosed terms and require 
closure. Since the PDF equation is multidimensional it is very expensive to be solved by 
finite volume or finite difference methods. Therefore, PDF methods use the Lagrangian 
Monte Carlo technique, which is found to increase the memory requirements only linearly 
with the problem dimension ([82]). 
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To illustrate the PDF method the transport equation is written as follows ([82]): 
Ns 
01) 
	 ± 	(pv€1)) + (pp  —VP) • VA + ) • 01A a [i',4)]  [i',4)] = 
ti 
.1) 
at •  
Iv 
where (1)(v, x, t) is the joint PDF, N3 is the number of reactive scalars, /Pi denotes i — th 
scalar, P is the mean pressure, and the subscript v denotes the velocity space, respectively. 
The Monte Carlo hybrid algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
• The physical domain is descritized by finite volume or finite difference methods and 
the mean equations of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy (i.e. RANS 
or LES) are solved on the physical grid. 
• A number of particles N is specified to represent the whole domain. 
• Each particle N3 (where j is the particle index) is characterized by a position x (3) and 
a velocity v (i ) in the physical space and a corresponding value of the reactive scalars 
that it represents. 
• The first term I in Eq. (25) is modeled as : 
x (j ) (t + At) = x (i ) (t) + v (j ) At 
Where At is the integration time step (should be small enough for numerical stability 
and accuracy of calculation). 
• The second term II in Eq. (25) is represented by : 
v (3) (t + At) = v (3) (t) + l g — V—) At 
Where P is the mean pressure in the physical space. The above equation represents 
the transport of the particle in the Lagrangian space by the pressure and the body 
forces. 
• The third term on the L.H.S. III  in Eq. (25) is represented by the change in compo-
sition of the scalar by: 
Oi5) (t + At) = / (3) (t) + (p(i) ) At 
The above equation represents the change of the value of the scalar O i of the lagrangian 
particle j by reaction. 
I 	 II 
III 




• The terms on the R.H.S IV has to be modeled by any known stochastic Lagrangian 
mixing models as the Langevin model, the Interaction by Exchange model (IEM) or 
the Coalescence-Dispersion (C-D) methods [84]. 
The drawback of the above formulation is the statistical error of the Lagrangian Monte 
Carlo method, which is inversely proportional to the initial number of particles. In addition 
to modeling the molecular mixing as mentioned before. Finally, the PDF hybrid method in 
the above formulation assumes that the different physical processes in the PDF transport 
equation are additive in time, so that each effect on the particle velocity can be computed 
independently. 
3.8 Filtered Density Function 
The Filtered Density Function (FDF), first proposed by [85] for LES calculations and then 
developed by [86] and [87]. The transport equation of FDF is derived by space filtering the 
joint PDF transport equation. The resulting equation contains unclosed terms similar to 
Eq. (25) that need closure. Again, the Monte Carlo simulation methodology is used to close 
these terms (transport by shear stresses, pressure forces, and molecular mixing) using one 
or a combination of the famous mixing models like the generalized Langevin model (GLM) 
([86, 83, 88]). 
For closure of the unclosed terms in FDF, Monte Carlo simulation is used, where particles 
are tracked in a Lagrangian sense and a two way coupling is done between the filtered field 
and the particles. The LES filtered equations for mass, momentum, and energy are solved 
on a finite volume grid and the mean values are computed, as the mean pressure, velocity 
components, subgrid kinetic energy, and dissipation. Next, the information is transferred 
from the grid cell centers to the Monte Carlo particles by interpolation techniques ([89]). The 
information is transferred back from the particles to the grid points by ensemble averaging. 
FDF has the advantage of comprising all the low and high moments information on the 
subgrid level, which give it superiority over the conventional LES combustion subgrid models 
described above. [86] assessed the consistency and convergence of the Monte Carlo Procedure 
by comparing the FDF results with a second order LES-FD and to a DNS results for a 
temporal mixing layer. The FDF results show superior results over the second order LES-
FD at some locations, which is attributed to the accuracy errors in the LES-FD procedure 
that does not exist in the Lagrangian methodology. However, there are some issues that is 
currently under investigation and we summarize them here: 
• There is a redundancy issue with hybrid schemes, some variables are computed by 
the FDF Lagrangian solver, other by the Eulerian solver, and other by both. The 
consistency between these variables need to be checked ([88]). 
• Molecular mixing is mainly a subgrid phenomena, FDF as a PDF methodology requires 
closure for these terms. Several mixing models are proposed that depend on the filtered 
mean values for closing such term. 
• The numerical error by the interpolation techniques between the grid points and the 
particle locations needs to be probably assessed. [86] used a second order interpolation 
for 3D flows and fourth order interpolation for 2D flows. 
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• The mixing time in FDF needs to be modeled based on solving two extra equations 
for the mass fraction mean and variance ([89]). 
• In FDF, the number of particles mass weight inside each cell is adjusted to the current 
LES cell mass by a splitting-clustering technique, this generates numerical diffusion in 
the composition space. In this methodology particles that have mass larger than the 
cell mass average is split, while lighter particles are clustered ([89]). 
• Since the particle location and velocity are random variables, the stochastic nature of 
the particle scheme leads to numerical instabilities ([90]). This instability decreases 
by increasing the number of tracked particles, which increases the computational and 
memory requirements. 
• The continuity conservation in FDF is questionable ([89]), since the interpolation tech-
nique leads to velocity errors and the particles number is finite and are allowed to move 
freely in the domain. However, [91] claimed that if the particles are initially distributed 
uniformly, they will remain uniform during the simulation if continuity is satisfied. 
• To avoid numerical instabilities and divergence in the numerical scheme due to trans-
port of data from the stochastic particle domain to the deterministic Eularian domain, 
[89] used an indirect transfer of information by solving an enthalpy transport equation. 
The source term in the enthalpy equation is computed from the particles density and 
then LES scheme is updated based on this. 
3.9 Linear Eddy Mixing and Combustion Model 
The Linear Eddy Mixing model developed by Kerstein ([92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]) will be 
prescribed here. LEM as a subgrid combustion model for LES calculations is called LEMLES. 
In LEMLES, models at the resolved scales are avoided altogether. Instead, scalar evolu-
tion is modeled by a combined Eulerian-Lagrangian approach that captures both the large 
and the small scale processes correctly. All processes occurring below the LES grid scale, 
such as reaction-diffusion, heat release, volumetric expansion, and turbulent stirring by the 
small-scales (i.e., scales below the grid scale A) are simulated within each LES cells on a 
one-dimensional domain (the LEM domain). The large-scale transport (by the LES resolved 
mass transport) of the subgrid scalar fields across LES cells is modeled by a Lagrangian 
advection process that ensures exact mass conservation ([99, 100, 101]). A brief literature 
review of LEM will be introduced next, followed by the justification of choosing LEMLES 
as the current combustion and mixing model for soot predictions. 
LEM has been extensively validated and applied to a variety of turbulent combustion 
problems in both the premixed and the non-premixed regimes. Menon and Kerstein ([102]) 
applied LEM for a premixed flame propagating in a statistically steady turbulent flow field in 
the wrinkled flamelet regime. The molecular diffusion and finite rate processes are replaced 
with a flame propagation model based on the G-equation methodology (GLEM). The domain 
considered was a longitudinal line along the turbulent flame brush, which is propagating with 
a constant flame speed and is subjected to turbulent stirring. The turbulent flame speed 
was found to be linearly dependent on the turbulent fluctuations, and that the flame surface 
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is fractal from the integral length scale down to the Kolmogorov scale or the Gibson length 
scale. 
Different studies has been conducted to diffusion jet flames. [103] conducted a study 
on a hydrogen-argon-air jet diffusion flame. The LEM domain in this case represents the 
jet centerline. The study investigates the effect of molecular transport on the chemistry-
turbulence interactions. The Lewis number and differential diffusion were found to impact 
the heat release rate in the near field, affecting the buoyancy of the jet and the air entrainment 
downstream. [104] used LEM to predict the mixing of a conserved scalar in a turbulent shear 
layer. The scalar field PDF shows a good agreement with the DNS data. 
[105] used LEM to compare between a detailed full chemical mechanism and a reduced 
mechanism for 1/2 -air combustion with NO formation for a non-premixed, turbulent jet 
flame. Good agreement is achieved, with some deviations for the radical species. The LEM 
domain was represented by a vertical line that is convected downstream. The work concluded 
that the effect of Lewis number counteracts the preferential diffusion effect on lowering the 
temperature. Furthermore, the chemical kinetics effect is found to be dominant close to the 
nozzle jet, while the flow is more transport controlled downstream, where the flame reaches 
an equilibrium state. A similar configuration was used previously by [106] to predict NOx 
formation in a jet hydrogen-air flame. 
[107] utilized LEM to construct a joint-pdf to close the chemistry term in the PDF mo-
ments equations. The derived PDF assumes that the PDF of scalars can be expressed as 
a function of its lower moments for a decaying homogeneous turbulence. In addition, the 
general turbulence reacting flow scalar PDF can be approximated by the decaying homoge-
neous turbulence PDF tabulated by using LEM. The resulting joint-PDF was function of the 
progress variable and the mixture fraction. The model was applied to a RANS calculation 
of a turbulent, round jet flame. It showed good agreement with the pre-assumed PDFs and 
the experimental data. 
[75, 108] compared the one-dimensional stand-alone LEM and DNS to capture the pre-
mixed flame structure, and to study the effect of Lewis number and turbulent intensity. 
They included the effect of finite rate chemistry and the effect of heat release. Good qual-
itative agreement is achieved with DNS. The model confirms the linear relation between 
the turbulent intensity, and the turbulent flame speed. In comparison with DNS, only the 
stationary state LEM data can be quantitatively comparable to DNS, while the transient 
data can be compared only qualitatively. Hence, different LEM realizations were simulated 
and the average was taken over time and space. In addition, to simulate a freely propagating 
DNS flame with a stationary LEM one, an observation window is fixed to the propagating 
flame with defined boundaries to represent the LEM domain. 
[99, 100] used LEM as a subgrid model for LES applications. They were the first to use 
the Lagrangian transport scheme to model the scalar advection through the LES cells. The 
model was applied to study premixed flames in the flamelet regime. Comparison with the 
conventional LES and DNS results shows the superiority of LEM subgrid model in captur-
ing the flame structure, the flame turbulence interaction and the counter-gradient diffusion 
effects. The G-equation model was used to captured the transition from wrinkled flamelet 
to corrugated flamelet in three dimensional stagnation point premixed flame. More recently, 
[109, 110] investigated the LEM subgrid model for a set of 3D and 1D premixed flames in the 
thin reaction zone using single step chemistry. The statistics show good agreement with the 
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DNS data. The flame structure and surface area were captured accurately, to demonstrate 
the ability of LEMLES in such high turbulent regime. [111] compared between the filtered 
G-equation and LEMLES in a dump combustor. For different lean equivalence ratios, the 
two models show different flame length and structure. The difference was attributed to 
the more accurate prediction of the vortex breakdown by LEMLES. More recently,([112]) 
LEMLES was used to simulate a non-premixed and partially premixed flame in a swirl, bluff 
body stabilized flame. Results were compared to experimental and all the flow features were 
captured reasonably. The results demonstrate the capability of LEMLES to handle such 
complex flows. 
In the current Thesis LEM is chosen as the combustion and mixing model. As men-
tioned earlier, for combustion to occur the reactants have to mix at the molecular levels at 
the unresolved scales. In LEM the mixing, diffusion, and reaction processes are solved for 
exactly, without any filtering or closure requirements. Consequently, all the mixing closure 
problems in other models (as PDF and FDF) are all avoided. In addition, from the above 
discussions, for premixed flames, LEM can be employed in all the combustion regimes, while 
other methodologies, as the flamelet model, can only operate at regimes, where the smallest 
turbulent eddy is larger than the reaction zone thickness. Moreover, LEM allows the usage 
of relatively complex mechanisms to predict pollutants as NOx, CO ([113]), and soot ([114]). 
Hence, LEM was found to be currently the most universal and flexible model to be employed 
to predict soot for LES calculations. 
The following section will present the Thesis technical objectives. In section V, the gov-
erning equations, the numerical approach, and the elements of the proposed model will be 
shown in details. Next, the numerical implementation will be discussed in Section VI. After-
wards, the last three sections will be devoted for the results in premixed and non-premixed 
configurations for both sooting and non-sooting flames, and finally the the conclusions and 
the recommendations. 
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4 Technical Objectives 
In this chapter the technical objectives of the current Thesis, the challenges, and the pro-
posed road map to achieve the goals are presented. The general goal of the current work 
is to develop a soot subgrid model for LES calculations. This subgrid model should be 
characterized by the following features: 
I. Applicable to all combustion regimes in premixed and non-premixed flames without 
any ad-hoc changes. 
2. The model should be flexible to absorb all future changes of its components. 
3. Suitable for highly turbulent unsteady flames and complex configuration. 
4. Computationally efficient and reasonably accurate. 
5. The model should cure all the shortcomings in the current models, such as neglecting 
the effect of unresolved turbulence fluctuations, unsteady effects, and physical coupling 
between acoustic, turbulence flame interaction, on soot formation. 
6. The model should account for the basic physical processes involving soot such as dif-
fusion, thermophoresis, soot dynamics, and radiation. 
In order to achieve the above goals, the following questions have to be answered: 
I. Which numerical approach is suitable and what type of subgrid models and closures 
will be associated with it (chapter III). 
2. What are the physical processes that will be accounted for in the soot model. 
3. Are there any numerical issues that will arise by incorporating these soot models with 
the other existing combustion and closure models or not. 
4. How will the chemistry closure be encountered and how will it affect the soot model 
and the choice of the fuel/type and the mechanism used. 
5. Are there any experimental data for turbulent flames that match the choice of the fuel 
type for validation. 
As a consequence of the former discussion at the end of chapter (I), LEMLES is found to 
be the most suitable numerical approach to achieve the first and the second goals. Therefore, 
the LES formulation will be implemented, combined with the LEM for combustion closure 
and LDKM for momentum closure. The formulation is compressible and Favre averaged. 
The physical soot processes that need to be accounted for are soot nucleation, surface 
growth, coagulation, aggregation, thermal radiation, soot transport by diffusion and ther-
mophoresis. In order to achieve flexibility, each of these components are attached to LEM 
in the from of independent modules. For each module, the most efficient models in the 
literature are picked up to perform the required functionality. 
In order, to reduce the computational effort a low carbon content fuel (ethylene) is chosen, 
and a recently reduced mechanism form the literature is used to close the chemistry. Few 
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experimental data are found in the literature, the most recent one is picked up to validate 
our results. 
In the validation method, we started by studying a set of canonical premixed flames, 
to examine the model physics and its qualitative behavior. Then we examined LEMLES 
without soot in a non-premixed configuration and compared it with the experiment. Then 
finally, the model was validated against a non-premixed ethylene/air jet flame. 
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5 Mathematical Formulation and Numerical Approach 
In this chapter the flow governing equations and the numerical approach used together with 
the subgrid closures of the filtered equations, will be presented. The last section of the 
chapter is devoted to show the proposed model components in details. 
5.1 Governing Equations 
The fluid dynamics and mechanics era starts, when the French physicist Louis Navier and the 
Irish mathematician Gabriel Stokes derived the governing equations of motion simultaneously 
about a century ago. No exact analytical closed form solution has been found yet to solve 
such equations. One of the difficulties is that the inflow boundary conditions are randomly 
time dependent, and a deterministic solution is nearly impossible. Since then, the science 
of CFD has evolved progressively to find a numerical solution for such equations under 
different forms and conditions. The Navier-Stokes equations describes the conservation of 
mass, momentum and energy, where all the fluid physical processes are implicitly included 
inside. The full reactive compressible Navier Stokes equations can be written in different 
forms in terms of either the primitive variables or the conservative variables. The latter can 
be written as well in either the strong or the week conservative form. The balance equations 
are composed of the mass conservation equation, the energy conservation equation (the first 
law of thermodynamics) and the vector momentum equation (Newton's second law). 
The fluid is assumed Newtonian, which means that the viscous forces are linearly pro-
portional to the velocity gradient and all the fluid elements are in the continuum regime . 
The derivation of the governing equations can be found in general text books ([115]). The 
general reacting compressible Navier Stokes equations, for a multi-species, multi-diffusion 
flow with no body force for mass, momentum, energy, and species conservation are: 
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The first equation, derived using an Eulerian approach, is the continuity equation, which 
states that the rate of change of density (first term) is balanced by the net rate of mass flux 
per unit volume (second term) passing out of the control surface surrounding the control 
volume (for a single phase formulation without source terms). In the second equation, the 
first term represents the rate of variation of the a fluid element momentum passing through 
the control volume per unit volume, while the second, third and fourth terms represent 
the rate of momentum lost or gained by convection, normal surface forces and shear forces 
per unit volume, respectively. Similarly, the first term in the energy equation is the rate 
of variation of total energy per unit volume, the second, third, and fourth terms are the 
rate of change of energy by convection and by work done by surface forces (pressure), heat 
addition by conduction, convection or radiation, and work done by shear stresses on the 
control surface. Finally, the species conservation equation represents the balance, between 
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the rate of variation of the k — th, species mass per unit volume, by the rate of variation by 
species convection (second term on left hand side) , molecular diffusion (third term on left 
hand side) and mass production by combustion (term on the right hand side). 
In the above equations, p is the density, p is the thermodynamic pressure, u, is the 
velocity vector, and i is the Einstein summation index over the three coordinates. The total 
energy per unit mass E is given on the macroscopic level as the summation of internal energy, 
kinetic energy and potential energy (neglected for current applications) as: 
ukuk 	 (27) E = e + 
2 
Here, e is the internal energy given as the sum of the sensible enthalpy and the chemical 
stored energy as: 
Ns 
e = 	Ykhk - 	 (28) 
k=1 
where, the species enthalpy per unit mass is calculated from the thermal equation of state 
as: 
hk = Ah ° fk f C p,k(T)CIT 	 (29) 
Here k h° f is the standard heat of formation of the k th species at the temperature T"f and  
Cp, k is the k th species specific heat at constant pressure. The standard state is defined by 
P„f = 1 atm and T„f = 300 K. The specific heat capacity and the heat of formation are 
calculated by solving each species curve fit polynomial ([116]) at a given temperature as a 
thermally perfect model. 
In Eq. (26), q2 is the heat flux vector that contains contributions from the thermal 
conduction, diffusive enthalpy flux, Dufour heat flux, and radiation heat flux and is given 
by: 
aT 
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In the above formulation, Xn is the molar concentration of the nth species, DT, k and 
Dk ,n are the thermal diffusivity and the molecular binary diffusivity between the kth and nth 
species, respectively. While Fourier's law is used to represent heat transfer by conduction, 
where n is the thermal conductivity. The radiation term is considered here as an optically 
thin model (shown later). 
The viscous stress tensor for a continuous, isotropic, Newtonian linear fluid element is 
given by: 
(824 	apt; 	2 auk 
)(5t1 T,i = 	— + (31) axe 
ax, 
3 ax k  
Here, the first term in brackets is the strain rate by velocity gradients and the second 
term represents the deformation of the surface boundaries by dilatation or compressibility 
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effect. The Si.' is the Kronecker function, where Sig = 1 for i = j and Sig = 0 for i 	j. In 
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where pre./ is the reference viscosity at Tref and Ts = 110.4K. 
In the species mass conservation equation (Eq. 26), the mass reaction rate per unit 
volume and the species mass fraction are 'th„ and Yin , respectively. For a general reaction r 
in a set of Nr reactions, the reaction equation is given by: 
Ns 	 Ns 
vk r Mk 	vk r Mk 
	
(33) 
k=1 	 k=1 
Where, Lik„ 7. is the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants, v k" ,, is the stoichiometric co-
efficients of the products, Mk is an arbitrary specification for the k — th species and Ns is 
the total number of species. Arrhenius states that species will not react until they possess 
energy greater than a certain threshold amount symbolled as Ea , and the reaction rate of 
these species is generally proportional to the exponential Boltzman factor (expRuT), where 
the constant of proportionality includes the effects of molecular collision and the orientation 
of the molecules during collision represented by the steric factor. Hence, the k — th species 
mass reaction rate per unit volume is given as: 
wk = Wk 	— v k ArT-'er) 	 RuT 
— Ear Ns ,
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In Eq. (34), /14-w k is the molecular weight of the k — th species, A r , ar , and Ear are the 
Arrhenius constants for the r — th reaction, Xk is the molar fraction of the k — th species. 
From conservation of mass the sum over all the species should vanish: 
Ns 
>77-bk = 0 
k=1 




Where hk is the specific enthalpy given by Eq. (29). The diffusion velocity for the k — th 
species in the j — th direction is approximated by the Fick's law as: 
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The mass conservation can be represented by: 
Ns 






 = 0, i = 1,2,3. 	 (39) 
k=1 
The above set of equations (Eq. 26) are 5 + Ns equations in 6 + Ns variables. To close 
the picture, the pressure p is determined from the equation of state for a perfect gas mixture. 
Ns 
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(40) 
Here T is the temperature and R„ is the universal gas constant. The next section will 
represent the numerical approach used to solve the above set of equations. 
5.2 Numerical Approach 
Solving the Navier Stokes equations is faced with many challenges. For instance, the 
variation of the boundary and initial conditions by turbulence makes the problem indeter-
ministic, with no unique solution. In addition, as the Reynolds number increases, the inertia 
forces increase more than the viscous forces and more length and time scales are introduced 
in the system. As a result, the computational cost to resolve all these length scales increases 
approximately as Re a . While the large length scales are boundary dependent and hence 
non-universal, the small isotropic length scales decrease as Re -3M. Knowing that the Re in 
a typical gas turbine is in the range of a million, huge computational resources are needed 
to solve the complete flow field features. Unfortunately, the current computational resources 
cannot yet meet these demands. As a consequence, simple problems, where the boundary 
conditions are more deterministic at low and moderate Reynolds number can only be re-
solved. Solving the above equations without any modelling is termed as Direct Numerical 
Simulation (DNS), winch is limited to low Reynolds numbers flows. Since turbulence is 
a transient phenomenon, we also need to capture the variation of the flow field with time. 
Other modeling approaches are then introduced to make the above equations more tractable. 
The Reynolds Average Navier stokes equations (RANS) are derived by averaging the original 
balance equations over time and solving for the mean properties only. However, in case we 
are interested in transient processes as flame instability, ignition or flame quenching, RANS 
lacks the ability to resolve for such transient phenomena. On the other hand, Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES) resolves all the non-universal length scales above a specified cut-off value 
and models the small universal one on the subgrid level. LES is still on its way to gain the 
complete trust of the computational community. However, in the near future it is expected 
to be the main computational tool with the anticipated development of computational re-
sources. As a spatially filtered technique, LES is capable of capturing unsteady features that 
are derived mainly by the large energetic scales. However, for reactive problems the small 
scales that are responsible for the mixing of the reactants are not resolved and need to be 
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modeled. LES is found to be sensitive to the subgrid models used in addition to the filter 
width and the type, which means the solution is implicitly dependent on the filter features. 
This dependency can be resolved using dynamic approaches to compute the subgrid length 
and velocity scales ([117]). For a review of LES for turbulent combustion the recent review 
by [68] is highly recommended. In the current work, LES is chosen as the numerical ap-
proach. The next sections describe the derivation of the LES equations and there subgrid 
closure. 
5.2.1 LES Filtered Governing Equations. 
The LES equations are derived by using Favre spatial filtering approach ([118]), where the 
flow variable f are decomposed into super-grid (solved) f and subgrid (unsolved) f" com-
ponents. According to Favre averaging, the spatial filtering for a flow variable f is defined 
as: 
f (xi, t) = I f (x: ,t)G f (x i , x i )dx,1 	 (41) 
where G f is the filter kernel defined over the entire domain. As a consequence, the supergrid 
components are determined by: 
f f = P 	 (42) 
The filter used is the top hat filter Gf, whose value is based on the local cell size (i.e., 





Applying the Favre averaging over the entire Navier Stokes equations, the resultant LES 
equations can be introduced as follows ([119]): 
-a-2 + aTh7i — 0 at 	ax, _ 
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Here, fii is the i-th filtered velocity component, --fi is the filtered density and pis the filtered 
pressure, which is computed from the filtered equation of state: p- = pRn EkN5 1 ( -Elt-,1,:, + 7Isg8 ). 
Here, T is the filtered temperature, and Yk is the filtered e h species mass fraction. The Yk in 
the above relation are obtained from the subgrid closure, as described later and is subjected 
to the mass conservation condition E l s Yk + Ys = 1.0 and f, is the soot filtered mass 
fraction. 
The filtered total energy per unit mass is defined as E = —e + 2uk 2 + legs , where kegs = 
[uk uk — uku k ] is the subgrid kinetic energy, and -e- is the filtered internal energy per unit 
(44) 
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mass given as the sum of the sensible enthalpy and the chemical stored energy as e = 
Mks i Ykh, k — p/75. The species enthalpy is calculated from the thermal equation of state: 
hk = Ahaf,k + fT ef c9 , k (T)dT. Also, Cp, k is the specific heat at constant pressure for the 
t IC h  species. The filtered viscous shear stress is approximated using the filtered velocity as: 
-77 = ii(Oit1Ox i + af j /Ox,) — (077,k /Ox k )(50 . The filtered heat flux is defined as (after 










Here, and Dk are the mean thermal mixture conductivity and molecular diffusion of 
the k-th species, respectively. An optically thin radiation model ([120]) is employed here, 
where o- is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, and the overall Plank mean absorption coefficient 
is defined as a,,„ = 266.0f,,T +0.1 (X-co, + XH20 ) . Where Xco2 and X H -2 0 are the filtered 
mole fractions for the CO2 and H2 O, respectively. 
The filtered LES equations contain many subgrid terms, denoted by the superscript 
sgs, that require closure. These terms represent the effect of the unresolved motion on the 
resolved field. The subgrid terms Hp., ups, Tr and ofr  are respectively, the subgrid 
shear stress, the subgrid heat flux, the subgrid viscous stress, the subgrid temperature species 
correlation and the subgrid heat flux via turbulence fluctuation. These terms are defined as 
([119]): 
rii = p uiuj — u i uj sgs 
HP' = -fi[Eui - 
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The next subsections will show the closure for the forgoing terms. 
(46) 
5.2.2 Momentum Equation Closure 
In the current section the momentum equation subgrid closure is represented. Many studies 
have been performed on this issue most of them utilize the Kolmogorov hypothesis, which 
states that at high Reynolds number the small scale structures are isotropic and independent 
of the mean flow, and that large scale energetic structures cascade down to the small scale 
one, where they are dissipated by viscous and thermal dissipation effects. These assumptions 
acquire a high Reynolds number turbulent flow field. In addition, the turbulent-viscosity 
hypothesis introduced by Boussinesq states that the devatoric part of the Reynolds stress 
tensor is proportional to the mean strain rate. Although the turbulent viscosity hypothesis 
has the disadvantage of assuming the anisotropy tensor to be aligned with the mean strain 
rate tensor, it has been widely used and has proven to give reasonable physical results. 
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Many subgrid models exist for closure of the subgrid shear stress that combine the for-
going ideas. In order to utilize the turbulent viscosity hypothesis a characteristic mixing 
length Lmix and velocity 17,,, have to be determined, such that v T oc C,L mix V, ix . Usu-
ally, the length scale is specific to the problem dimensions (i.e., A), however, many models 
emerged to compute the velocity scale. For instance, the Smagorinsky model ([121]) as-
sumes equilibrium between the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation and production rates to 
obtain a relation between the characteristic velocity and the resolved strain rate, such that 
2 
VT = A (2Sii Sii ) 1 / 2 . Strictly speaking, the above formulation assumes no backscattering 
([91]) and is valid only in the dissipation range and therefore we will need to solve the entire 
inertial range in the super-grid scale. Thus, higher resolution at high Reynolds number is 
required. 
In the current study, an approach developed before ([122, 123, 74]), which is more suitable 
for high Reynolds number and complex flows, is implemented. In this method the velocity 
scale is derived using ks 93 by solving the transport equation for the subgrid kinetic energy, 
while the characteristic length scale is taken as the grid resolution A. In order to relax the 
equilibrium assumption embedded in other subgrid models, the transport equation formally 
derived for Jrsgs is solved along with the rest of the LES equations. By this way, the cutoff 
between the resolved and the unresolved scales can be shifted towards the inertial range, 
which allows the usage of a coarse grid over the entire domain. In addition, in this way 
the effect of the resolved turbulent fluctuations effect is taken into account at the subgrid 
scale. The ability of this model has been demonstrated and tested extensively in the past 
([122, 123, 119, 74]). 
The legs transport equation model is given by: 
apksgs 	a ( 
pui ksgs = Psgs Dsgs + 
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Here, the subgrid kinetic energy is defined as kegs = a uk — ia- 2 ] , and QT is a subgrid 
Prandtl number, assumed to be unity. In the above equation, Psg' and Dsgs represent 
the production and dissipation of the subgrid kinetic energy, respectively. These terms are 
modelled as follow: 
p s,s 
" axe 
Dsgs = C,75(ksgs) 3 i2 
The subgrid stress using kegs model is then obtained as: 
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where the subgrid eddy viscosity is given by 
Cv (ksgs) 1 /2 0 	 (51) 
The two model coefficients C L, and C, are obtained using a Localized Dynamic K-Equation 





where, )7-jr) is computed with a similar expression as Eq. (50), with all variables computed 
at the test filter level as: 
(ta74:8 ) 	— 2(75)vT 	—3 (Z) 8ii) + 3Pktest 6ii 	 (53) 
By equating Eq. (53) with Eq. (52) and noting that µ = C, (ktest) 1/2 ( LAA )  the model expres-
sion for 	is finally computed from ([123]): 
((CL)Lij 	g (P) ktest6ij)  (54) 
4T) \Atest(A) (STi) 	(Z) 6ii) 
Noting that the above system is over-determined, the least square method is used to solve 
for Ci, ([125]). A similar approach is used to calculate the dissipation coefficient, where the 
following relation is utilized: 
quite successfully in many of the past non-reacting and reacting studies ([123, 74]). The 
advantage of the dynamic model is to eliminate the dependency of the solution on the filter 
properties ([117]). The dynamic model is based on the scale similarity notion, which states 
that if different turbulent flows follow scale similarity, the models that describe them should 
behave similarly at different scales (s). [124] conducted experiment for turbulent jets at high 
Re, and observed that the subgrid tress 7 -,139s  at the grid filter level A is self similar to what 
is called the Leonard's stress L ij = ((p11 .3 ) 	(7'  ngl 71eT)61 at the test filter level (A) = 2A. la  
Consequently, if the subgrid shear stress and test subgrid kinetic energy at the test filter 
are denoted as (Tin, and ktest = 21 [ (Pur) k) (11 r) k ) ], respectively, the shear stress and the 
Leonard's stress at the test filter Level can be related as follows: 
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The following relation is derived [123]: 
C ,= (A)(Ti+ pt) 	0173 3 2 	(T 
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Here, [It = put and the tensor Tij is defined as —2 (Sij  — Oikk6ii) 	ktest 0 , while Tij 
indicates evaluation at the test-filter level. 
5.2.3 Energy Equation Closure 
The closure for the subgrid heat flux is achieved using an eddy viscosity model. Such a closure 
is acceptable since the small-scales primarily provides dissipation for the energy transferred 
from the large scales. Assuming that an eddy viscosity V T is prescribed from Eq. (51), these 
subgrid fluxes can be approximated as: 
ah 





However, the subgrid terms Tr' gisir and aisgs are found to be negligible and neglected 
hereafter ([126]). It is to be mentioned that the radiation subgrid effect is included implicitly 
on the subgrid level as will be discussed later in addition to the filtered radiation flux as 
discussed in Eq. (45). 
Since we are not resolving the species equations on the supergrid level, the subgrid 
diffusion mass flux (O sigins ) closure will not be considered here, however a similar eddy viscosity 
hypothesis can be used for closure. 
5.3 Combustion Closure 
Physically, scalar mixing, combustion and heat release occur at the small-scales, however, 
in conventional LES, the small-scales are not resolved. Therefore, these scales have to be 
modeled in combustion problems. Modeling of these subgrid processes at the filtered level in-
volve models that may not be applicable for all conditions. The current available combustion 
models were discussed in chapter I. Here, the LEM approach used will be presented. 
5.3.1 LEM Approach 
In LEMLES, the gas phase species conservation equations are not spatially filtered as the 
other LES equations. Rather, the exact unfiltered equations are solved using a two-step 
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, and then the resulting scalar fields are ensembled averaged 
in each LES cell to recover the LES-resolved species mass fractions, Yk (that is used in the 
LES-resolved energy and state equations). This approach eliminates most of the closure 
problems for the filtered species equations. LEM simulate all the physical subgrid processes 
at their relevant time scales. A general conservation equation for a scalar (I) can be written 
as: 
	
a.cp 	a.cp 	a [ 	a(i) 
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Eulerian Time Dervative 	Advection 	Molecular Diffusion 
where RI. is the molecular diffusion of the scalar <D. The scalar evolution is tracked using a 
two scale numerical approach, namely the large scale processes, that represent the convection 
by eddies larger than the filtered scales, and the small scale processes, that represent the 
transport by molecular diffusion, advection by unresolved small scales and chemical reaction. 
The two-step approach can be described mathematically by decomposing total velocity field 
into the LES-resolved velocity, it i , the LES-resolved subgrid fluctuations (u 1i ) R at the cell 
face and the unresolved subgrid fluctuations, (v,:) 8 . Thus, a general decomposition of the 
velocity field can be written as 
ui 




Using this relation Eq. (58) can be rewritten as: 
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Now, to describe how these two-scale approach is applied inside the LEM model, we 
have to consider the LEM domain first. The LEM domain is simply a one dimensional 
line that is embedded inside the LES cell. This one dimensional line has no specific spatial 
orientation. Physically it is aligned along the maximum scalar gradient or normal to the 
flame front ([100]). The domain length can also be approximated by the width of the LES 
cell A. The LEM resolution is usually determined to resolve all the length scales down to the 
smallest one. Being a 1D line, LEM makes the computational effort affordable to resolve the 
Kolmogorov length scale. For reactive problems, usually the reaction zone has to be resolved 
at least by 4-5 points. So, if the flame thickness is SF and the reaction zone thickness is 
0.1 8F , the LEM resolution required will be min (n, 0.024), where the 0.02 factor ensures 
that the inner layer is resolved by 5 points. 
The general theme of LEM is summarized as follow. The large scale advection is modelled 
by a Lagrangian tracking. The molecular diffusion is calculated deterministically by Ficikian 
Law, while the small scale advection is modelled by a stochastic Monte Carlo approach. By 
this way LEM preserves a mechanistic distinction between the two processes that govern 
turbulent transport. The fluid motion, which arranges the scalar filed without changing the 
concentration and the molecular diffusion that transfers scalars from one cell to another. 
5.3.2 LEM Governing Equations 
Using a similar approach to Eq (58), the unfiltered k th species equation can be written as: 
ayk \R 	Si ayk 	a  [ 	ayk i 
P 	
/ 
pLik— ax, ax, ax, = wk 	
(61) 
Equation (61) is split and solved by the two-scale procedure, where the large scale processes 
are separated as: 
Y* — Yn k 	k  = 	(tli 
Es 	
) R1 (9,?7kn 
Atz, OXi 
and the small scale processes are integrated along the LEM domain: 
(62) 
(Ykn+' — 	— 
+At,Es t 	 \i s aykn 	a 	
aY — [ [p (u: 	— [pDk k i 
ft 	 _xi ax , axi Wk] dt' 
	(63) 
Here, the superscript n indicates the LES time level, At LEs is the LES time-step, Dk is the 
k th IC species diffusion coefficient, and c4.3 k is the kth species (unfiltered and therefore exact) 
(60) 
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production or destruction rate. Equation (62) represents the 3D advection of the scalar field 
modelled by a Lagrangian transport of the subgrid mass across the LES cells ([127]), and 
the integrand in Eq. (63) represents the LEM subgrid model, which is solved locally inside 
each LES cell. 
In the subgrid implementation of Eq. (63) the species equation (along with a similar 
equation for the subgrid temperature ([93]) and the soot-related equations) are solved on a 
1D domain that is aligned in the direction of the maximum scalar gradient. Within this 1D 
domain, the subgrid LEM equations take the following form: 
aYk,LEM r,stir 	a 	aYk,LE Mi 
at. 	as PLEM 	
= rk PLEMLik as 	-r wk 
k = 1, . . . Ns 	(64) 
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aoverg (T 	T) To4)  (65) 1 	hk cjk Mw k Frr  
EradMCtiP 	
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heat radia on heat release by chemical reaction ia  
In the above equations, Yk,LEM  and TLEM  are the k-th species mass fraction and the field 
temperature on the subgrid level, respectively. 
The 1D line (s) resolution in LEM is chosen to resolve all the turbulent scales below 
A (e.g., down to the Kolmogorov length scale 7/ if required). Here, Firr and Frr in Eqs. 
(64 and 65) represent — [p (u:)] s aa4 in Eq. (63) and — [p (u/ i )] s E, which are the subgrid 
stirring effect on the species (including soot), and the temperature fields, respectively. The 
pressure is assumed constant inside the LEM domain, which is an assumption valid only in 
case we have no steep pressure gradients in the subgrid level (e.g. shocks). A thermally 
perfect gas is assumed and the pressure and density on the subgrid level is computed from: 
PLEM = PLES 
PLEM 




Here, pLEm  is the subgrid mixture density and R u is the universal gas constant. 
5.3.3 Stirring by Subgrid unresolved scales 
The stirring process is modelled by a stochastic rearrangements process ([93, 95, 97]) that 
represents the action of a turbulent eddy (below A) on the scalar field. These stochastic 
rearrangements are instantaneously statistically independent events that conserves the scalar 
field but alters the gradient only and simulate the action of a compressive strain on a scalar 




of the concentration field onto itself. This stochastic process is named triplet mapping. 
Since, summing the scalar field is linear initially i/)(x) = x, the scalar field is compressed 
by a factor of three, to produce three copies of the original filed. These three copies are 
rearranged together, with the middle one being mirror inverted with respect to the others 
as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows an illustration for the LEM domain with respect to 
the LES cell and the mapping event before and after stirring. Mathematically, applying the 
above mapping sequence to the segment [x„, xo + 1] at time t o , transforms zi)(x, t o ) to (x, t o ) 
according to: 
{ 
q,/, (3x — 2x0, to) 
(x, t0) = 
i/)(-3x + 4x 0 + 21, to ) 
'Cb  V)(3x — 2x 0 — 2/, to ) 
(x, to) 
x o < x < xo + 
x o + <x < xo 
x o + 7 < x < x, + 1 
otherwise 
(68) 
where, 1 is the domain length, x, is the start position of the eddy mapping event and t o 
is the stirring time. Compressing the line into three copies, requires the number of grid 
points to be multiple of three. To simulate a complete eddy at least 6 points are needed. 
To illustrate the mapping events, assume we have 9 LEM cells, as shown in Fig. 2. Triplet 
mapping divides this line into three sections each is composed of 3 cells. Then applying the 
first equality to the first three cells we should get: 
i) (xo) to) = 0(xo)to)4'(X1) to) = z4 (x4, to)kx2, to) = 0(x7, to) 	 (69) 
In general the sequence for an initially 3k cells are 1,4,7,....3k — 8,3k — 5, 3k — 2,3k — 1,3k —
4,...,.3k — 3,3k. Doing this rearrangement, the mapping causes only discontinuities for the 
scalar gradient but not for the scalar itself. The triplet mapping can also be regarded as a 
random walk of a fluid element with a turbulent diffusivity DT ([96]). 
[128] mentioned that in the inertial range (where the inertial forces are dominant over the 
viscous forces) the Kolmogorov rate of energy transfer from eddies of size 1 to the smaller 
eddies (down to the Kolmogorov length scale) is proportional to 1 4/ 3 . [96] used this 3D 
inertial scaling turbulence law to drive the properties that govern the mapping event. As 
a consequence, the 3D physical effect is included in the stirring events, even though we are 
solving on a 1D line. Three quantities govern the stirring event: the eddy size, its location 
within the subgrid domain, and the stirring frequency. However, the event location x o is 
chosen randomly from a uniform distribution within the 1D domain. If x o > LLEM — 1 
then the eddy will go beyond the LEM line length and the event has to be truncated. The 
stirring frequency is computed from a Poisson process with a rate ALLEM,  where A is the 
event-frequency. Knowing that the eddy size can possibly lie in-between the LES filter grid 
width A and the Kolmogorov length scale n (i.e., in the range ri < 1 < A), the eddy size is 
sampled randomly from a PDF of eddy sizes given by f (1). [94] argued that A and f (1) are 
function of five parameters, namely DT the fluid element diffusivity, LLEM  the LEM domain 
length, ij  the smallest possible eddy size, 1 the current eddy size and p the inertial scaling 
law power. The turbulent diffusivity induced by segments in the size range (7-i, A) is given 
by ([129]): 
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Since, DT is proportional to 4/3 in the inertial range as mentioned before (in the previous 
paragraph), f (1) will be proportional to 1 to the power of 4/3 - 4 = -8/3 from Eq. (70) 
and the pdf of the eddy size is given by: 
f (1) = 
	
3 	5 	 ( 5 ) 1-8/3 77 3 A 3 
The derivation of the above PDF is done as follows: 
• From the previous discussion f (1) should be proportional to /P-4 , where p = 4/3 in 
this case. Assume f (1) = Alp -4 . 
• Utilizing the mathematical fact that f f (1) = 1.0, and by setting the integration -cc 
limits in-between A and 77 (since it will be zero everywhere else). The constant A will 
be: 
3 - p 
A = 	 ( 72) 
773-P - A3 P  
• Plugging A into f (1) = Alp-4 and setting p = 4/3 we finally get Eq. (71). 
Here, 77 = Nn ARe -3 / 4 , and Re,-E- = u'A/zi is the local subgrid turbulent Reynolds number, 
where u = V21098 /3 is the subgrid turbulence intensity. Also, N,7 is an empirical constant 
that reduces the effective range of scale between the integral length scale and 7), but does not 
change the turbulent diffusivity ([93]). Finally, the event rate A is calculated by combining 
Eqs. (71 and 70) ([93]): 
A = 
vReT,$ 1 - 1 
C,A. 3 1 - 
(73) 
The subgrid stirring time scale is then obtained as: 
Atstv = 1/AA 	 (74) 
The two empirical constants N 	CA have to be determined. The first parameter 1\1,7 is 
found to be in the range 1 - 13 ([130, 131]). In the current work it is fixed to 5 according 
to past studies ([132]). The second parameter CA was computed before by comparing the 
turbulent flame speed to the Pocheau flame speed model to DNS data under unity Lewis 
number assumption ([130]) in the flamelet regime. [109] used value of CA = 15 in the thin 
reaction zone regime, which is used here ([99]). 
(71) 
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5.3.4 Volumetric Expansion 
Heat release in the subgrid LEM domain results in volumetric expansion that is also included 
in the LEM as an increase in the subgrid domain volume. Since the pressure is constant, 
increasing the temperature will decrease the density and the LEM cells will expand. For 
strict mass conservation, each LEM cell that has been burned (partially or fully) is increased 
volumetrically. [133, 134, 100] expand each cell in the 1D domain by AVIIml = 
where AV 1,2 11/ ,i = (As) 3 is the change in the volume of the i-th LEM cell, and pr,' and p2+1 are 
respectively, the density of the i-th cell at two successive time steps and As is local LEM cell 
length. A generalized approach will allow the subgrid LEM domains to vary from LES cell 
to cell but this can make proper load balancing in a simulation cumbersome. Therefore, for 
computational expediency ([134]), the LEM domain is regrided after the large-scale advection 
to retain a uniform grid spacing. However, to maintain the initial number of LEM cells 
the number of cells that exceeds the initial amount is truncated. This regriding operation 
introduces some spurious diffusion for the scalars, that is proven to have a negligible effect 
([111]) since only a small number of LEM cells are involved. In addition, ([133]) argued that 
the truncated amount is from the burned side, and that will not affect the flame speed, since 
volumetric expansion is decoupled from the diffusion reaction equation. 
5.3.5 Advection by Large Scales 
Once the subgrid processes have evolved within each LES cell, large-scale transport of the 
scalar fields is implemented using a Lagrangian approach to solve Eq. 62 ([134, 100]). This 
approach transports the subgrid LEM fields across the LES cell faces in such a way to 
ensure mass conservation on the subgrid and the supergrid level. [100] tested the splicing 
scheme for convection of a square face and outward burning of a circular flame. The scheme 
shows accurate propagation in all direction. The splicing technique uses the filtered velocity 
magnitude and direction at the LES cell face to compute the amount of masses needed to be 
advected between the LEM domains in different LES cells, in such a way to conserve mass. 
The sufficiently small LES time step ensures that mass is transported form one LES cell to 
an adjacent one only, without crossing to other cells. This reduces the complexity of the 
problem. The algorithm for splicing can be summarized here as follows: 
• Since LES scheme is a cell centered scheme, the filtered velocity values are known only 
at the cell center. The velocities at the cell faces are computed by a second order 
interpolation from the cell centers (shown in the following chapter). 
• The resolved mass fluxes are computed at the LES cell face. The computation of these 
mass fluxes is alsp described in the next chapter. 
• The direction of the mass fluxes is set equal to the direction of the filtered velocity 
field. 
• Hence, the magnitude m LEs and the direction of the mass to be spliced is determined 
from the above two steps. 
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• The Influx is given a positive sign and the out-flux is given a negative sign along each 
coordinate direction. 
• The fluxes are sorted in an ascending order, so that the lowest negative (largest out-
flux) will be first and the highest positive(largest influx) will be last. 
• For each LES cell, the equivalent number of LEM cells that contain the required mass 
to be transported is computed. The LEM cell mass is computed as pLEmVLEm, and 
the number of cells to be spliced is N8p „ d = LEmmWEm  If the number of cells contains 
a fraction from an LEM cell it will be transformed as a fraction to the other cells to 
preserve continuity. 
• An upwind like scheme is implemented to update the fluxes ([100]). The largest out-
flux is fluxed out from the right end of the LEM domain and the largest influx from 
the surrounding LES cells is convected into the leftmost LEM cell. Following that, the 
lower order influx and out-flux masses are convected. 
Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrates the splicing operation in a two dimensional environment. 
First, the equivalent fluxes at each face is computed from LES (Fl,F2,F3 and F4) , then 
this fluxes are arranged with the lowest negative first. Next the LEM cells corresponding to 
each flux value is calculated for each LEM line. Finally, the influx masses are convected to 
the neighboring LEM domain from the left and the out-flux from the last LEM cell from the 
right. 
5.3.6 Fractional Step Method 
LEM follows a fractional step method to simulate each physical process concurrently 
at its relevant time step. Figure 6 shows the general flow chart for the LEM subroutine. 
The inputs to the LEM solver are the LES time step, the subgrid turbulence intensity 
= V2k598 /3, the filter width A and the filtered scalar values, PLES, YLES and ui . First, 
the mass fluxes across the LES cell faces are exchanged. Next, the one dimensional reaction-
diffusion-stirring subroutine are solved for the subgrid scale processes. This is followed by 
the volumetric expansion and the splicing across the LES cell faces. Lastly, the coupled large 
scale and small scales values are averaged over the LEM cells to be passed to the LES domain. 
Consequently, the filtered values for the scalars that include the species, temperature or any 
other scalars are computed as: 
NLEM 




where, i is the index of the LEM cell and (I) i is the local value of the scalar at the i — th cell. 
The reaction-diffusion-stirring subroutine flow chart is shown in Fig. 7. First, the LEM 
domain is initialized from the previous time step data. Next, a loop starts over the LES 
cells, where the relevant time scales are computed first based on the inputs discussed in the 
last paragraph. The stirring time & stir is computed from Eq. (74), while the diffusion time 
step is computed from: 
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Here, Cdiff is a stability factor taken as 0.25, Dmax is the maximum molecular diffusion 
coefficient computed over all the species at the local temperature, and As LEm  is the grid 
spacing between LEM cells. The parameters Tr,„ts and Tnex tg are set to t 8t2r. and tdiff , 
respectively. The chemistry time step is computed as well, either by the DVODE solver, or 
by other means. In the current study, the chemistry time step is computed to match the 
acetylene reaction with the DVODE solver within a maximum of 5% error. Next, over each 
LES cell, the LES integration time step is divided by the minimum time step calculated for 
stirring and diffusion to figure out how many stirrings and diffusion should occur per time 
step. As the number of stirrings and diffusion time step per LES time step is specified, a 
loop is started over each cell. If the stirring time is smaller than the diffusions time, triplet 
mapping is performed to simulate the scaler mixing in the subgrid level. Otherwise, the 
one dimensional solver of the energy and species equations is turned on. The stirring and 
diffusion time concurrently occur till the LES integration time is reached. 
5.4 Soot Dynamic Model 
Prediction of soot formation and transport in unsteady turbulent flames is very challeng-
ing because both realistic chemical kinetics for gas and soot is required, and flow-chemistry 
interaction over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales has to be resolved. In the past, 
several steady state approaches have been used to predict soot in realistic turbulent config-
urations. A good review of available soot models till 1997 is given in [42]. In general, past 
soot models can be classified into two general categories. The first one solves two transport 
equations for the soot volume fraction and number density in conjunction with other simpli-
fied turbulent models. The second category either uses a prescribed soot probability density 
function (PDF) distribution or solves the transport moment equations for the soot PDF. 
[44], [135, 43] used the laminar flamelet approach combined with the soot mass fraction and 
the number density transport equations to approximate the soot chemistry to study a low 
turbulent buoyant fire and an axisymmetric turbulent methane-air jet flames at elevated 
and atmospheric pressure. This was one of the first available databases on turbulent soot-
ing methane-air flames that is based on the current understanding of the physics of soot 
formation. 
[79] used the same soot transport equations with the CHIC approach to study turbulent 
methane jet flames ([43]). They used a detailed hydrocarbon mechanism and obtained 
good agreement with measurements. [136] applied a detailed soot model along with a joint 
transported PDF equation of the mixture fraction, enthalpy and soot volume fraction to 
study an ethylene-air jet flame. They found that most of the soot is formed around 1400 
K and for such a flame, the correlation between the mixture fraction and the soot volume 
fraction is very weak. 
Recently, [137]developed a hybrid model that uses a Lagrangian Monte Carlo solution 
of the joint scalar PDF of the mixture fraction, soot number density and volume fraction 
combined with an Eulerian solution of the turbulent flow field. The model used the laminar 
flamelet-state relationship for the gas phase properties. The model shows good temperature 
tdi f f — (76) 
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agreements with under prediction for the soot volume fraction along the centerline. The 
results shows that the radiation effect is to increase the predictable soot volume fraction. 
This may be due to the reduction in temperature, which reduces the oxidation rate. [138] 
developed a soot model that combines the k — c model for the turbulent flow field with 
the stretched laminar flamelet approach for a detailed kerosene/air mechanism. They used 
two soot inception models, one based on acetylene and another based on the formation of 
aromatic rings. They concluded that the acetylene model significantly under predicts the soot 
volume fraction, which indicates the importance of the aromatic species as an intermediate 
species in such flame types. 
Another PDF based transport study was done by [139]. In this study, a skeletal n-heptane 
chemistry model with an assumed log-normal soot size distribution is applied in the KIVA-3V 
code. [46] used the method of moments (MOM) combined with a joint-scalar transport PDF 
to predict the soot properties for two ethylene turbulent flames with full chemistry. They 
showed that increasing the number of statistical moments included improves the results. 
Good agreement with the experimental data is shown as well. 
All of the above cited models were primarily steady state approaches. So far, very 
few studies have simulated truly unsteady turbulent sooting flames. As noted earlier, an 
approach using LES is developed and applied here to a canonical turbulent premixed flame 
and to a non-premixed flame. The next section describes the Method of Moments approach, 
following that the proposed soot subgrid model will be discussed. 
5.4.1 Method of Moments 
The Method of Moments with interpolative closure (MOMIC) is based on the idea that 
the knowledge of all the moments is equivalent to knowing the distribution function itself 
([140]). The model utilizes the MOM to predict the population dynamics of an ensemble 
of particles that undergo simultaneous nucleation, coagulation and surface growth, and fi-
nally agglomeration. The moment equations can be derived starting from the Smoluchowski 
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By adding the similar components of each equation vertically we get: 
dt 
By utilizing the following mathematical formula: 
oo i — 1 
	
00 00 
Ns ,j Ns ,i j = 
	 Ns , i Nsj 	 (80) 
i=1 3=1 	 i=1 j= 
we finally obtain the following expression: 
(81) 
Then by defining the r — th moment as: 
Do 
Mr =>-:m,Z Ns i 	 (82) 
i=i 
Here, rni is the mass of the soot particles of class size i. We get the zero — th moment 
Mo 
00 00 >7, Ns ,iN 	 (83) 
1=1 3=1 
Similar argument can be used to derive the rest of the moment equations. Here, we will derive 
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Again, by summing vertically and assuming spatially homogeneous, particles, i.e: 
im i ), the following expression is obtained: 
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From the relation given by Eq. (80), the following formula is induced: 
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By substitution in Eq. (85), the following expression is obtained: 
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By replacing i with j in the last expression as a dummy index we get: 
dNll 
= 0 	 (88) 
dt 
The above derivation includes the coagulation effect only. By adding the other physical 
soot processes, the soot moment equations can be expressed as follows ([141]): 
dMo 
dt 
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dt r 
where Mr = Eice  1 mi N s , is the rth moment of the soot particle distribution, defined by the 
mass mt of the individual primary particles and the number density Ns , of the soot particles 
of size class i. The terms R T., Cr and St. are the moment rates that count for nucleation, 
coagulation and surface growth respectively. All the above rates must be added with their 
relevant sign. 
The zero moment (r = 0) represents the number density Ns defined by the number of 
soot particles per unit volume of the mixture. The second moment represents the total mass 
of soot particles m, per unit volume. The third and the fourth moments are proportional 
to the particle mass distribution function skewness and kurtosis, respectively. Accordingly, 
the soot mass fraction can be computed by Y. = p, where p is the mixture density at 
a given instant. The soot volume fraction is given by ft, = is the 
soot 	
(PYs) /P800t, where ps  
t density, taken as 1.8 gl cm' here. Hence, according to the above relations, prediction 
of only the first three moment differential equations should be sufficient to predict the soot 
mass fraction. 
The application of the above terms depends greatly on what regime we are working in, 
which depends on the local pressure and temperature values. The soot nuclei diameter 
ranges between 200 — 400 A, while the soot aggregates can be in the order of /Dm Hence, the 
coupling between the soot particles and the fluid dynamic scales has to be considered over 
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D, 
where D, is the average soot particle diameter computed from MOM, and A is the mean free 
path of the fluid defined by: 
A = 	a- 2 N) 1 	 (94) 
Here, o-g is the collision diameter of the fluid molecules, and N is the number density of the 
gas ([2]). When the Knudsen number is << 1, the mean free path is much smaller than 
the particle diameter and the continuum regime formulation has to be adapted. On the 
other hand, if the Knudsen number is >> 1 the free molecular implementation is required. 
In between these two extremes is the transition regime. For most of the high pressure and 
combustion applications, the free molecular regime is found to be dominant. 
The above formulation is valid for the coalescent limit, when all the particles in the co-
agulating ensemble are assumed spherical. After a certain transient period, the soot particle 
diameter exceed a certain threshold, after which coalescent collisions are not physical any-
more, and the soot particles start to agglomerate and take on a fractal dimension. Under 
these conditions, the moments will also be function of the primary number of particles in 
addition to the mass of the particles. This regime is termed aggregation of soot particles 
and will be discussed in Section. (5.4.8). The following subsections introduce how each soot 
process is tracked within the MOMIC for different flow regimes (i.e., in the free, continuum 
and transition regimes). 
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5.4.2 Nucleation of Primary Particles 
Generally speaking, several theories have been proposed to address the soot precursor, 
which include polyacetylene, ionic species, PAHs or acetylene. These chemical products are 
stable kinetically and once they are formed they need a huge amount of energy to decompose 
to there initial elements ([26]). The majority of the soot community support PAHs as a main 
soot precursor ([142]). However, the formation of PAHs requires the presence of acetylene for 
formation of the first aromatic ring, as mentioned before. As a result, in the current study 
acetylene is taken as the soot precursor. Acetylene is predicted here by a reduced ethylene/air 
mechanism developed at Princeton University ([143]). The details of this mechanism will be 
given later. However, the reaction rates are modified here by the soot nucleation, surface 
growth and oxidation rates according to the Lindstedt model ([52]). 
Particle nucleation is the process of transition of gas-phase species to solid particles. 
However, this is the least understood process in soot formation. Based on PAHs as soot 
precursor, soot nucleation is formed by two simultaneous processes, one of them is the 
clustering of PAHs species together by collision to form dimers and trimer's of PAHs, and 
the other one is the individual growth of the PAHs species by gas phase chemical reactions 
([142]). However, the use of acetylene as an indicative species for soot formation has proven to 
give good results with methane ([144]) and ethylene flames ([54]). Accordingly, the nucleation 
reaction of soot particles is expressed based on the Lindstedt model ([52]) as: 
C2 H2 	2C + H2 	 (95) 
And the nucleation rate kri in dimensions V, is given by: 
= 0.63x104 exp 





The above reaction rate states that the soot monomer is composed of two carbon atoms. 
Therefore as long as two carbon atoms come together a soot nuclei will be formed. Finally, 
the rate of moment variation by the soot nucleation is assumed in both coalescent and 
non-coalescent limits as follows for zero-th moment: 
Ro 
C, 
For higher moments (r>1)the nucleation rate is computed from: 
R7. = Ro (/14c /Na„ * C,r (98) 
Here, is a calibration constant taken as unity for the present work, but may need to be 
adjusted, kr, is the rate constant of nucleation computed, as in Eq. (96) ([79]), C, = 60 is the 
minimum number of initial soot particles (C) required for nucleation, Mc is the molecular 




nucleation effect is controlled by the nucleation rate of the carbon atoms by acetylene, and 
that the mass moments grow linearly as nucleation adds more particles to the mixture. Other 
studies incorporate similar assumptions as well ([139]). 
5.4.3 Surface Growth 
While nucleation controls the number of primary particles and coagulation controls the 
evolution of the number density, surface growth controls the number amount of carbon mass 
deposited on the soot particle surface ([142]). Surface growth is defined as the process of 
mass deposition or abstraction on the soot particle surface by gas-phase chemical species. 
This process controls the soot mass fraction and volume fraction, but it has no effect on the 
number density. [56, 145] indicate that, for premixed flames the surface growth rate is a first 
order kinetic function in acetylene. Accordingly, the surface growth is expressed by ([79]): 
C2112 9 2C + H2 (99) 
The surface growth reaction rate k, is expressed as a first order function of acetylene and 
soot surface area ([52]): 
	
12100) 	17, T 
ks 	0.75x103 exp 	T 2 /7 2 ] 
where, As is the surface area of the particle of size i, with dimensions [] computed from 
As = 	 (101) 





The oxidation of soot by OH and 0 2 is considered and assumed to proceed, as follows ([52]): 
C + —
2
02 N CO 
	
(103) 
C + OH CO + H 
	
(104) 
and the oxidation rate K ox, is expressed as 
kox = 7 .15x102 f(T)exp ( 
19800) 
 Asti [02] + 0.36f(T)Asti [OH] 	(105) 
In the above equations, T is the temperature in Kelvin predicted by the LEM model, [C2H2], 
[02 ] and [OH] are the acetylene, oxygen and hydroxyl molar concentration respectively 
computed from the reduced ethylene mechanism, respectively ([143, 146]). 
(100) 
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In the MOMIC method, the surface growth rate can be expressed ([141]) in the coalescent 
limit as follows: 
2i3 k — k 
	




Arrir k ,t4 +21 3 ,r = 1, 2, 3, • • • (106) 
Here, As is the surface area of the particle of size i, calculated from Eq. (101), Am is 
the mass increment from one size bin to another. In other words, if a particle of size m i 
 gains Am by mass deposition on its surface it will be transferred to the mass bin i + 1 and 
is the rth size moment defined as: 
/V/7, 
= mo 
The above equation (Eq. 106) is derived utilizing the following mathematical formulation: 
d/11-5 , 1 	ksNs,isi 
dt Am 
dN, 	k„ „, 
	= — 	 (109) 
dt Am 	' 
The above differential equations states that the rate of variation of the number density 
is linear function of the particle surface area, s i and, the growth rate per unit area, k 3 . 
Multiplying the above equation by mr and taking the summation over all the class sizes, Eq. 
(106) is retrieved. 
5.4.4 Coagulation 
Originally, the Smoluchowski equation ([147]) describes the time evolution of particle 
population y coagulation. The coagulation term in the moments equation is modelled based 
on Eqs (77). Following the discussion on section (5.4.1) the particle population equations 
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2 Ld k 
k=1 	 i=1 j=1 
r 0ij N,, i N3 j r = 2 3, 	 ) 	, (111) 
where, i  is the collision coefficient, Ns ,, is the number density and m i is the average mass 
of particles of class size i. The above equations are the same for all the three regimes (i.e., 
continuum, free, and transition). However, modeling the collision coefficient will be different 
for each regime ([149]). Since the collision frequency is function of the number density it is 
computationally expensive and cannot be solved on a closed form. In past studies ([148]) 
a constant value for the collision frequency is assumed. However, MOMIC method allows 
a more accurate description of this term ([141]), which saves a lot of computational time 
with a reasonable modeling accuracy. The next three subsections will introduce the moment 
equations in the continuum, free molecular and transition regimes in the coalescent limit, 
respectively . 
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5.4.5 Continuum regime 
For the continuum regime (Km << 1) the collision coefficient for coalescent collisions of 
spherical particles is given by the following equation ([149]): 
( 4 = Kc 4c + 4c (772  3 ) 
Tn, 	m7 3 
K, is given by ([150]): 
2k B T 
K, =  	 (113) 
It 
Here, /1 is the gas viscosity, and C is the Cunningham slip correction factor and can be 
expressed as C = 1 + 1.257Kn ([151]). By substituting Eq. (112) in Eq. (111) we get: 




_ 2Pkbir—k Pk+1/3,1ir—k-1/3 Plk-1/3Pr—k+1/31 MO2 + 1 -Kc ErkVi 	(115) P-<-c Erk:1  (k) r 
KC (Pk - 1/3 	Pr—kiL-2/3 	Pkbir—k-1/3 	pk+1/3117--k-2/3 	iLlk-2/31tr—k+1/3)  
Here I< = 2.5146A (T) 1/3 , ps is the soot particle density and A is the free molecular 
path ([151]). The above equations include fractional reduced moments (e.g, p_ 2 13 ), which 
need to be solved to close the system. These fractional moments are obtained by Lagrangian 
interpolation in-between the whole moments 0, 1, 2, 3,   It also indicates that extrapolation 
is needed for the rmax + 1/3 moment, where rma, is the number of moments solved. The 
validity and accuracy of the interpolation technique is discussed by [141] and [150]; it is 
shown that the logarithm of the fractional moment is linear with the moment order after 
r = 3, with excellent accuracy between the exact method from the master equation and the 
MOMIC interpolation technique. In the current study, we solve only up to the 4t h moment 
since we are interested only in the zeroth and first three moments. The positive fractional 
moments are computed by Lagrangian interpolation among the whole moments logarithms 
as: 
	
log (lip) = Lp (10g1-10, log Pi, 
	 (116) 
While the negative fractional moments was found sufficient to be interpolated among the 
first three moments ([141]): 
log (Pp) = Lp (log/10, 10g /1 1, 10.41-1 2) 
	
(117) 
where Lp is the Lagrangian interpolation operator. For a data of N points, the Lagrangian 
interpolation fits the data with a polynomial of degree N — 1. For instance, if we have an 
original set of data 172 = f (x,), where i varies from 1 to N, the final fitted polynomial can 
be expressed as: 
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P(x) = 	 Lk(x)Yk 
	 (118) 
k=1 
where Lk is the Lagrangian coefficient computed from: 
(x — x 1 ) (x — x2) 	(x — x n ) 
Lk(x) = 	 (119) 
(x k — x 1 ) (x k — x 2 )  (x k — x i,) 
By solving for the fractional moments and substituting into Eqs. (114 and 115), the equations 
will be function of the whole moments that are known at each time step. 
By interpolation, the negative fractional moments are expressed as: 
	
15/8 	10/8 3/8 
P-1/2 = 	 [12 
91/72 —26/72 7/72 
P-1/6 = 	[11 	/22 (120) 
While some of the fractional positive moments are given by the following: 
5/16 15/16 —5/16 1/16 
P1/2 = /-10 	[11 	/12 	/13 
— 1/16 9/16 9/16 —1/16 
/13/2 = /1° 	il l 	/1 2 	/13 
935/1296 561/1296 —255/1296 55/1296 
P1/6 = Po /1 1 	/42 	iI3 
—55/1296 1155/1296 231/1296 —35/1296 
[L7/6 -- Po 	[1 1 	//2 P3 
91/1296 1365/1296 —195/1296 —35/1296 
/15/6 = Po 	1-1 1 /22 	[13 
35/1296 231/1296 1155/1296 —55/1296 
P11/6 = / Lo /1 1 	/12 	/13 
35/1296 —195/1296 1365/1296 91/1296 
/2 13/6 = Po 	/2 1 	[12 	[13 
91/1296 —405/1296 1215/1296 405/1296 
[1 15/6 = Po 	ill 	iL1'2 	/23 
5.4.6 Free Molecular Regime 
For the free molecular regime, Kr), >> 1, and the mean free path is much larger than the 
travelling particle diameter. This regime characterizes low density fluids at high temperature 
levels. In this regime, the collision coefficient can be calculated from ([149]): 




and K1 is given by 
6k BT ( 
4
3 
K = 	 (122) 
p 	7p) 
where c is the Van Der Waals enhancement factor. [152], performed a study on the effect of 
c at different pressures. They showed that this factor ranges from 1.333 and 2.0. They also 
mentioned that the small aerosol particles are highly affected by this factor, since it mainly 
represents the Van-Der Waals forces, which contribute to the particle size distribution. The 
substitution of Eq. (121) into Eq. (111) leads to the following equation is obtained: 
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Since the expansion of the term (m i + m3 ) 112 will be infinite, [141] used a double interpolation 
procedure for the MOMIC. First a grid functions f l , where I ranges form 0 to the maximum 
moment equation r nia, is solved. These grid functions are defined as: 
00 00 	 2 
\ 1/2 	y 
fit Y = E) '(mi +m3) mzx mj (mil/ 3  ml / 3 ) N N m 1/2M 1 / 2 3 	2, 	3 
i=1 3=1 
As a result, the coagulation terms in the free molecular regime can be expressed as: 
Q = 2 
K f 02 f oi, o2 i 	1 
r-1 
Crf = —1 K f M2 1.2 (r).pk,r-k 2 - 	° k . 1 112 
k=1 
Utilizing the identity that i/ r. -= 	71\7:1' and by substituting into the grid functions in 
Eq.(124) we can get f ix ' in terms of the reduced moments only. Hence, the whole grid 
functions are given as: 
f,o 
f Li 
f 1 , 2 
f1,3 
f1,4 
f(, ' 2 -= 
g'3 = 
2 /11/6[1-1/2 + 421/6) Mc, 
q 	„ 	i_ 0,2 	m- L/17/6[4/2 4 ,p,5 /6 ) ---(2, 
117/6113/2 + [6 1/21-1 13/6 + 2 /15/61-111/6 	M02 
117/6P5/2 + /1 1/2/119/6 + 2/15/61117/6 	Mo2 
1-17/6/17/2 + 1-1 1/2/125/6 + 2 [15/6[123/6 	Mo2 




fo,0 	„ (Li/7/6[1 -1/2 	4 115/6/1-1/6 	2/11/2/11/6) 
fl 1 = (413/611 1/2 	4[1 11/61 65/6 + 2 /13/2117/6) 
	
2 
(01 13/6[13/2 	411 11/611 11/6 + 45/2[67/6 + 111/2[6 19/6 	[11/21-619/6[ 	
2 
+ [6 3/2/1 19/6 
+ /1 3/21125/6 














= (2 /1 13/61-65/2 
= (4113/067/2 
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f2 '3  
2/113/6 P-1/2 + 4 /111/6P-1/6 + 2 [13/211 1/6 + 4 /17/6[1 1/2 + 4[4246) Mo 
2 /1 19/6/1 1/2 + 2 /15/2P7/6 + 4 /1 17/6P5/6 + 4 /1 13/6[13/2 + [41/6) MZ, 
( 2 /-X19/6/15/2 + 2 11 13/6/17/2 + 2 /1 17/6/1 17/6 + 2 /-1 11/6/123/6) 
+ (P9/2[17/6 + [1 13/6[1 1/2 + 2 [15/6[129/6) Mc2) 
f2 ,4 
(/119/6/17/2 + P25/6115/2 + 2 11 1716/123/6 + 2 /113/6119/2 + 2/131/6/13/2 + 411 11/029/6) 
+ ([1 11/2/17/6 + P37/6/11/2 + 2 /135/6/15/6)  
1 2 /-L25/6P3/2 + 2P7/6P13/6 + 4P23/6/111/6 4P19/6[15/2 + 41147/6) M(23 
f22,2 
f22'3 — ( 3 /125/6 P5/2 + 3 P7/ 2 P19/6 + 2P23/6P17/6 + 2 1129/6 P11/6 + 4[1 17/6 /123/6 + /19/2[1 13/6) 
+ (P3/2/131/6) 	2 
(128)
 Afterwards, the fractional grid functions fx'Y 1/2  are interpolated by Lagrangian technique 
between the whole grid function values as: 
fx,Y 	0 _OR 1.-1/8 
1/2 Jo
/8 
 J1 J2 (129) 
5.4.7 Transition Regime 
The transition regime demarcation value is usually vague in the literature. However, in 
this study, the range in-between Kr/ = 1 and Kn, = 0.1 is taken as the boundary values 
between the continuum and the free molecular regimes. In the transition regime, the collision 
frequency is usually expressed in the form of empirical formula of Fuchs ([149]). This formula 
is hard to implement in the MOMIC. As a result, [153] suggested to use the harmonic mean 
to approximate the coagulation rate in this regime, which is also implemented here and is 
given as follows: 
CT — C7J:Cf 	 (130) 
T Cr + Cr 
where Cr is the corresponding value at the free molecular regime from Eq. (123) and Cr is 
the corresponding value at the continuum regime from Eqs. (114 and 115). 
5.4.8 Soot Aggregation 
The previous sections describe the soot development in the coalescent limit, where the 
particles after coagulating are still in the spherical configuration. Physically, after an initial 
period of coagulation, aggregation starts to activate and chain like structures are formed. 
The idea here is to start with the coalescent limit model described above until a critical 
average diameter d* is reached. Afterwards, the aggregation limit will be activated ([141]). 
The aggregate structure is composed primarily of spherical particles that obey the fractal 
relationship. 
(2 Rg  
d0
) 
where n is the number of primary particles that can be determined from the coalescent limit, 
R9 is the radius of gyration of an aggregate , dp is the diameter of primary particles, D1 is 
n — kf  (131) 
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the fractal dimension (taken as 1.8 here), and k f is the fractal prefactor. At the aggregation 
limit the particle distribution is function of mass moments and number of primary particles 
n. Frenklach introduced a new moment function Pr for n: 
00 
Pr = Ln7i /Vi 	 (132) 
j =1 
where the moments Pr can be calculated from 
,a -= 
dt = Rr  + H • r= 2 2,3,.... 
where R r is the inception rate computed as before. 
Kr  
R 7. =Mr 	 (134) 
Psoot 
Hr is the aggregate coagulation contribution given by: 
r-1 00 co  
(135) 
k=1  j=i 
Here, giai is the collision of the aggregates. Similar to the coalescent limit, in the free 
molecular regime the aggregate coagulation is: 
H7! = 2 K 114 02 14/2 
Defining the reduced aggregation moments as 717. = t, the grid function hl /2 is given by: 
fl/ 	(/) 	() ( 
h1/2 = L-Jk=o 1..-/q=1 k4) Wk+1/6 71-q+2/Df-2/3X/ii-k-1/2 7Tr-q+) 
(2/-4-1/6 7q+1/Df-1/3X/M-k-1/6 7r-q±1/D(-1/3 µk-1/2 7qX/M-k-1/6 7r-q+2/D(-2/3) 
(136) 
For the continuum regime of aggregate coagulation we have the following expression: 
He 
= vi KC Erk=1  ( rk) 
[27k7r-kii1/3 71k+1/Df-1/3XP-1/3 7r-k+1/3-1/D( 	A-1/3 7k-1/Df+1/3XA1/3 7r-k-1/3±1/Df] 
1 K Kc  Er-1 () k=1 k 
[A-1 /3 7 k+113-1ID f 7Tr -k 	P-1/3 7rr-k+1/3-1/Df 7k +1/1/3 7k-1/3+1/Df A-2/3 7r-k+2/3-2/Df] 
P(c Kei Ek: ( 1 ‘ k )  L• -2/3 7k+2/3-2/Df P1/3 7T-k-1/3±i/Dfj Mo 
(137) 
The agglomeration critical diameter d*, after which agglomeration starts is given by [154] 
and is taken here as d* = 10nm. While the particles are agglomerating they still undergoing 
coagulation simultaneously. But at this time the coagulating particles are function of the 
number of primary particles and the mass as well. The set of Eqs (133) is solved simul-







dt = R„ + Ca + SQ. 	 (138) 
In this case the surface growth rate will be given with a similar formula to Eq. (106)as: 
sra = 7 6 	Ks, — Kox, , , 2 r-1 ( 2/3 




and the grid function for the coagulation rate in the free molecular regime will be given as: 
= 	(ki )Px±k+ 1 /672/Df —2/3[IY+1—k-1/2± 	 (140) 
2yx+k--1/671/D f --1/3/1y +/-k-1/671/D f -1/3 + Py+/-k+1/6 72/D f —2/311-tx+k-1/2 
In the continuum regime the r th coagulation rates CY,'`i in the non-coalescent limit are 
given by: 
Co" = K,[1+ • Pi/37 1 0)f _ 1 / 3 /1 -1/3 7-1/Df+1/3] -1W+ 
K,Kc [P_ 1/3 7-11D 1 +113+ 01 /3/4-2 /377-1 / Df _1 /371-2 / Df _2/ 3 
(141) 
=Erk: 1 ( rk ) 
[214/-tr—kPk+113 71IDf —113, 14—k-113 7 —11 Df +113 + Pk-1/37 —11Di +1/3[-4—k+1/3 71/Df —1/3] Mo + 
2/"C'e Erk:1  ( rk) /Cc' (Pk-1/3 7-1/Df+1/3/1T—k 	Pki-fir—k-1/3 7-1/Df +1/3) 
\ 	2 
Kc (+Pk+1131-tr-k-213711Df -113 7-21Df +213+ lik-2131-tr-k+1137-21Df +213711Df -113) A1,2 
(142)
 In the transition regime a similar treatment is done to the coalescent limit. 
5.4.9 Soot Diffusion and Thermophoresis 
Several theories have been developed to account for soot transport by Brownian diffusion 
and thermophoretic forces ([2, 155]). As a soot particle is created, it is subjected to a drag 
force by the surrounding fluid due to the relative motion between them. In addition, in 
reacting flow with high temperature gradients, the particles are subjected to a force in the 
opposite direction of the temperature gradient ([156]). Numerical and experimental studies 
([155]) found that the thermophoretic forces counteract the drag forces on the particle. In the 
continuum regime, where the Knudsen number is much smaller than unity, several theories 
has been developed to compute the drag force on the particle, starting from the simplified 
Stokes formula developed in 1851 for drag over a sphere. Here, we use the more generalized 
Knudsen and Weber formula ([157]), where the drag force is given by: 
67,11/3V 	
(143) FD 	   1 + Kn [A + Bexp(—EIK71)] 
In the above equation, V is the relative particle velocity. A, B, and E are constants taken 
as 1.099, 0.518, and 0.425, respectively ([158]). [159] showed that for Brownian diffusion 
the coefficient of particle diffusivity is given by D, = kBT lkd, where the drag coefficient is 
defined as kd = FD /V and k B is the Boltzman constant. In the free molecular regime, where 
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the soot particles are very small relative to the fluid mean free path, the particle diffusivity 
model developed by [2, 158] is used here. The model accounts for different modes of reflection 
of the molecules from the particle surface. The two extremes are specular scattering, where 
the reflection angle is equal to the incidence angle, and diffuse scattering, where the reflection 
angle is random, and the reflection velocity is Maxwellian. Accordingly, the particle diffusion 
coefficient is given by: 
3 ,
1 
k BT 	1 
D = 	 (144) 
3 8 27rnir Nf R 2dS4,',19 
Here, k B is the Boltzmann constant, Rd is the particle radius and Q a1 ;,19 is the reduced 
collision integral given by: 
S2 12g = S2 1d ' 1 Kn (0.9f2 ld' 1 + 0.15*1 ) (1 + Kn) 
(0.9Kn 	— 525' 1 ) / [1 + (R/2.5) 15 ]) / (1 + Kn) 
In the above equation the reduced collision integral for the scattering and the diffusive limits 
are calculated from: 
(1,1) 	 2.078 	1.261  1 cr 	 8.872 
 + 
5.225 	( cr ) 2 
(1,1) 
Qd -= 1 + + [1.072 + 8 	 7-..1/2] + [3 . 285 	T-1/4 ' 	kJ?) 
— 1 + [0.316 +  1.47  _L 0.476 cr _L 	 5.013 + 4 025 ( T.1/4 	T.1/2 R 	 T.1/4 	7,1 /2 \ Rcr ) 
(146) 
Here, u is the collision diameter, T* = kB T le is the reduced temperature, and € is the 
potential energy well depth taken as 98.4 watt I m 2 10 for the mixture and 33.3 watt/m 2/k 4  
for the soot ([158]). The thermophoretic force and velocity are neglected in the continuum 
regime. In the free molecular regime the thermophoretic velocity is computed from: 
(145) 
01,2 
KVT u '`avg 
5 R11,1g) Nf KB T  
(147) 
Here, Q ai 'v29 is computed from a similar expression to Eq. (145). 
5.5 Subgrid LEM-MOMIC 
In earlier studies ([75, 100, 110]), the subgrid mixing and combustion model, LEM has been 
validated against experimental and DNS data for similar canonical but non-sooting premixed 
flames in the flamelet and in the thin reaction zone regimes. In this section, the extensions 
of LEM to account for sooting flames are described. 
To predict soot accurately, the soot particle size distribution function (PSDF) has to 
be known spatially and temporally. Several approaches have been used to predict soot 
dynamics. For simple monodisperse cases, log-normal or Gaussian distribution have been 
used ([139]). In the more complicated polydisperse case other methods have been developed. 
For example, sectional method ([160]), where the particle size range is divided into discrete 
intervals inside each of which the aerosol master equation is solved (under the assumption of 
exponential growth of the particle size at the sections boundaries), is often used. Stochastic 
methods ([161, 162]) are used as well for laminar flames, where the time evolution of the 
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soot number density is solved using a stochastic algorithm such as the Monte Carlo method. 
Although very accurate, these methods are known to be computationally very expensive and 
are not considered here for LES applications. 
MOMIC method (Described in section 5.4.1) developed by [148] is based on solving the 
moments of the PSDF instead of the PSDF itself. This method is computationally efficient 
and also accurate. Therefore, it is used in the present approach. In particular, the Method 
of Moment (MOM) using Interpolative Closure (MOMIC) ([141]) is utilized. MOM is based 
on the idea that the knowledge of all the moments is equivalent to knowing the distribution 
function itself. MOMIC has the advantage of not requiring a priori knowledge for the PSDF. 
Hence, it is generally applicable for polydisperse cases and requires solving only a limited 
(e.g., first few moments) set of differential equations for the time evolution of PSDF moments 
([151]), which makes this approach very cost effective. 
5.5.1 Model Overview 
Here, we implement the MOMIC approach within the existing subgrid mixing and combus-
tion (LEMLES) model. Details of the original LEMLES, and the LEM-MOMIC soot model 
components are schematically shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
Figure 8 shows the modules of the LEM-MOMIC subgrid model. The model is designed 
to be flexible to handle any future changes of its components. LEM is the core turbulent 
mixing and reaction diffusion model and it is combined with an optically thin radiation model 
and the soot MOMIC model that accounts for the different soot formation processes such 
as nucleation, oxidation, surface growth, coagulation and aggregation. To allow for general 
applications, the soot particle thermophoresis ([155]) and diffusion ([2]) are also included in 
the transport equation of the soot mass fraction. 
The chemistry model is a reduced multi-step, multi-species ethylene/air mechanism 
([143]) combined with the four step acetylene based soot model ([52]). In addition, in situ 
adaptive tabulation (ISAT) ([163]) is used to reduce the simulation time significantly. ISAT 
retrieves pre-stored values of the scalars (species and temperature) within a specified ellip-
soid error of tolerance. ISAT allows the speed up of the computation of the order of 30 times 
faster than direct integration ([164]). 
A schematic diagram of the complete soot chemistry path used here is shown in Fig. 9. 
The soot nucleus is assumed to be composed of two carbon (c) atoms. After the combustion 
process, acetylene and other hydrocarbon radicals are produced. Acetylene is decomposed to 
give a soot nucleus and hydrogen. Soot nuclei collide together to coalesce and produce larger 
soot particles. At the same time, oxidative attack of oxygen and hydroxyl continue to interact 
with the soot surface and reduce the soot particle mass by oxidizing carbon atoms to CO 
and H radicals. After a certain transient period the soot particle diameter exceed a certain 
threshold, after which coalescent collision is not physical anymore and the soot particles 
start to agglomerate and take on a fractal dimension. These features are qualitatively and 
quantitatively incorporated in an LEM-MOMIC closure, as described below. 
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5.5.2 Governing Equations 
In LEM-MOMIC the governing equations are rewritten as: 
a aYk,LEM 	 n Yk 
PLEM at, = Fk -(T5. [PLEM-L/k sdm ufk k = 1, ... N, 	(148) 
aY 
PLEM 	s = + a [pLEm (D3 
 as 
ay
s VT  11 a), at, as 
aTLE, 
at, 
In the above equations, Yk and Y, are the k-th species and soot
— 
 mass fraction, respec- 
N tively, which are subjected to the mass conservation condition E l s Yk + Y, = 1.0. The soot 
molecular diffusivity and thermophoretic velocity are denoted by D, and VT, respectively. 
The calculation of these terms are explained in Eqs. (144) and (147) in section (5.4.9). 
The 1D line s resolution in LE1VI-MOMIC is chosen to resolve all the turbulent scales 
below A (e.g., down to the Kolmogorov length scale, 17). Here, Fk, FT, Fs and FM,. in 
aYn Eq. (151) represent — [p (t )] S in Eq. (63), the subgrid stirring effect on the species 
(including soot), and a similar term in the temperature and the moment fields, respectively. 
In the coalescent limit, where the soot particles are assumed to conserve the spherical 
shape after collision, the following equation for the r-th moment Mr are included in the 
subgrid model. 
am, 
	= 	+ 	+ 	+ Fmr ,r = 0, 1, 2, 3.... 	 (151) 
ats 
The terms Rr , Cr and Sr are the nucleation, the coagulation (in the coalescent limit) 
and the surface growth effect on the r —moment equation, respectively. Whenever the soot 
particle exceeds a critical diameter, taken here as 25 nm ([150]), the particles start to aggre-
gate to form a chain like structures of fractal dimension D f = 2.0 ([165]). Then, Eq. (151) 
is replaced by: 
at, = RT  + Car + Hr + Sar  + Fmr, r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3.... 
Here, Hr , Car , and Sar are respectively, the aggregation rate, the coagulation rate, and 
the surface growth rate in the non-coalescent limit, and Pr is the r — th mass moments after 
aggregation. The derivation of these terms is given in [141, 150], and therefore, only a brief 
description is given here. In the current implementation, Fiur effect is neglected, while the 
soot mass fraction stirring F, in Eq. (149) is implemented only if the Stokes number defined 
as St = pdpl At LEs is small enough, so that the soot particles can be stirred by the turbulent 






5.5.3 Chemical Kinetics 
For realistic predictions of soot physics, a relatively detailed mechanism is essential (here, we 
study ethylene-air flames). In addition, it is necessary to define what gas specie is indicative 
of soot precursor. Although PAHs, benzene and acetylene all have been proposed ([28]), 
we consider acetylene as the key gas species for soot inception. This choice is motivated in 
part by past observations in ethylene-air premixed flames ([166]), that acetylene is the main 
precursor, which determines the mass of the soot formed in the inception stage. Another 
study by [167], concluded that most of the soot particle mass comes from C 2 H2 through two 
main possible paths: the direct addition of acetylene to the soot growing particle and by 
the addition of acetylene to PAHs, which eventually becomes the soot nuclei. The choice of 
the acetylene based model is due to the unavailability of a computationally efficient reduced 
PAHs based soot and the associated chemical mechanism. However, the simulation strategy 
can easily include any future development in the kinetics models. 
Therefore, in the present effort we combine an acetylene based four-step soot model 
([52]) that describes nucleation, surface growth, and oxidation with a reduced but multi-step 
ethylene-air kinetics model. Two kinetics mechanisms for ethylene-air are studied here: a 
16-step, 20 species mechanism (MECH-A) and a 15-step, 19 species mechanism (MECH-B) 
([143]). Although, the accuracy of the two mechanisms is proven to be the same ([143]), 
MECH-B is computationally more efficient and is accompanied by a detailed binary diffu-
sivity library for the gas phase species. As a result, (MECH-B) was the mechanism to be 
used for the final validation case. 
The reduced mechanism developed by [143] at Princeton University is summarized here. 
The detailed mechanism for ethylene oxidation by [168] is the starting mechanism for both the 
reduced mechanisms. The reduction is guided by densely sampled reaction states, spanning 
the present parameter range of study, from perfectly stirred reactors (PSR) and auto-ignition, 
which are respectively representative applications of high- to intermediate-, and low- to 
intermediate-temperature chemistries. By applying the theory of directed relation graph 
([143]), 26 important participating species, namely H2, H, 0, 02 , OH, H2 O, H02 , H2 02 , 
C, CH, CH2, CH2*, CH3, CH4, CO, CO 2 , HCO, CH2 O, CH3 O, C2H2, C2 H3 , C2 H4 , C2H5, 
HCCO, CH2 CO, CH2 CHO, were identified. Two additional species, C2H6 and C 3 H6 , were 
retained in the skeletal mechanism in order to lower the reduction error in flame speeds under 
fuel rich conditions. The final skeletal mechanism, therefore, consists of 28 species and 167 
reactions. By further using computational singular perturbation ([146]), ten species, C, CH, 
CH2 , CH2*, HCO, CH3 O, C2H3, C2H5, HCCO, and CH2 CHO, were found to be in quasi 
steady state. 
For the current studies, MECH-A is employed in a thermally perfect model with diffusion 
coefficients determined by using species dependent constant Lewis number. For a more 
general application, MECH-B is used with proper binary diffusion coefficients. It was found 
([143]) that the diffusion coefficient of some species can be approximated by another species 
in the mechanism. Thus, by grouping the species with similar diffusion coefficients, only a 
9x9 binary diffusion coefficient matrix needs to be calculated in the evaluation of mixture 
average diffusion coefficients for all the species, resulting in approximately an 80% reduction 
in CPU time (when compared to the full evaluation). It is noted that while MECH-B is only 
smaller than the 16-step mechanism ([143]) by only one species, the number of elementary 
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reactions involved is reduced by about 20%, which is approximately the fraction of CPU 
time saved in the evaluation of the chemical reaction source terms. 
The four-step soot model used in the current study is ([52, 169, 170]): 
C2H2 —> n 2C + H2 (153)  
C2H2 —> 9 2C + H2 (154)  
C + —2 02 —> CO (155) 
C + OH —> CO + H (156)  
Equation (153) states that the soot monomer is composed of two carbon atoms. There-
fore, as long as two carbon atoms come together a soot nucleus is formed. Equation (154) 
states that the soot reactivity is proportional to the local surface particle area per unit vol-
ume and first order in acetylene concentration. The oxidation of the soot particles by OH 
and 02 species is prescribed by Eqs. (155) and (156) ([169, 170]). 
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Figure 1: Illustration of LEM domain and mapping event (the arrows corresponds to mass 
flux advection across the LES boundaries). 
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Figure 3: Before splicing, fluxes magnitude and direction is computed then arranged in an 
ascending order, Fl, F2, F3, F4 are the transported mass fluxes and Jm i is the amount of 
LEM mass transported. 
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Figure 5: The LEM cells are spliced. 
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Figure 7: Flow chart for the LEM solver 
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Figure 8: Schematic diagrams for the LEM-MOMIC soot model. 
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Figure 9: Schematic diagrams for the Soot formation and dynamic model. 
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6 Numerical Formulation and Implementation 
In the previous section the LES equations were introduced, along with the closure of the 
momentum and energy equations. In this chapter the numerical implementation and scheme 
used to solve the governing equations are shown. Next we will introduce some numerical 
issues regarding the chemical time step and the type of gird used. 
6.1 Conservative Form 
The Navier Stokes equations in the strong conservative form are written as: 
a 	a 	 a 
cat 
[Q] + [Fly - Fv] + 
a 
 —[Giy - cv] + —
0z 
[Hiv - Hv] =- (1) 	(157) 
Here, Q is the vector of conservative variables , F jv , Giv , and Hiv are the inviscid fluxes 
in the x y and z directions, respectively, while, Fv , Gv , and Hv are the viscous fluxes in the 















The inviscid fluxes F1v , Giv, and linv are given as: 
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In the forgoing equations, U, V, and W are the velocity components in the x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. The diffusion velocity in the i — th direction for the Yk species is Vo, 
and the total energy per unit mass is E. The pressure P and the density p are related by the 
perfect gas equation of state as discussed in the previous chapter. Utilizing the symmetry, 
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The heat flux in the i — th direction is q i and is given by Eq. (30) in chapter II. The 
numerical implementation will be described in the following section. 
6.2 Numerical Implementation 
The above set of equations are nonlinear Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) that need 
to be solved numerically. The first major approximation is to approximate the continuum 
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nature of these PDEs into a discrete domain, called a mesh or a grid. This discrete domain 
solution tends to the continuum solution as the grid spacing goes to zero. Accordingly, the 
first step to solve the Navier Stokes equations is to specify the solution domain and the 
boundary conditions for such domain. Afterwards, this domain is discretized into a set of 
points or cells in which the governing equations are solved. Two types of grids exist, the 
structured grid, where the grid points are aligned on a Cartesian domain along the three axis 
and the unstructured grid, where the grid points are organized on specific shapes that do not 
coincide with specific coordinates. Here, we implement our code on a curvilinear structured 
grid, which simplifies the grid generation and the domain discretization greatly and conform 
smoothly with the boundaries. 
However, the Cartesian grid can best describe rectangular or square domains, where 
there is no curvatures at the boundaries. Unfortunately, the real domains have nonuniform 
boundaries like nozzles, spherical domains and gas turbine blades. To solve this problem 
we can interpolate at the boundaries, which introduces a lot of numerical errors at sensitive 
places. The other choice is to convert the physical nonuniform space into a computational 
uniform one. This transformation, simply creates a new set of generalized coordinates that 
are function of the Cartesian physical coordinates but are body fitted. Figure 10 shows a 
two dimensional physical domain, where the boundaries are not aligned with the coordinates 
direction. In this case, the body fitted coordinate ( is aligned along the body surface, 7) 
along the circumference directions and is normal to the body plane. By transformation, 
the computational plane will look as in Fig. 11. Two types of grids are used in the current 
work, the curvilinear algebraic single domain grid for premixed flames applications and the 
butterfly two domain grid for the non-premixed cases. The later type of grid will be discussed 
in more details in the next section. 
6.3 Butterfly Grid 
The two domain grid or the butterfly grid is composed of an inner Cartesian grid around 
the centerline and an outer cylindrical grid surrounding it. The outer grid is shown in 
Fig. 12. Three locations at constant I,J,K are plotted together in the axial, radial and 
circumferential directions. A more detailed view of the inner Cartesian grid is shown in Fig. 
13. This approach has two advantages with respect to regular one domain grids: first, it 
avoids the excessive mesh refinement at the centerline, which can restrict the computational 
time step greatly and degrade the computational efficiency. Second, it allows more flexibility 
for the processors distribution in parallel computation, where load balancing is important. 
As shown, the two grids are smooth and are designed such that on the LES level no special 
interpolation or treatment is needed to message pass the information between the processors. 
However, on the LEM domain some adjustments ([171]) have to be done to exchange the 
fluxes. As discussed in the last chapter, LEM splicing is done using the resolved mass fluxes 
at the cell face of the LES cell. These fluxes are computed as follows on the boundary 
between the two domains: 
• First assume that the cylindrical grid has only 8 points in the circumferential direction 
(i.e.Kmax, y/ = 8. As mentioned before the first grid point is adjusted at one of the 
Cartesian domain corners. 
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• The four corners circumferential position of the Cartesian domain with respect to the 
cylindrical domain are specified as follows: 
K1 = 1.0 * (Kmax dy — 1) /8.0 
K2 = 3.0 * (Kmax dy — 1) /8.0 
K3 = 5.0 * (Kmax dy — 1) /8.0 
K4 = 7.0 * (Kmaxd y — 1) /8.0 
Then for our example this corners will be k=1,3,5, and 7. 
• At the ghost cells in the radial direction(-1, —2, 0), which are inside the Cartesian 
domain the fluxes are equated as follows: If K1 + 1 < k < K2 then: 
Fj,cyl = Fk,car 
Fk,cyl = Fj,car 
	 (162) 
Where, Fj , cy l is the flux in the ,j direction for the cylindrical grid and Fix„, is the flux 
in the j direction for the Cartesian domain. Similar definition can be extracted for the 
i and k directions. If K2 + 1 < k < K3 then: 
Fj,cyl — Fi,car 	 (163) 
Fk,cyl = — Fk,car 
If K3 + 1 < k < K4 then: 
Fj,cyl = Fk,car 
Fk,cyl 	Fj,car 
If K4 + 1 < k < K1 then: 
(164) 
• = —Fi,, 
• = Fk ,car  
These fluxes and grid are shown in the schematic in Fig. 14. 
The cylindrical domain is named domain I and the inner grid is domain II. In constructing 
the two domain grid the following points have to be considered: 
• The transition between the two grids should be as smooth as possible to avoid any 
numerical oscillations between the two grids. 
• First the inner Cartesian grid is constructed with the the axis z-y arranged as in Fig. 
14. Then the cylindrical grid as +ve z clockwise and +ve y to the outward direction. 
• The Kmax e, value has to be chosen such that (Kmax ey/ — 1)/8 is an integer value. 
The relation between the two is: 
Kmax, yi = 4(Kmax,, — 1) +1 
That ensures that both grids share the same ghost cells, for smooth communication. 
The Kmax„, is an odd number with minimum value of 3. 
• The point j = 0, k = 0 is the upper right corner of the Cartesian grid. For the outer 
grid k = 0 should be in the middle of the lower surface of the cartesian grid. Other 
arrangements may be possible, but this one is found to avoid any conflictions between 
the two grids. 
(165) 
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6.4 Generalized Coordinates 
The transformation process preserves the nature of the governing equations ([172]). The 
Navier stokes equations in its general form is a mixed parabolic elliptic PDE. The transfor-
mation process allows us to cluster the grid points at the places of high gradients, which it 
makes the application of the boundary conditions easier and more accurate. 
The transformation process starts by expressing the generalized coordinates (T, C, 
in terms of the cartesian coordinates (t, x, y, z) in time and space as: 
7- = t 
= (t, x, y, z) 
fl = 71 (t, x) y, z) 
= (t,x,y,z) 
By reversing the role of independence we get: 
t = T 
X = x (T, (, 71, 0 
y -= Y 
z = (T, 
Then, the derivatives in the physical domain are expressed in terms of the derivatives in 
the computational domain as: 
a 	a 
aj a, ,- a 
+ 71xA + 
1- 
any 
 — c y -5z + riy + 
g _ 	a _,_„a , 	a 
az — a( 	(Tr)  
(168) 
In Eq. (168) the metrics (Ct , 	(.x , 77x , G, (y , fly, 	(z 71z ez ) have to be determined. 
These metrics are function of the derivatives at the p hysical space and have to be determined 
numerically. In matrix form the relation between the derivatives at the physical and the 
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Based on the above identity, the metrics can be computed from: 
(x=-1 (Yqz 
Cy =J 
(z=J (x7) Y — x011 ) 
77x=J (Y.z( — 
	
7b=-J 	— .9c,z( ) 
riz=J — occk) 
(Ycz97 — ynzO 
	 (172) 
=J 	— x ( z,i ) 
z=J (x07) — xo( ) 
(t= -- (xt(x + 	+ zr(z) 
(xt77x + Y-My + z-rriz) 
(xtG + Y-rG Zr z) 
In Eq. (172) the terms x.ro x c , 	yii ,y0 ye , zg , 	ze can be calculated easily by differ- 
encing locally in the generalized coordinates. The Jacobian J is defined by: 
J = 	  x ( (yri z -y Z77)- X,1 (y( zc -yz( 	(y( 2)7 -y(Z,j) 
	
(173) 
By applying the above definitions to Eq. (157) we finally get the generalized coordinate 
form as: 
1.7 [Q] + kFiv + 	+ 
- 2 6 - - a( v 	 	
(174) 
Where, the fluxes and the conservative variables are defined in the computational domain 
as: Q =
Q 
E1 = ((a + (xElv + (y Elv + CzG Iv) 
FR/ = 7 	+ 71xEn7 + 71y Elv + 77zG Iv) 
Fly = (V2 + xE.ry + GEiv + 	Iv) 
Ev = ((a + (-xEv + (y Ev + (zGv) 
■ Fv  = V7tQ + rixEv + 77y Ev + 77zGv) 
Pv = j ( -t(2 + -xEv + 4EV GGV) 
(175) 
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The inviscid fluxes Fw, Gni, and HIV are given as: 
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While the viscous fluxes Fv , Cv  , and Hv are given as: 
0 
CrTxx (0 -xy Zrxz 
(xTyx (yTyy (zTyz 
(xTzx (yTzy (zTzz 
(Ui Tii — q i ) 
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Where the contravarient velocities are defined as: 
(x U + (y V + Cz W 
V = 7 ,,U + 'tly V + nz W 
W = G U + 	+ z1/17 
The energy fluxes in Eq. (178) are expanded as follows: 
(ui Tii q2)(i = (x(ETTxx + vT xy + W T xz - qx ) ("y ( UTyx VTyy Wryz gy ) 
Sz (UTzx VT zy WTzz qz) 
(UiTij qi) 77i = 77x (uTxx + VTxy W Txz qx) ny (uTvx + VT yy  W Tyz q11) 
(UTzx Vr zy  Wrzz qz) 
(UiTij 	 - x((.17-xx + V Txy W Txz - qx ) 4 (uTyx + VTyy W Tyz qY) 
G(UTzx VT zy WTzz qz) 
The heat fluxes are given by: 
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Finally, the species diffusivity fluxes are expressed as: 
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(182) 
6.5 Numerical Formulation 
As mentioned earlier, the governing equations are discretized over a selected domain, over 
which the boundary conditions are identified. the main approach usually used for discretiza-
tion ([115]) is the finite difference method. In the finite difference approach, the derivatives 
are approximated by algebraic equations, which have to be solved only at the discrete grid 
points. Usually, the Taylor series expansion is used to drive the finite difference equations. 
The resulting set of algebraic equations involve a truncation error (T.E.), which is the nu-
merical difference between the exact PDE and the resulting algebraic equation. The higher 
the order of the T.E. (smaller value), the more exact the finite difference approximation will 
be, and the more computational effort (mathematical operations) will be needed. However, 
this rule is not general for all schemes. For very coarse grids, it will be useless to use a 
higher order scheme, since the order of magnitude is defined as the grid size approaches zero. 
Generally, the error source in the resulting finite difference expression (FDE) can arise from: 
(a) The truncation error (T.E) as discussed above. 
(b) Since the resulting solution is stored in memory locations in the computer, these mem-
ory locations have limited number of digits to be stored. Hence usually very small or 
very large numbers are rounded to the machine limits. This round-off error sometimes 
can be significant, when the problem involves numbers of extremely large or small 
magnitudes. In addition, the accumulation of these errors with time has an effect too. 
The round-off error increases with the mesh size, while the T.E decreases as the grid 
is more refined. 
(c) Expressing the continuum equations on a discretized domain, leads to an error known 
as the discretization error, which is the difference of the final solution between the PDE 
and FDE expression. This type of error can be regarded as a sum of the other known 
errors. 
(d) Numerical errors also may rise due to inaccurate presentation of the boundary condi-
tions (BC) or the initial conditions (IC). This type of error is not represented in some 
numerical approaches as will be discussed later. 
The known methods to drive the derivatives expressions are Taylor expansion, polyno-
mial fitting, integral methods and finite volume approach. However, these methods can 
be classified as either conservative or non-conservative Finite Difference Expression (FDE). 
The conservative schemes are those which maintain the applicability of the conservation laws 
even after the discretization processes. These schemes eliminate most of the above errors, 
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dV 	(717 • h,dil) 
(117 • AdA) 	+ (V7 • iidA) 	 (188) 
ij+1/2,k 	 i,j-1/2,k 
(77). .AdA) ( •ndA) = (Dc1V 
i,j,k+112 	 i,j,k-112 
i+1/2,j,k 
(77; • fidA) 
i-1/2,j,k 
except for the round-off error. The finite volume approach in one of the forgoing mentioned 
schemes. 
In the finite-volume method the conservation laws are applied to a finite control volume in 
space. Hence, all the conservation properties are maintained exactly at the final FDE form, 
like mass, momentum and energy conservation across the selected control volume boundaries. 
6.6 The Finite Volume Approach 
In the finite-volume approach the domain is divided into a set of control volumes (cells) 
rather than single grid points. The grid point can be considered to be set at the cell center 
in cell-centered scheme. The control volumes are set to match the boundaries exactly. By 




Here, Q, 	and 	are the conservative variables, the fluxes and the source term vectors, 
respectively. The above divergent formulation represents the strong conservative form. The 
flux vector is defined as: 
= (Fv - Fly ) + (Cv — Giv);+ (Hv — H.rv) 	 (184) 
where, i, j, and k are the unit vectors in the three orthogonal coordinates and F, G, H 
are given by Eqs, (177 and 178). By volumetric integration over a control volume V for Eq. 
(183): 
//iv dV + f fO d,V=
ff f 
Now recalling green theorem (divergence theorem) that states: 
fy 	V7) dV = if 17; d-A 
A 
Here, A is the control volume surface area. hence, Eq. (185) can be written as: 
I I lv aaQt dV + f 	dA = f f fv .1)c1V 
For a general arbitrary cell with volume dV and center (i, j, k) the integral of the flux 









Where the unit normal to the cell control volume surface is denoted as fl. For instance, 
in the direction for the face defined by (i + 1/2, j, k),11. will be defined as: 
V((xi + (yi + (zk  
	
n — 	= 	
IV(I 	
(189) 
The only term needed, to be able to compute Eq. (188) numerically, is the surface area 
of each cell face dA. For a cell face ABCD shown in the arbitrary cell in Fig. (15), the 
surface area will: 
dA = 
2- 1(FAcXFBD) + (FBcXf .cD)1 
1 	
(190) 
Where, f'2ic = FA - 77. . By expanding and use vector product relationships, we finally get: 
dA =  (i  
J 
And the flux on the face (i + 1/2, j, k) will be expressed as: 
= (V) iidA) i+1/2,j,k 
[(FR/ Fv) 	(C/v Cv) 	(H/v Hv) (zl i+1/2 
By similar analysis for the fluxes on the other cell faces we finally get the finite volume 
representation for the governing equations as: 
(191) 
(192) 
In the above formulation the area factor is implicitly represented as in Eq. (192) and the 
negative sign is for the cell faces in the negative coordinates direction. 
6.7 Numerical Scheme 
Generally, there are three types of numerical schemes, explicit methods, implicit methods 
and hybrid schemes. The explicit methods are easier in implementation , but less stable 
and require a small integration time step to avoid growth of numerical errors. Implicit 
methods, are more stable and can withstand a larger time step than the explicit techniques 
but are more complicated from the implementation point of view. The hybrid method use 
a mix between the implicit and the explicit numerical schemes. In the explicit methods the 
derivatives at the current time step are expressed as a function of the previous known data 
at the previous step, while in the implicit methods the derivatives are expressed in term of 
the current step unknown values and a set of equations are solved together to find the final 
values at the current index. Although, the explicit schemes are less stable and require smaller 
integration time step, it is used to be an excellent candidate for reactive flow problems, where 
the integration is limited by the small chemical time step anyway. In addition, the explicit 
schemes are simpler and require less computational time per step. 
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6.7.1 MacCormak Scheme 
The integration scheme chosen here is the MacCormak explicit method. We will discuss 
here the formulation and the pros and cons of the method. MacCormak first introduced 
his predictor corrector method in 1969 as one of the most famous and known schemes. The 
method uses a predictor step that is discretized using either (backward or forward) differ-
encing followed by another corrector step that will be in the reverse order of the predictor 
step. The idea is to eliminate the bias due to one sided first order differencing to end up 
with a second order scheme in time and space ([173]). So, the equation first are integrated 
to an intermediate time step to yield a predicted value for the dependent variables, then the 
order is reversed and a corrector value is computed. These type of schemes are also known 
as multi-step or time split methods. Now by rewriting Eq. (193): 
— (1/7 • fidA) 	+ 6
+1/2,j,k) 
17 • fi dA) 
(i,j-1/2,k) 
(.AdA) 	 KAdA) 
i-1/2,j,k) 	 (i,j+1/2,k) 
•/1 • i?',dA) 	 OdVi,j,k 
(i,j,k-1/2) 
at dVid, k + (117- iidA) 
(i,j,k+1/2) 
(194) 
we observe from the above equation that the flux values V) at the cell faces are needed. 
However, the finite volume formulation only provides the cell centers value (i, j, k). Many 
methods can be used to solve this problem. [174] used a fourth order interpolation between 
the cell. If we denote the forward interpolation by the superscript + and the backward by 
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Although more accurate, this 4 — th order scheme is less stable and requires the time step 
to be 50% less than the required second order step. Here, simple extrapolation from the cell 
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(198) 
Recalling, Eq. (184) and collecting the viscous and unviscid fluxes together as: 
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Using Eq. (196), the forward (+) predictor step can be written as: 
Where the * sign indicates the predictor value for the dependent variables, and n is the 
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Choosing the forward-backward sequence for the corrector predictor method, can affect 
greatly the one-sided differencing bias. One method to avoid this ([175]) is to compute the 
flux derivatives in a certain way. The rule is that the derivatives inside the flux have to be 
computed in the opposite direction if in the same direction and central if it is in the cross 
directions. For instance, let us focus on the flux F in the i direction F. In the predictor 
step this flux is forward differenced in the i — th direction. Recalling that this flux vectors 
is equal to: 
po 
pU U + (x P 	— (( x yxx + (y Txy + C,Tx ,) 
p0 V + (y P 	— (( x ry, + (yTyy + (zryz ) 
pUT/17 + (z P) 	— (( x yz , + (0-zy  + ( ,T,,z ) 
p (pE + P) U) — ((Ui Tii — qi )(i ) 
PYkU) 	— ((x 0 704,0 + (y (07072,k) + (z (PKV3,0) 
where the shear stress in the i — th direction is expressed as : 
ay 2 70U av aw) 
Tx , -= Txx = zp ax — 3 p, 	 
ax + ay + az ) 
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The derivatives in the i — th direction will be expressed as: 
au 	(ui,,,,k-ui-1, 1 ,k) 
ax 
While the cross stream derivatives are computed as: 
ay _ 
2Ay 
ow 	(wi,J,k+1 — wti,7,k-1 )  
az 2Az 
All other derivatives will be done in a similar fashion to the above set of equations. 
For completeness, a brief description of how the code computes the fluxes by the Mac-
Corrnak's scheme is presented in Appendix A. 
6.7.2 Characteristic Boundary Conditions 
Partial differential equations (PDE) are classified according to the behavior of the character-
istic curves. The characteristic curves originally represents the various possible solutions of 
the PDE. For instant, let us consider the general solution for the PDE is given by 0(x, y), this 
represents a surface in space that may vary with time. The curves that constitute this space 
are the characteristic curves. There are three main types of PDEs. Elliptic, hyperbolic and 
parabolic. In hyperbolic PDEs the characteristics are all real and the problem is essentially 
an initial value problem. In the elliptic case the characteristics are imaginary and propagate 
in all directions and the problem will be a boundary value problem. A classical method for 
solving the hyperbolic equations is the method of characteristics. Along the characteristic 
lines, the PDE is reduced to an ODE, which can easily be integrated to obtain the desired 
solution. 
Generally, there are four types of boundary conditions: 
• Dirichlet boundary condition. If the dependent variables along the boundary is speci-
fied. 
• Neumann boundary condition. If the normal gradient of the dependent variable along 
the boundary is specified. 
• Robin boundary condition. If the imposed boundary conditions are a linear combina-
tion of Neumann and Dirichlet types. 
• Mixed boundary condition. If along the boundary the conditions are Dirichlet at a 
portion and Neumann at another. 
-1 -0 
For a n dimensional vector Q(X t) in volume V, the general behavior of Q is described by 
the governing equations, the initial conditions and the boundary conditions. The boundary 
conditions can be defined as the information needed to completely specify 34 , and which 
cannot be obtained from information inside the computational domain. For hyperbolic 
systems, as the system of Euler equations, the number of boundary conditions required at 
a given point on the boundary ranges from 0 up to the number of independent variables 




are determined by specifying the derivative value only and not the value itself, then by this 
way the time integration of the main equations is decoupled from the boundaries behavior. 
For example, the initialization of the velocity at the wall is set to zero and the boundary 
conditions set the derivative with time to zero. 
Following [176, 177], the main idea here is to convert the hyperbolic equations into wave 
modes or equations that propagates at a definite characteristic velocity, and to treat the 
Navier Stokes equations, which are mixed elliptic hyperbolic as a pure hyperbolic system. 
The characteristic velocities usually are functions of local space and time and represent the 
solutions of an eigenvalue problem ([176]). By diagonalizing the line coordinate direction with 
time, a multidimensional boundary problem can be treated more easily as one-dimensional. 
In addition, along a certain direction the derivatives in the other directions can be lumped 
in one constant. The eigenvalues can be determined using the following equation 1(A k — A/)1, 
where, A' = P-1 Qk and P is the transformation matrix between the conservative and the 
primitive variables while Q ic is the transformation matrix between the flux and the solution 
vector in the k direction. 
The boundary conditions used here are the Navier Stokes Characteristic Boundary Con-
ditions (NSCBC) introduced by [176]. For well posedness two types of boundary conditions 
must be specified at each boundary based on the local flow conditions. The physical bound-
ary conditions that are specified from outside the computational domain and the numerical 
boundary conditions that takes information from the inside of the computational domain. 
From the approximations of the NSCBC that the treatment of the ingoing and outgoing 
way is approximated by an inviscid like boundary conditions. Therefore, the waves asso-
ciated with diffusion processes are neglected. The one sided differencing of the equations 
at the boundaries using an upwind scheme does not affect the whole central scheme order. 
Although, the Navier Stokes equation are mixed parabolic-hyperbolic, the NSCBC assumes 
that these equations behave in a hyperbolic way most of the time. The characteristic veloc-
ities at the boundaries are given as; 
A 1 = ui — a 
A2 = 12i 
A3 = Ui 
	
(204) 
A4 = Ui 
A5 = 21q. + a 
Where, a is the acoustic propagation speed, u i is the flow velocity in the i — th direction, (A i 
 and A5 ) are the sound wave propagation velocities in the i — th direction, A2 is the convective
velocity at which the entropy waves will travel in the i — th direction, and (A 3 and A4 ) are 
the velocities at which the cross stream waves (both sound and entropy) will propagate in 
the i — th direction. If the flow is supersonic (i.e a < u), then all the characteristic waves 
velocities are travelling with the mean mean velocity direction and wave is propagating from 
left to right (assuming mean flow is from left to right). If these wave is coming from the inflow 
(left) then it will be a physical boundary condition (determined from outside the domain). 
If it is at the outflow section then it will be a numerical boundary condition (determined by 
the inner domain). For subsonic flow the first wave will propagate opposite to the mean flow 
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direction and the reverse will happen. The amplitude of these waves are defined as: 
Ll = l ua
ll 
Xi 	p a au /x 	 x  
OP 
L2 = A2 a ax, 
2 OP aLli) 
L3 = 3 at 
L4 — .A4W 
	
L5 = A5 	— pa ax, 
And the ci that represents the derivatives along the 1D line is defined as: 
,* [L2 + 2  (L5 + Li)] \ 
(L5 + L 1 ) 
= 	*, (L 5 — L 1 ) 
The following subsections will give a brief review of the NSCBC implementation. 
6.7.3 Subsonic Inflow 
For subsonic inflow (four+Ns) physical boundary conditions are specified and one numerical 
from the characteristic equations. All the physical boundary conditions will have the sub-
script inlet hereafter. For subsonic inflow we will have four + Ns waves coming from the 
outflow and one wave from inside. Hence, the inflow conditions are described as follows: 
= Uinlet 
Vi,j,k = Vinlet 
Wi,j,k = Winlet 
Ti,j,k = Tinlet 
	
(207) 
ksgs i ,j ,k = ksgsini,t 
Yk = Yk,inlet 
= — Atd(1) 
Where all the derivatives are calculated by forward differencing from the interior domain. 
6.7.4 Subsonic Non-Reflecting Outflow 
For subsonic outflow we have (four + Ns) right running waves, which need numerical de-
scription and one physical boundary condition. The pressure at infinity Px, is imposed as a 
physical boundary condition to calculate the amplitude of the coming wave: 
L 1 = K 	— Poo ) 
	
(208) 
Where K is a constant described as: 








Here, Mach is the maximum Mach number, XLEN is the characteristic size of the domain, a 
is a constant taken as 0.15. The derivatives d is solved by an upwind backward differencing. 
Then, the change in the conservative variables DQ is described as follows: 
DQi,j ,k, i = —Atd(1) 
DQi,j,k,2 = —At (Ud(1) + pd(3 )) 
DQij , k , 3 = —At (V d(1) pd(4)) 
DQij,k,4 = —At (Wd(1) + pd(5 )) 	 (210) 
= —At IpU d(3) + pV d(4) + pW d (5) + (E + 	d(1)) + d(2)/(7 — 1) 
Dicsgs = — AtU * 9 s ;i 
DQjj,k,6-kk = — At (Yk* d(1) pU 	k= 1, Ns 
Where all the derivatives 8ks 9s and /is- are computed by backward differencing. For thermally axi 
perfect gas the above formulation is updated by [177]. 
6.7.5 Wall boundary Conditions 
At the wall the variables are adjusted in the ghost cells to get a zero velocity and zero 












Another recommended boundary condition implementation that is named as the Sponge 
Buffer Absorbing Boundary condition is shown in Appendix (B). 
6.7.6 Stability and LES Time Step and MacCormak's Limitations 
As mentioned earlier, MacCormak's scheme is an explicit second order accurate in space and 
time. Since the T.E of the scheme is second order, it gives the numerical solution a more 
dissipative nature. However, the spatial central scheme is dispersive and non-monotonic. 
Earlier studies for MacCormak scheme for Euler computation ([178]) shows that for inviscid 
flows we still need to add artificial dissipation to compensate the lack of the natural one. 
MacCormak's scheme is more suited for low to moderate Reynolds number, where the grid 
doesn't have to be refined extensively to match the stability criteria. If the grid is refined, 
numerical oscillations will be produced and accentuated by the scheme dispersive nature. 
As a result, for very steep gradients, like shock waves, MacCormak's behaves poorly, due 
to its dispersive nature. The central differenced terms increase the numerical oscillations 
and can make the solution unstable. The solution for this is either to add source terms 
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to the scheme to act as a smoothing operator ([179]), or use other higher order upwind 
schemes, that naturally dissipate such oscillations. Another scheme that is used with highly 
supersonic flows is the Piecewise Parabolic method (PPM) ([180]). In the current work, all 
the problems involved are reactive and subsonic and MacCormak is found to be sufficient. 
Another limitation, as a space and time marching technique, is that the scheme is not suitable 
for solving pure elliptic PDEs, where the waves are propagating in all directions, like the 
Poisson equation. However, the Navier stokes equations are mixed elliptic parabolic and the 
scheme is found appropriate. Based on the Courant — Friedrichs — Lewy (CFL) condition, 
which states that for stability the numerical domain must include all the analytical domain. 
Hence, the speed of integration (V) is higher or equal to the mean flow files speed (U): 
CFL = U 	At < 1 
	
(213) 
Based on the CFL condition the Stability criteria is computed. For the Navier Stokes 
equations, since no analytical stability condition is known, the criteria is based on physical 
reasoning. The grid spacing is computed as AX = Vi ,j , k /1 AI. The velocity U is takes as the 
sum of the convective v,, acoustic v c , and diffusive velocity vd, given as: 
ve =Ui+V1+ Wk  
va = a 	 (214) 
vd — 	vi, 	j,k 
Where a is the speed of sound, Pr is the Prandtl number and AX is the characteristic grid 
spacing computed as Idil.1 2 /V,, j ,k. Where: 
dA = (dA x , dA y , ditl z ) 	 (215) 
Finally the time step is expressed as ([181]): 
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6.7.7 Chemistry Time Step 
The chemical time step in the LEM subgrid level has to be computed accurately to reflect the 
physics and the coupling with the flow dynamics. Since, we are using a reduced mechanism 
with 19 species, the mechanism is expected to be stiff and the source terms have to be 
integrated with a time step adapted to the reaction diffusion. There are three main ways 
used in this thesis to integrate the chemistry source term. The most accurate way is to 
use the ODE integration package DVODE that is designed to integrate set of stiff ordinary 
differential equations. However, this method is expensive and is not suitable for detailed and 
reduced mechanisms, especially for high numbers of grid points. The two other methods are 
described below. 
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6.7.8 In Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) 
In Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) is a very successful method to speed up the highly 
expensive reactive three dimensional problems. ISAT is most convenient with LES methods, 
where the source terms are computationally splitted from the main governing equations. 
With operator splitting method, the problem is finally decomposed into solving a set of 
ordinary differential equations that represents the source terms in the governing equations. 
ISAT is a substitute to solve this set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), which 
minimizing the need for a stiff ODE solver. A good discussion of ISAT and how it works can 
be found in [163]. ISAT retrieves pre-stored values of the scalars (species and temperature) 
within a prespecified ellipsoid error of tolerance ([163]). In this way, the need to solve the stiff 
ODEs every time step is minimized. ISAT provides a significant reduction of computational 
time with the increase in the number of scalars ([111]). 
However, ISAT has some drawbacks: 
• First we define the tree as the table that ISAT uses to retrieve data for a certain portion 
of the computational domain. This tree is composed of nodes, each corresponds to a 
certain realization or solution. As the tree grows up with time, if the number of tree 
nodes increases beyond the maximum allowable size, the tree will not be able to store 
new information (or create new nodes), if data is outside the ellipsoid error. 
• As the number of nodes increases significantly, the memory storage requirement in-
creases as well. 
• Some studies are conducted to test the tree sensitivity to the integration time. It 
was found that reducing the integration time step will reduce the rate of tree growth 
significantly. A threshold value for the chemisty integration of 4X10E — 8 is found to 
be always a limit after which the tree growth will be exponential. However, this limit 
might change from one simulation to another and is not universal. In other words, for 
each simulated case this threshold value has to be recalculated. 
• The ISAT subroutine is set such that each processor has its own tree. Hence, the 
distribution of the processors with respect to the flame location will affect greatly the 
tree behavior. If the flame is vertical, the processors have to be arranged as a horizontal 
slaps. 
Three important factors are examined here for an isotropic box. 
• The effect of the number of processors used on the ISAT calculation is tested. Figure 
16 shows the efficiency gain between ISAT and direct integration (DI) for a certain 
number of processors. The test case is for an ethylene 19 species reduced mechanism. 
The grid size is 64 3 grid points aligned across the box axis. It was found that as the 
number of processors increases the percentage gain decreases between ISAT and DI. 
In addition, no further gain if we increase the number of processors beyond 16, which 
is the total number of grid points divided by 4. This is attributed to the increase in 
the communication time as we increase the number of processors, which in this case 
will be the governing factor, rather than the chemistry computational time. 
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• The second factor is the tolerance for the accuracy of the retrieval ellipsoid. As this 
value increases retrieval rate increases (less need to treat new nodes) but on the account 
of losing accuracy. The current reduced mechanism with the values of 1E-4 gives 
accurate comparison to the DI values. Figure 17 shows the methane reaction rate 
comparison between DI and ISAT for two different error values (1E-3 and 1E-4), which 
shows that 1E-4 almost coincide with the DI results. 
• The last factor that we studied is the optimum weighting values for the error tolerance 
that control local tabulation. Initially, this value was fixed during the whole simulation. 
In the current work this value is treated as floating and dynamic for every time step. 
With that the spatial and temporal distribution of the scalars vary and is not fixed 
and so does the tabulation error. This criteria is found to be more efficient and cause 
a more accurate results. The error weights are computed inside each LEM cells as the 
maximum scalar value in the current cell for local tabulation: 
	
Wtmax, = Max(Gsgs(1 : I sgs, I, J, K),)...i 	= 1, nspeci + 1.. 	(217) 
Wtmax iv , ±2 = 0.1DTLE s 	 (218) 
After that, the local error is computed inside the tree subroutine according to the 
following criteria: 
X = AB S(
Ynew, — Y oldi 
	 (219) WTM AX, 
where Ynew is the new scalar value computed from the direct integration and Yold is 
the inquiry point value. 
6.7.9 Time splitting 
The last method used here, is to compute the chemistry integration time step by dividing 
the LES time step. Then simply calling the mechanism to compute the reaction rates. The 
chosen value should match the direct integration results, with at most 5 % error. We chose 
to match the acetylene reaction rate with the DI value, since it is extremely important for 
us in the soot calculations. Figure 18 shows the reaction rate along the centerline for the 
non-premixed soot described in section VII. Fifteen steps are found to be sufficient per LES 
time step, which saved about 50% of the computational time. 
The next three sections will show the application of the model to premixed and non-
premixed flames. The validation case is chosen for a sooting non-premixed ethylene-flame in 
section VI. The conclusion will be in chapter VII. 
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X 
Figure 10: A two dimensional physical domain. 
Figure 11: The corresponding computational domain 
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Figure 12: The outer cylindrical domain, five grid points are skipped in each direction 
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Figure 13: Inner cartesian grid 
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Figure 14: The axis arrangement and the fluxes interchange between the cylindrical (outer) 
and the cartesian (inner) grids for the two butterfly grid 
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Figure 16: The effect of number of Processors on ISAT performance 
Comparison of CH4 Reaction Rate 
Figure 17: Effect of ellipsoid tolerance on final results 
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Figure 18: Comparison between the time splitting method and the direct integration 
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7 Premixed Sooting Flames 
We study premixed flame turbulence interaction for various flame conditions. The configu-
ration and numerical approach has been well established in many past studies ([182]) and 
comparison of LEMLES and DNS in the past for non-sooting flames ([110]) has demonstrated 
the validity of the LES approach used here. 
The flame test conditions for these cases are summarized in Table (1). Four cases are 
simulated here using MECH-A to investigate the effect of (a) C/O ratio, (b) turbulence level, 
and (c) the species binary diffusivity on soot production in ethylene-air premixed flames. The 
critical C/O ratio for ethylene/air premixed flames is around 0.6 ([25]). Therefore, we study 
soot production for C/O ratios of 0.33 and 0.93. For the second case study, the C/O ratio 
is fixed at 0.67, and the turbulence level is varied. The Fl flame is in the thin reaction zone 
(TRZ) regime and the B3 flame is in the corrugated flamelet regime. One F1 case for C/O = 
0.67 is repeated with MECH-B, with detailed binary diffusion coefficients and with constant 
species Schmidt number. 
In Table (1), Re = (u/ 1) /v , Da = (SF1) / (A F), Ka = (4) / (7i2 ) are the turbulent 
Reynolds number, Damkoler number, and Karlovitz number, respectively, u! is the turbulent 
intensity, 1 is the integral length scale, and ?I is the Kolmogorov length scale. Also, SF and 
SF are respectively, the laminar flame speed and the laminar flame thickness. 
The LES grid resolution is 64x64x64 cube in a physical domain of 15x15x15 mm with 
18 LEM cells per LES cell for the low C/O ratio case and 12 LEM cells per LES cell for 
the higher one. The LEM resolution is chosen to capture the flame thickness and to resolve 
close to the Kolmogorov length scale (1-2 77) ([182]). Characteristic inflow-outflow conditions 
are used in the axial direction, and periodic conditions in the other two direction. Inflow 
turbulence that is superimposed on the mean inflow velocity is assumed to satisfy the von 
Karman-Pao energy spectrum for isotropic turbulence ([183]). 
The current approach requires solution of 20 species equations in every LEM domain in 
every LES cell. Thus, the evaluation of the kinetics is the limiting cost of these simulations. 
To enhance the computational efficiency, efficient parallel implementation is carried out and 
in addition, ISAT is employed in every LES cell to reduce the cost of the chemistry evaluation. 
The simulations are performed on a dual Intel Xeon (3.4 GHZ) PC cluster. A turn over time 
for the Fl low (high) C/O flame defined as t fl ow = takes around 580 (1280) single-
processor hours. The results reported here are averaged over 12 turnover times after the 
initial transients. 
In the following section the validation of the reduced ethylene/air mechanism is first 
discussed briefly, followed by the validation of the stand-alone LEM-MOMIC model. After 
that, the effect of the C/O ratio is investigated and the conclusions are compared (albeit 
qualitatively) with past observations. The effect of turbulence is then analyzed for two 
different turbulent flames (i.e, Fl and B3) using MECH-A. Finally, the effect of using a 
variable binary diffusivity coefficients against constant Schmidt number is explored with the 
MECH-B for the Fl flame. 
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7.1 Evaluation of the Reduced Mechanisms 
The reduced mechanisms are validated for homogeneous applications of a Perfectly Stirred 
Reactor (PSR) and auto-ignition, and for diffusive applications of premixed and non-premixed 
flames ([143]). Validation of MECH-A were reported earlier ([146]) and therefore not re-
peated here. [146] and [143] reported good agreement with the worst-case error for C 2 H2 , 
approximately 30% on the fuel side. Considering the uncertainty in the present soot model, 
the reduction error in C 2 H2 can be considered to be acceptable, particularly in view of the 
gain in the computational capability in the simulation. 
7.2 Evaluation of the stand-alone LEM-MOMIC model 
Two test cases used by [24] are chosen for these studies. The first test case (Case A) 
accounts for coagulation only, and compares the discrete method results for a mono-disperse 
case with MOMIC. The second test case (Case B) accounts for simultaneous nucleation, 
surface growth, and coagulation. Stirring, combustion and diffusion are switched off and 
only a single scalar is considered. The results are compared to results extracted from [24]. 
The operating conditions for the two case studies are shown in Table 2. 
Test case A is for a mono-disperse case with one class size. The results shows good 
agreement, as shown in Fig. 19 (a). The mean particle diameter increases with time by 
coagulation, while the number density decreases due to the decrease of the initial number of 
particles. The standard deviation of the PSDF computed from a = 
	
(P3/112) 2  — 1 is also 
shown. As time is advanced, the deviation from the initial zero mean diameter increases 
linearly. 
Figure 19 (b) shows the number density Ar., predicted by the MOMIC and the discrete 
method for the test case B. The surface growth rate is taken from [56] as k, = 1x10-4g/cm 2 , 
while the nucleation rate is calculated from [24]. The MOMIC curve shows a slight deviation 
at late times. This is might be a result of the interpolation error at the higher moments, since 
we are solving only up to the third moment ([141]). In addition, the soot oxidation process 
is not included here. Regardless, the above study demonstrates the acceptable ability of the 
stand alone LEM-MOMIC model. 
7.3 Effect of C/O ratio 
Figure 20 shows an instantaneous iso-surface for T = 1400 K, C/O ratio of 0.33, and the 
axial vorticity magnitude contour at the inflow and outflow plane. Due to flame-turbulence 
interaction the flame surface is wrinkled and its surface area is increased significantly from 
the initially laminar flame sheet ([184]). Heat release dissipates the smaller eddies leaving 
only larger structures behind the flame. The qualitative features of this flow structure and 
the flame surface are quite similar to the non-sooting cases studied in the past using LEMLES 
([182]). 
Figures 22 and 21 show respectively, contour plots for soot mass fraction at a median 
cross-sectional plane, with nucleation reaction rate contours and with soot oxidation rate. 
As shown in the figures, soot starts to form at the end of the flame reaction zone (to the 
right of the flame), and is then oxidized by the OH and 0 2 mechanism, according to the 
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Lindstedt model ([52]). The amount of soot produced depends on many factors including 
fuel type, the residence time and flame type. Accordingly, either all the soot will be oxidized 
in the destruction zone or some trace will be emitted at the outflow depending on the 
aging process and the residence time. Generally, for premixed flames all the soot processes 
occur simultaneously, but the strength of each step varies according to the local conditions 
and species concentration. The formed particles start to grow by absorbing hydrocarbon 
gaseous species, and with collision particles start to coagulate or aggregate downstream of 
the flame front. As we will discuss in the next section the flame structure affects greatly the 
soot production as well. In the following, we focus primarily on the soot related properties 
obtained by statistical time averaging of the simulated cases. 
Figure 23(a) shows the streamwise profile of the time averaged soot nucleation, sur-
face growth and oxidation rates, and Fig. 23(b) shows the profiles for mean temperature, 
acetylene mass fraction, and soot volume fraction for C/O ratio of 0.33. Both nucleation and 
surface growth begin simultaneously around 1000 K prior to oxidation by OH and 0 2 , which 
starts around 1800 K. These results agree with past observations ([185]) that surface growth 
rate is negligible (three orders of magnitude less than nucleation) for ethylene-air premixed 
flames with C/O ratio below 0.75. Figure 23(a) also shows that for this C/O ratio, OH 
oxidation is more dominant than 0 2 oxidation due to the abundance of OH, which also 
agrees with experimental observations ([186]) in atmospheric pressure flames. It can be seen 
that the soot peak coincides with the nucleation rate and the acetylene mass fraction peaks. 
The corresponding figures for the high C/O = 0.93 case are shown in Figs. 24(a) and 
(b). The surface growth rate is higher (when compared to the low C/O flame) due to an 
abundance of C2 H2 . On the other hand, the OH and 02 oxidation rates are much smaller, 
since 02 and OH exist in very small proportions in this fuel-rich flame. These observations 
agree quite well with earlier results ([187]). Oxidation rate in the post flame zone is very low 
and soot formation by surface growth by acetylene addition is high enough to overcome the 
destruction by 0 2 and OH. Finally, soot peak corresponds with the nucleation peak, similar 
to the lower C/O flame, and its formation also begins at approximately the same location. 
This observation shows that the soot inception location is independent of the equivalence 
ratio, but the magnitude and post flame variation depends on the concentration of acetylene 
and the other soot formation rates. 
In summary, these studies for different C/O flames show results consistent with past 
observations in similar flames ([186, 187]). For ethylene/air flames the critical ratio is around 
C/O = 0.667. Soot inception location and conditions are mainly dependent on the fuel type 
rather than the C/O ratio. In addition, the oxidation of soot by OH is more dominant than 
02 at the post flame region for the current conditions. All the computed results agree with 
experimental observations and provide confidence in the simulation approach. 
7.4 Turbulence Effect on Soot Formation 
Figure 25(a) shows the averaged soot volume fraction and the temperature profile for two 
flames (Fl flames and B3 flame using MECH-A). The corrugated flamelet (B3) flame shows 
higher soot peak volume fraction than the TRZ (Fl) flame. This suggests that the turbulence 
effect is to decrease the soot production level in premixed flames. This behavior is expected 
as turbulence increases stirring and mixing in the subgrid level in our LEM approach, which 
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is physically consistent. In the corrugated flamelet regime, the turbulent eddies are larger 
than the flame thickness and the residence time inside the flame is larger for the B3. Hence, 
more soot is produced. In the TRZ regime turbulent eddies penetrate the preheat zone, and 
as a result, fuel and oxidizer are more mixed and complete combustion is achieved. 
Near the outflow, the B3 flame shows more complete combustion than that of the Fl 
flame. This is attributed to two main reasons. From Fig. 20 and the discussion following it, 
the effect of heat release is to dissipate the small scale structures and to reduce the turbulence 
effect leaving the larger vortices with higher residence time. In addition, the Fl flame has a 
wider turbulent flame brush as a turbulent flame. Hence, in an average sense the Fl flame 
has a wider preheat zone, and therefore, more chance to produce soot, which is not oxidized 
completely as it approaches the outflow. 
The comparison of the mean acetylene mass fraction is shown in Fig. 25(b). Acetylene 
production level is found to be nearly the same for the Fl and B3, with minor changes at the 
peak location and elevated level for the Fl flame near the outflow. Since both flames have 
the same equivalence ratio the production level for acetylene will be comparable. However, 
since soot in the B3 case consumes most of the acetylene behind the flame, it shows lower 
levels than the Fl at the outflow. These results suggest a strong coupling between turbulence 
and chemistry. 
The mean soot nucleation and surface growth rates are shown in Fig. 26. Turbulence is 
found to have a minor effect on the nucleation rate, with small differences attributed to the 
acetylene production level, as discussed above. However, the surface growth rate decreases 
with turbulence and is a direct consequence of the decrease in the average total surface area, 
which is shown in Fig. 27. Analysis shows that as the turbulence level increases the collision 
frequency increases, and the coagulation rate increases as well, which means that more 
particles coalesce together to give a larger diameter particle. For nearly the same nucleation 
rate the number density will decrease and the average surface area of the soot particle will 
decrease as well. Since, the B3 flame has larger average total surface area, the probability 
of collision of the acetylene as well as the oxidative species with the soot particles will be 
higher than in the Fl flame, which causes more reaction deposition and abstraction on the 
surface. As a result, the higher turbulent flame shows lower number of particles per unit 
volume, lower number density, and larger individual particle diameter than the B3 flame. 
Consequently, the total average mass (computed from the first moment) and the surface area 
of soot per unit volume are larger for the B3 flame. 
7.5 Effect of binary diffusion 
The effect of binary diffusivity on the subgrid level is studied here using MECH-B. The 
test case considered is the Fl flame with a C/O ratio of 0.667. Ethylene and air have 
nearly the same molecular weight and hence, both molecules diffuse equally in the mixture. 
Recent studies for laminar flame indicate that ethylene/air mixture has a neutral behavior, 
since the thermal and molecular diffusivity neutralize each other for a unity Lewis number 
([188, 1890. However, in the turbulence case the flame is highly strained and the curvature 
effect changes the scalars profiles according to the ratio of the thermal to the molecular 
diffusivity. The flame stretch is induced by the flow nonuniformity (strain effect) and the 
curvature due to the wrinkling of the flame surface area, which increases its reaction front. 
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When the flame has negative curvature (concave towards the reactants), the mass is focused 
towards the products side and the heat is focused inwards to the reactants side. If the Lewis 
number (Le) is greater than unity, the thermal diffusivity will increase the temperature in 
the preheat zone and the flame burns strongly with a higher flame temperature ([188]). 
These observations are confirmed in Fig. 28, where the C 2 H4 reaction rate and temperature 
profile across a concave and a convex flame elements are plotted. The flame shows higher 
temperature and reaction rate across the concave element. 
The fact that the thermal diffusivity focusing effect overcomes the molecular diffusivity 
defocusing effect indicates that Le > 1. Since, the definition of the indicative Lewis number 
is not clear, we show the mean mixture Lewis number across the flame combined with the 
mean temperature profile for both cases studied in Fig. 29. Both test cases predict a 
Lewis number bigger than unity, which coincide with the current observations. However, the 
constant Schmidt number case predicts a higher Lewis number, and hence higher thermal 
diffusivity effect. The closer to unity Lewis number in the variable diffusion case agrees with 
the literature observations ([188]). 
Figure 30 shows the pdf of mean curvature for both test cases. The curvature tensor is 
computed using the following expression ([110]): 
02 c 1 	1 3 0C (9C 32 C 
hij 	 (220) 
Ox,Ox i g g3 	Ox i Oxk aXja3Ck 
k=1 
where g = 	and c is the progress variable. The flame surface curvature is computed as 
the mean of the two principle radii of curvature computed from the eigenvalues of Eq. (220). 
The figure shows that the constant diffusion flame is skewed towards the positive curvature 
(convex towards reactants), while the variable diffusion case is more symmetric with higher 
probabilities in the negative curvature side. The wide range of curvature indicates the high 
turbulence effect on the flame structure and the surface area. In addition, the variable 
diffusivity case shows wider tails and no sharp peaks in the middle. The wider tails indicates 
the presence of more flames close to the spherical and saddle shapes. The mean in both 
cases is around zero. These observations are consistent with the past work in non-sooting 
premixed flames ([190, 191]) and suggested that the presence of soot particles have little 
effect on the flame curvature. 
For Le > 1, the burning rate increases for a concave (negative curvature) surface due to 
the concentration of heat in the preheat zone, which consequently leads to a higher burning 
rate and a higher turbulent flame speed (estimated by integration of the burning rate). 
A comparison of the PDF of the mean turbulent flame speed non-dimensionalized by the 
laminar unstrained flame speedsr, Oz47s  = (1 + ) 1 /a is shown in Fig. 31. Here, or = 2 and  
/3 is the minimum of 0.8165 sL  and 16.56 based on past studies ([192]). The mean value 
of the turbulent flame speed is around 12 for the variable diffusivity, while for the constant 
Schmidt number case it is around 10, with less skewness towards the higher values. This 
observation is consistent with the curvature PDF shown in Fig. 30. 
The effect of the multi-species diffusion on soot formation is investigated. The mean mass 
fraction profiles of OH and C2 H2 are shown in Fig. 32. The higher burning rate produces 
more hydroxyl for the variable diffusivity case, which increases the rate of soot oxidation, as 
shown in Fig. 33. Minor effect is found on acetylene, with slightly lower peak value for the 
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variable diffusivity case, probably due to higher consumption by the soot, as shown later. 
The difference in the acetylene mass fraction is reflected in the soot nucleation rate shown 
in Fig. 34. However, Fig. 35 shows that the variable diffusivity case has higher soot surface 
growth rate. The higher surface growth rate indicates larger average soot particles surface 
area (shown in Fig. 36) and higher soot number density (larger amount of particles) and soot 
average mass per unit volume (first moment) (shown in Fig. 37). As discussed previously, 
the higher Lewis number for the constant diffusivity case allows more heat to diffuse into the 
preheat zone, and this in turn, increases the collision frequency. Since collision frequency is 
proportional to the temperature, more coagulation occur, which results in a smaller number 
density, and is confirmed in Fig. 37, which shows the mean first (number density) and second 
moment (average soot mass per unit volume) spatial distribution. The variable diffusivity 
case shows higher number density, hence smaller coagulation rate. 
Finally, Fig. 38 shows that the variable diffusion case predicts around double the peak 
value of the soot volume fraction of the other case. However, the constant diffusivity case 
shows a slightly wider profile for the temperature and the soot volume fraction. The wider 
profile is a direct consequence of the higher Le (higher thermal diffusivity) and the higher 
soot production is a direct result of the higher surface growth rate (shown earlier in Fig. 35). 
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Flame C/O Re Da Ka SF JF 
U, 1 u 
S-7. 
I 
6F  7] 
Fl 0.33 164 1.152 91 0.66 0.039 7.85 0.535 11.90 13.71 0.012 
Fl 0.93 272 0.75 22 0.07 0.355 0.833 5.07 11.90 13.71 0.076 
Fl 0.67 271 1.152 23.76 0.24 0.108 2.86 1.474 11.90 13.71 0.022 
B3 0.67 40 7.910 1.32 0.24 0.108 0.416 1.474 1.733 13.71 0.094 
Table 1: Simulated turbulent flames. Where, 6F, 7], / dimensions are in mm. u' and SF are 
in ml sec 
Case Mo(cm -3 ) T (K) Psootg/cm3 mi (g) 
A 10 12 1800 1.8 3.18X 10 -12 
B 0.0 1800 1.86 4.784X10 -22 
Table 2: Parameters for test case .A (Coagulation Only) and case B (nucleation, coagulation 
and surface growth). Here, Mo is the number of initial molecules per unit volume, m l is the 
initial soot particle mass, psoot is the soot particle density. 
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Figure 21: Contours of soot (grey) and oxidation rate (spectrum) for .c1D = 1.0 
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Figure 24: Mean profiles for C/O = 0.93. 
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Figure 25: Mean soot volume fraction, acetylene mass fraction and temperature profile at 
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Figure 26: Mean nucleation and surface growth rates at C/O = 0.667 
Figure 27: Mean average surface area per unit volume and soot number density at C/O = 
0.667 
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Figure 28: Instantaneous temperature and C 2 H4 reaction rate at a convex and concave flame 
segments with variable diffusion coefficients 
Figure 29: Mixture mean Lewis number and mean temperature profile comparison 
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Figure 30: Mean Curvature probability density function (PDF) 
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Figure 34: Soot nucleation rate 
Figure 35: Soot surface growth 
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Figure 36: Mean soot surface area per unit mixture volume 
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Figure 38: Mean soot volume fraction and temperature profile 
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8 Non-Premixed Non-sooting Flames 
In the current section, two non-premixed flames are studied and compared to the experi- 
mental results. The case studies act as a precursor for the next sooting non-premixed flame. 
Fuel-air mixing is a fundamental phenomenon that must occur prior to combustion in 
non-premixed systems. Efficient mixing and stable combustion over a wide range of operating 
conditions are essential for a successful combustor design. In most practical non-premixed 
systems, fuel is injected into regions of high turbulence to enhance mixing and flame is 
stabilized using either a geometrical or an aerodynamic flame holding mechanism. Classical 
examples of geometrical flame holders are the rearward facing step and the bluff body. The 
recirculating flow behind geometrical flame holders creates upstream transport of the burnt 
hot products, which in turn, can re-ignite and sustain the flame. In the aerodynamic flame 
holding approach, the flame is stabilized by creating a recirculation bubble, often called the 
vortex breakdown bubble (VBB), using inflow swirl. In some devices, both bluff body and 
swirl can be used in a coordinated manner to enhance fuel-air mixing and flame stability. 
An experimental device that combines swirling flow around a bluff body with centerline 
fuel injection has been well characterized in a series of experiments ([193, 194]), and is 
studied here using a large eddy simulation (LES) approach. A brief survey of the current 
experimental setup is given in the next section. 
The first effort done on the current setup was by [195]. The experimental setup was for 
a bluff-body stabilized turbulent diffusion methane flames. For bluff body configurations, 
three controlling parameters exist. The strength of the circulating vortex controlled by the 
external coflow air velocity fi g , the fuel jet momentum controlled by the jet velocity 'Eli 
and the diameter of the bluff body. By fixing the first and the last and increasing the jet 
velocity the peak mean temperature at the radial profile decreases in the regions of intense 
mixing. These regions extend for two bluff body diameters downstream of the recirculation 
zone. They designed the experiment such that no extinction occurs near the nozzle. In 
otherwords, the intense mixing and the turbulence-finite rate chemistry interaction will take 
place in the fully turbulent regions away from the nozzle exit. The flame is stabilized by a 
double toroidal recirculation zones formed on the bluff body base. By changing the u e /uj 
 three type of flames are observed. The first is controlled by the external air stream, where 
all the jet fuel is consumed at the bluff body face and never penetrate the RZ region. The 
second, is a transient flame, where the fuel jet intermittently penetrate the RZ. The third 
flame type is a long flame, controlled by the fuel jet velocity, where the jet penetrates the RZ. 
For the last flame type, as the jet velocity increases a blue neck starts to form downstream 
the RZ. By increasing u j further the flame starts puffing (they define the blow off limit by 
that), then blow-off from the blue neck region. 
They also investigated the effect of mixing N2 with the fuel, which shorten the flame 
and reduces the blow-off limits. They concluded also that the flame-turbulence interaction 
is largest in the neck region, where the temperature profiles are affected by changing the 
ue /uj ratio. The same configuration mean and instantaneous scalars composition was shown 
in [196] for a variety of flame conditions and jet fuel composition, [197] and [198]. They 
observed three mixing layers in the RZ, one between the air stream and the outer vortex, 
another between the fuel jet and the inner vortex, and one between the inner and outer vortex. 
As the fuel jet momentum increases the stoichiometric contours come closer to the centerline 
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to conserve continuity. In addition, [199] reported that the NOx production depends on the 
structure of the RZ. From the numerical work conducted in simulating bluff body stabilized 
flames, [200] using k-€ model, [106] using LEM-LES, and PDF methods by [201] and [193]. 
The RANS models shows discrepancy in the length of the RZ, the spreading and the decay 
rate. On the other hand, LEM-LES shows good comparison and adequate capturing of heat 
release and mixing. The PDF method shows good centerline and radial predictions, with 
slight over-prediction of some major species. However, still the main difficulty lies in the RZ 
on the face of the bluff body, where the velocity, mixing of the scalar fields are very complex 
and the residence time is rather too low and need more computational efforts to converge 
to the steady state situation. A summary for most of the experimental data and numerical 
results for bluff body stabilized flames on this configuration can be found in [202]. 
[193] introduced the next level of complexity by adding the swirl component to the above 
bluff body stabilized flame geometry. In this paper represents the first experimental results 
for the swirl burner velocity field. In the same work, they used a Monte Carlo-based PDF 
method combined with a flamelet library to represent chemistry. The method used the 
simplest type of models for closure of the molecular mixing (IEM), velocity (SLM), and 
the turbulent frequency (JPM). The computations reproduced the flame structure, with 
reasonable agreement of the velocity field. They designed the swirl burner to match the 
following requirements: 
• The burner can provide strong enough swirl to cause vortex breakdown and recircula-
tion. 
• The burner still has a simple well defined boundary conditions. 
• It should be amenable to laser diagnostic methods. 
• Have flame regions, where the interaction between turbulence and chemistry is signif-
icant. 
The configuration of this burner is the same as used here and will be described later. Fixing 
the geometry (the bluff body diameter) three other factors will control the flame stability 
and structure, which are: 
• The jet central velocity 
• The axial and tangential components of the swirling flow. 
• The co-flow secondary air velocity. 
They also discussed the stability curve for this burner. As the swirl number increases (in-
creasing the tangential swirl component, or decreasing the axial swirl component) the sta-
bility of the flame (before blow off) increases then suddenly decrease (lower than the bluff 
body value) and then increase sharply again. The region where the stability decrease is the 
transient period of the vortex breakdown establishment. The flame length was found to be 
5 times shorter than the zero swirl (bluff body) flame at swirl numbers beyond the vortex 
breakdown. 
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[203] introduced the compositional structure and flow field of two flames on the same 
burner. The two flames have the same swirl number with different jet velocities. They defined 
two main asymptotes, the burning asymptote, where the temperature and composition refer 
to a burned mixture, and the mixing asymptote, where the mixture temperature is moderate 
or contain combustion products due to mixing but is unburned. 
[204] expanded these experimental results and tabulated all the possible type of flames 
that is produced by this burner under different swirl, jet and fuel (CH4 , CH4 — air, and 
CH4 — H2 ) conditions. They observed two general blow off locations, one at the neck region 
and the other, where the flame beels off from the base at higher swirl numbers. On the 
other hand the CH4 — air flames only undergoes base blow-off. While only the velocity field 
data is represented in this paper, the detailed composition measurements are represented 
in other paper by [194]. All results are tabulated online [205]. They observed that for the 
same configuration changing one of the above parameters will change the flame structure. 
Nine flame shapes are identified. The transition swirl number between the low and the 
high stability regimes is identified between 0.3 — 0.4, beyond which vortex break down is 
established and the flame is more stable. However, increasing the primary axial air velocity, 
while the geometrical swirl is above 0.3-0.4 improves the flame stability. Below this threshold 
the SMA (CH4 — air) flames cannot be stabilized, while the SM (CH4 ) flames is vulnerable 
to neck then base blow off. 
The corresponding non-reactive test cases were published by [206]. Five cold flow test 
cases were examined with the same jet velocity and co-flow secondary air speed. The swirl 
number is varied by variation of the axial and tangential components of the primary air 
flow. This paper is important since, it eliminates the combustion effect and focuses on the 
swirl and aerodynamic one. The vortex breakdown onset was found to depend not only on 
the swirl number but also on the axial momentum of the swirled flow. For instance, the 
higher swirl number N16S159 shows no (VBB), while the lower swirl number case N29S054 
shows vortex break down bubble at the centerline, although it has half the swirl number but 
double the axial momentum. The shear stresses are highest inside the recirculation zones and 
the rotating structures due to the high velocity gradients at such locations. The presence 
of these recirculation zone enhances mixing between the inner fuel jet and the outer air 
primary and secondary streams. the fuel parcels are engulfed inside the recirculation zone to 
the outer stream and then engulfed inside again at the end of the recirculation zone. Also, 
in comparison with the bluff body case the recirculation zone is larger in the N16S159 case 
but smaller in the N29S054 case due to the onset of the vortex break down that compresses 
the bluff body recirculation zone. 
The bluff body stabilized flames have been simulated by many groups. For instance using 
LES by [207] and [208], PDF methods by [209]. On the other hand few works (including 
the current work) attempt to simulate the swirling flow case. [210] simulated the SMH2 
CH4/H2 flame using RANS methods. In the past, LES has been applied with reasonable 
success to relatively simple, non-swirling laboratory non-premixed flames ([127, 209]) and 
more recently, to more complex bluff body stabilized (but still non-swirling) non-premixed 
flames ([207, 89]). However, so far, no one (at least to the authors knowledge) have simulated 
the swirling, bluff-body stabilized non-premixed flame ([193, 194]) chosen for the current 
study. They concluded that RANS failed to predict any transient phenomena as flame 
instabilities. In addition, by using a simple eddy breakup model, as they increase the heat 
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of reaction the flow precession and instability diminishes. 
The most recent work published for these series of swirling flame was by [211]. The 
flame instability modes are investigated by using two experimental methods. In general, 
two modes of instability are recognized for this burner. The precession mode in the center 
fuel jet and the puffing mode that is characterized by an expansion and collapse of the 
recirculation zone on the face of the bluff body. For the swirl burner isothermal flow shows 
that the two controlling parameters for the instabilities associated with isothermal flows are 
the Strouhal and the swirl numbers ([212, 210]). As the swirl increase beyond S 9 =0.2 the 
jet starts precessing. The precession increases with the swirl number increase then starts to 
decline after a second limit S 9 =0.5. The disappearance of this precision coincide with the 
vortex breakdown. This instability mode is named Mode I. Another mode of instability 
is added to Mode I with combustion and heat release. The first experimental technique 
(Mie scattering) reveals no Mode I instability for the SM1 and SMA2 flames. However, the 
SM1 jet was observed to alternate above and below the centerline. Since, this behavior is 
not periodic it couldn't be depicted as an instability mode. The SMA3, SMH2 and SMH1 
show Mode I instability. Puffing was observed for the SM2 and the SMH3 flames, where the 
recirculation zone collapse and expand periodically. However, the shadowgraph shows that 
the SMA2 has Mode I instability. 
Many LES approaches, with their respective subgrid closure approaches have been devel-
oped. There are advantages and disadvantages for every method ([213, 68]). Here, we apply 
a subgrid mixing and combustion approach developed earlier to this flame. Past studies have 
demonstrated the ability of this model for scalar mixing ([127, 214, 110]), premixed combus-
tion ([100, 113, 182]), non-premixed mixing and combustion ([127]) and spray combustion 
([215, 216]). 
In the next section, a brief review on swirl flows and vortex breakdown literature will 
be presented. Next, the numerical set up and conditions are described and then, results for 
the non-reacting and reacting studies are reported. Finally, we conclude this study and note 
some future research issues. 
8.1 Swirling Flows and Vortex Breakdown 
One of the first major reviews on swirl flows is by [217]. The main effects of introducing 
swirl in a combustor are summarized as: 
• Reduction in the mixing length needed to consume the fuel. Hence, the flame length 
is reduced. 
• Improving the flame stability by allowing a longer residence time for mixing of the fuel 
and fresh air with products in the recirculation zones. In addition, the jet velocity 
requirements for flame stability will be much more relaxed. 
• Reduces the flame impingement with the injector are by creating an aerodynamic 
blockage. 
Generally, the swirl flow can be achieved either by a swirling guide vanes in an axial 
cylinder or injecting the flow tangential to the cylinder surface. In the swirl vane burner, 
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dome important observations are represented. The swirl number is found ro correlate with 
the recirculated mass in the recirculation zone. If S is the swirl number and Mr is the 
non-dimensional recirculated mass, then a data fitted equation is given as: 
S = 0.5608 + 5.66M, — 6.25M,? + 2.284 
Although the critical swirl number for onset of a recirculation zone was set to 0.6, the 
shape of the injecting nozzle (divergent or straight) affects this number. For instance, Syred 
mentioned that using a divergent nozzle will reduce the critical value, increase the size of 
the reverse flow zone, and reduce the pressure losses across the nozzle. In other words 
the geometry of the injection nozzle and the swirl generation method can change the swirl 
flow characteristics. Increasing the swirl number further will lead naturally to the vortex 
breakdown phenomenon, where a central recirculation zone is established at the centerline. 
The three main forms of the vortex breakdown are the antisymmetric, spiral, and double 
helix. The occurrence and location of the second vortex breakdown is found to be a function 
of both the swirl number and the Reynolds number. The vortex breakdown phenomena 
can be considered either as an instability process, or a transition between a regime that 
can easily change by small perturbation of Reynolds number (the first generation of the 
toroidal recirculation zone) and a second more stable regime. However, occupance of the 
vortex breakdown may lead to the occurrence of another form of three dimensional instability 
known as the precessing vortex core (PVC). 
In PVC the central vortex region becomes unstable and starts to precess about the axis 
of symmetry. The PVC usually lies between the inner boundary of reversed flow and the 
zero velocity streamline, where the turbulent kinetic energy is maximum. The core of the 
PVC usually is accompanied by high tangential velocity fluctuations. The sinusoidal action 
of the PVC is usually transmitted to the outgoing flow. The effect of combustion is found 
either to damp or excite the PVC formation. The flame type and the injection geometry 
affects this behavior as well. [217] found that premixed flames behave like isothermal flow, 
where a PVC with a similar precision frequency shows up, while non-premixed flames damp 
the PVC. For low Reynolds number as the mixture fraction is reduced the PVC is more 
damped. The intensity of the PVC recirculation also is found to increase significantly with 
the Reynolds number and slightly with the mixture ratio. The PVC can be controlled by 
reducing the drop in the total pressure in the axial and tangential directions. 
Considering the blow-off limits, the effect of increasing the swirl number increases the 
rich blow off limits and reduces the lean one. However, the swirl number increases so much 
the recirculation zones will be long enough to withdraw cold air outside of the burned gases 
and the efficiency of the combustor is reduced. 
8.2 Chemistry Closure 
Although multi-step reaction kinetics can be included within LEM , in the current study, 
since we are not interested in soot formation, a global one-step mechanism for methane-air 
combustion ([218]) is used: 
CH4 + 202 + 3.76N2 	CO2 + 2H20 + 3.76N2 
	 (221) 
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with a reaction rate given by: 
k = 2.4E16exp -24358 • 3/T [CH4] [02] 
	
(222) 
This five-species mechanism is not expected to capture all the features seen in the experiment 
but is considered reasonable (and obviously, computationally "cheap") to predict the global 
features, especially the effect of heat release on the velocity field. 
8.3 Configuration and Numerical Setup 
Figures 39, 40, and 41 show respectively, the Sydney swirl burner ([194]), a schematic of the 
computational domain simulated in the current study and a representative grid distribution. 
The burner has a bluff body of diameter 50mm with a central 3.6 mm diameter fuel injector. 
The primary air stream is injected from an annulus that surrounds the bluff body, with an 
outer diameter of 60 mm. The blockage ratio, (2rg/2r 92 ), is equal to 0.69 where r s is the 
outer radius of the annulus and rh is the bluff body radius ([204]). The burner assembly is 
placed in a SNL wind tunnel with a square cross sectional area of 305 mm x 305 mm. The 
wind tunnel provides a secondary air co-flow with a free stream turbulence level of 2%. 
The flow conditions are extracted from the Sydney university web-page ([205]) for swirl 
and bluff body stabilized flame configurations. Table 3 shows the different inflow parameters 
for both the cold and the hot test cases simulated here ([204]). 
Here, Uj is the central jet velocity, U, is the axial velocity component of the primary air 
flow, Us is the secondary axial wind tunnel co-flow velocity and Re is the Reynolds number 
based on U, and the bluff body diameter. The geometrical swirl number S9 is defined as 
the ratio of the mean bulk tangential to axial velocity ([194]), S9 = fi and the flow swirl 
number S is defined as the ratio of the axial flux of tangential momentum divided by the 
axial flux of axial momentum ([219]) as: 
f R puxWer2dr 
S 	° 	 (223) 
R fc;' pUx Uxr 
For the flow conditions reported here, a value of S = 0.61 is obtained. This value is 
close to the critical swirl number (typically, around 0.6) and therefore, is high enough to 
create the classical vortex breakdown bubble ([217]) downstream of the dump plane. For the 
reacting case, this bubble, along with the base recirculation zones are expected to provide 
the stabilizing mechanism for the flame, as discussed later. 
Ideally, the LES computational domain should include the entire swirl burner assembly 
(including the upstream swirl assembly) in order to capture the proper inflow into the com-
bustor. However, this is an expensive approach and is not adopted at present. Instead, as 
shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 40, the simulation starts at the injector outlet cross 
section. Since there is no data available at this location (the first location available is 6.8 
mm downstream of this location ([205]), prescribing proper inflow profiles at this location 
is difficult, but not impossible if proper care is taken. In our study, the profiles at the inlet 
were adjusted to match the global flow rate and also the near-field profiles at 6.8 mm as best 
as possible. Figure 42 shows the three component of the velocity used at the inlet of the 
computational domain. 
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The computational domain is 210 mm in length with 305 mm x 305 mm cross sectional 
area. Thus, in this study, the complete SNL wind tunnel facility is included in the com-
putational domain. A two-domain butterfly type grid is used with the centerline region 
resolved using a Cartesian grid, while the rest of the domain is resolved using a cylindrical 
grid. The choice of the grid resolution is dictated in part by the need to resolve the critical 
large-scale features and by the limitation of the subgrid closure. In LEMLES, the 3D LES 
grid resolution constraint is determined more by the need to resolve the important large-scale 
transport simulated on the LES grid than by the subgrid LEM needs. The localized, dynamic 
ksgs model allows for non-equilibrium between production and dissipation of kinetic energy 
in the subgrid scales ([122]) and therefore, allows a relatively coarser grid (when compared 
to the Smagorinsky's algebraic model, which requires an equilibrium assumption and hence, 
ideally requires a finer grid) without compromising accuracy. Nevertheless, the shear layer 
around the fuel injector and around the bluff body still needs to be resolved adequately in 
order to capture the dynamics of large-scale mixing. 
Preliminary simulations were conducted to determine the impact of grid resolution on 
the resolved features. For all the results reported here the inner Cartesian grid resolution 
is 210 x 38 x 38 in axial, horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, while the outer 
cylindrical grid is 210 x 110 x 153 points in the axial, radial and circumferential directions, 
respectively. We employ the same grid for both the cold and the hot flow test cases so as 
to make a direct comparison. The grid is clustered in the regions of high shear, especially 
in the swirling annular flow. It is estimated that the shear layer between the primary and 
the secondary air flow is resolved by over 10-15 points, which is considered reasonable. The 
fuel injector cross-section, which is 3.6 mm in diameter, and its shear layer are well resolved 
inside the Cartesian grid with nearly 38 x 38 grid points. Although an immersed boundary 
approach is available to resolve the circular boundary on a Cartesian grid ([220]), at this 
time, we decided to approximate the wall on the Cartesian grid due to the high resolution 
available in this region. Analysis shows that the jet shear layer evolves rapidly and shows 
very little boundary influence within 2-3 mm downstream of the inlet. 
Using this LES grid and the analysis of the non-reacting simulation (discussed below), 
it is determined that 77 = 0.044mm in the swirling shear layer region (based on maximum 
observable rms value = 6 m/sec), where A 0.5mm. However, the Kolmogorov scale is 
77 = 0.025 mm for the SM1 flame, and 77 = 0.02 mm for the SMA2. This implies that 
approximately 12 LEM cells are needed to fully resolve 77. For computational expediency, 
we use 9 LEM cells within each LES cell and thus, the subgrid LEM resolution is capable of 
resolving 3 — 477 within these LES cells for the reactive case. 
The solver is highly optimized and highly scalable for simulation on all parallel systems 
(including of-the-shelf PC clusters), and in particular, the subgrid LEM is optimal on such 
systems since the LEM simulations are conducted locally within each LES cell. Therefore, 
although LEMLES is computationally expensive (as per single processor hour estimate), 
on a parallel system, such simulations are becoming quite routine, especially if reduced 
kinetics are employed ([132]). This is emphasized here since, in the past, a major criticism 
of LEMLES has been the perceived computational cost. However, it is argued here that with 
proper parallel implementation and with the availability of cheap PC clusters, LEMLES of 
full-scale gas turbine sector simulations have started to become feasible with a reasonable 
turn-around time ([164]). With the rapid increase in computer technology and the scalability 
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of the LEMLES approach, future simulations of realistic devices, even with relatively detailed 
kinetics, may become practical. 
For the present study, a typical flow through time (based on the bluff body diameter 
and the primary air flow inlet velocity) takes around 400 single-processor hours for the non-
reacting LES case and 4483 single processor hours for the LEMLES on a Intel Xeon (3.44 
GHz) PC cluster employing an Infiniband switched network. For all the results reported 
here, LES results are averaged around 6 flow through times after the initial transients. 
8.4 Results and Discussion 
In this section, we discuss the LEMLES results by comparing the time averaged velocity 
and some scalar statistics with the measurements. We begin this discussion by first briefly 
analyzing the non-reacting LES results and then focusing on the reacting case. Additionally, 
discussion will highlight the main differences between the SM1 and the SMA2 flames, as 
observed in the simulations. 
8.4.1 Non-Reacting Flow Results 
For the non-reacting simulation, an air jet is injected from the fuel injector and all conditions 
are chosen to match the test conditions, as best as possible. The overall time-averaged flow 
features show that there are two regions of recirculation or reverse flow. A region just behind 
the bluff body contains a toroidal recirculation zone (RZ) that is characteristic of base flow 
and extends about half the bluff body diameter downstream of the dump plane. There is 
another region further downstream approximately between x = 50 mm and x = 120 mm that 
is characteristic of the vortex breakdown bubble (VBB) associated with swirl flow ([206].) 
Figures 43(a) and (b), show respectively the velocity vector field in the RZ and VBB 
regions. The positive axial velocity contour are superimposed on the velocity vector plot to 
clarify the flow features. The inner black line represents the zero-velocity contour. Figure 
43 (a) shows that the toroidal RZ extends approximately half diameter downstream of the 
bluff body and surrounds the central air jet. The shape is highly 3D and converges towards 
the centerline. The fluid in-between the RZ and the central jet contains fluid that has very 
little motion near the base but further downstream, near the end of the RZ, the high speed 
central jet entrains this fluid and the flow is more aligned in the stream-wise direction. 
Figure 43 (b) shows that the VBB region is an elongated structure approximately 70 mm 
in axial extent at the centerline beginning at around x = 50 mm with a width approximately 
10 mm at this central plane. The peak reverse velocity in this bubble is around 4 m/s and 
turbulence intensity is around 8 m/s. 
Figures 44 (a) and (b) show respectively, the iso-surface of the mean and instantaneous 
axial vorticity component. In the near field of the dump plane the flow is relative more 
azimuthally coherent, but further downstream, a wide range of scales is created as the 
swirling shear layer breaks down into more randomly oriented small scale structures. 
We will revisit these non-reacting mean and instantaneous flow dynamics when discussing 
the reacting data to highlight the similarities and differences. To summarize the observed 
mean flow features, a schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 45 that identifies the shape and 
size of the RZ and VBB and the flow in-between them. As shown, surrounding the RZ 
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toroidal structure there exists a collar like structure as shown by the contour lines of the 
azimuthal velocity component. These structures are non-circulating with a high rotational 
speed. They are mainly established due to compression of the flow field between the outside 
nearly stagnant flow and the edge of the toroidal recirculation zone. 
These observations are quantified by comparison with the data. The centerline mean axial 
velocity comparison is shown in Fig. 46. The extent of the VBB is clearly observable and 
is located in the LES between around x = 50 mm and x = 120 mm, while the experimental 
data suggests that the streamwise extent is between x = 50 mm and x = 110 mm. The 
over-prediction of the downstream end of the VBB is attributed to the coarsening of the grid 
beyond x = 100 mm. Nevertheless, the overall agreement with data ([212]) is considered 
acceptable. 
The radial time-averaged mean axial, azimuthal and radial velocity profiles at four up-
stream locations, between 6.8 mm and 30 mm (before the VBB) are shown in Figs. 47 
(a)-(c), respectively. The corresponding profiles at three locations in the region between 40 
mm to 100 mm (downstream of the RZ primarily in the VBB) are shown in Figs. 48 (a)-(c). 
The agreement is considered reasonable at all locations. In the near-field, the mean axial 
velocity shows a peak around R = 28 mm in the shear layer between the primary and the 
secondary flow. This peak decays axially as the shear layer spreads so that, by around 70 
mm, there is no longer any discernible peak. The radius of the RZ ahead of the injector 
starts with 23 mm and shrinks to 13 mm at x = 30 mm. The radial spread of the flow field 
at each axial location is indicated by the location where the mean azimuthal velocity We 
is zero. This location is shown to be around R = 30 mm. The mean azimuthal velocity 
component peaks at x = 28 mm due to the formation of the highly rotational collar-like 
structures. This peak starts to diminish after x = 50 mm, where the VBB starts to form. 
The three-component root-mean-square (RIMS) velocity fluctuation radial profiles at the 
first four upstream locations are shown in Fig. 49 and the corresponding profiles in the three 
locations further downstream are shown in Fig. 50. Overall, there is reasonable agreement at 
all locations. The axial component shows a bimodal behavior at x = 6.8 mm. This bimodal 
behavior is related to the location of the jet and the shear layer. The radial and azimuthal 
components also show two peaks at the same locations. There are some discrepancy in the 
peak value in the centerline region, especially for the azimuthal component, but overall, the 
agreement is considered acceptable. 
An encouraging aspect of this cold flow LES study is that many of the finer details 
typically needed for LES inflow setup (inflow turbulence spectrum, turbulence profiles, etc.) 
may not be that important (at least for this setup) since most of the features are captured 
with reasonable accuracy without this knowledge, as demonstrated in the above figures. The 
key seems to be in providing a reasonably accurate mean profiles. It is, however, noted that 
based on past observations ([221]) the accuracy of the current LES is partly due to the k 39, 
localized dynamic subgrid closure that has shown an ability to capture flow physics even 
when the grid is not highly refined. As discussed in the next section, this ability also plays a 
fundamental role in the reacting flow simulation since k sgs is used to determine some of the 
key parameters of the subgrid mixing model. 
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8.4.2 Reacting Flow Results 
The flow features for the SM1 flame are fairly conventional for swirl flow past a bluff body. 
Due to flow separation from the circular bluff body, there is a toroidal recirculation zone 
(RZ) in the base of the bluff body, and further downstream there is a VBB around the 
centerline due to the swirl effect. For the SM1 case, the base recirculation region extends 
to around x = 32 mm. The toroidal RZ shape is due to the presence of the central circular 
fuel jet. The VBB is observed downstream between x = 76 mm and x = 96 mm, and is 
about 16 mm in diameter in the y — z plane at its maximum thickness. Overall, these two 
recirculation zones agree quite well with the experimental observations ([204]). 
Figures 51 (a) and (b) show respectively, the velocity vector plot in the RZ and VBB 
region for the SM1 case. The region is similar to the non-reacting zones shown earlier in 
Figs. 43 (a) and (b). Again, the positive axial velocity contours are superimposed to visualize 
the flow field. Figure 51 (a) shows that the toroidal recirculation zone is again established 
downstream of the bluff body and extends to around x = 32 mm. The toroid is about 10 mm 
radius in the spanwise direction. The overall shape is not the same as in the non-reacting 
case. The toroidal zone is more elongated than the cold flow case and more open in the 
radial direction. In addition to the different jet and swirl velocities for both cases, the rate 
of decay of the axial velocity is different, which will be discussed later when discussing the 
centerline velocity. 
The mean SM1 flame and flow structures show these observations model clearly. Figure 
52 (a) shows a iso-surface of the temperature at T = 1800 K surrounded by the axial vorticity 
iso-surface. The flame is shrouded by the vortical structures and is anchored at two locations, 
one close to the bluff body, and the another downstream the centerline. The flame necking 
is again seen around x = 50 mm. Figure 52 (b) shows another view of the same flow features 
except that the axial vorticity is shown inside surrounded by the axial velocity iso-contours. 
Coherent flow structures are shown close to the bluff body. Since the velocity gradient is 
high at the shear layer, high axial vorticity magnitude structures are generated in-between 
the primary and the secondary flow field. 
To visualize the swirl effect, few representative streamlines are traced from the injector 
and shown in Fig. 53, which shows the mean velocity streamlines from the central jet 
(inside) and the primary air flow (outside). The azimuthal velocity component at the primary 
air injector generates a pressure gradient in the axial (adverse) and radial directions, the 
balance between the axial momentum and the adverse pressure gradient generates the VBB 
downstream, which is showed by the twist of the jet streamlines at the centerline in Fig. 53. 
Figure 54a shows a visualization extracted from the SM1 simulation that highlights all 
the key features and characteristic scales. In-between the base RZ and the swirl-induced 
VBB, there exists a collar-like vortical shear region with high rotational (azimuthal) velocity 
as the separated shear layer first turns towards the centerline and then diverges around the 
VBB. The contour plots of constant mean (I) are superimposed to show the flame structure. 
The black boundary is the stoichiometric line (the scalar features are discussed in the next 
section). 
In comparison, the SMA2 flame (Fig. 54b) shows only a single elongated RZ downstream 
of the bluff body. The recirculation zone extends axially to x = 99.2 mm, which is comparable 
to the 100 mm in the experiment. No VBB is observed for the SMA2 flame and this is 
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attributed to the higher fuel jet axial velocity in the SMA2 flame, which is nearly double 
the SM1 value. The swirl effect is also much lower for the SMA2 flame, and as a result, 
the adverse pressure gradient generated by the swirl component is not strong enough to 
overcome the axial momentum generated by the central jet. 
8.4.3 Scalar Features of SM1 and SMA2 Flames 
The flame length is predicted to be around 107 mm for the SM1 flame while it is 120 
mm in the experiments ([194]). The estimation for the flame length is based on the mean 
stoichiometry equivalence ratio. This discrepancy is primarily in the downstream extent 
since, as shown later, the leading edge region is predicted quite accurately. Analysis shows 
that the coarser downstream grid resolution is the major culprit for this under-prediction. 
As observed in the experiments ([204]), a necking region is observed around x = 50 mm, 
where the flame cross sectional area decreases, and then increases at the tail region. 
A qualitative visualization of the experimental image and the numerical shadowgraph, 
defined as V (Vp) are given in Figs. 55a and 55b, respectively. As shown, the flame is 
compressed by the collar-like structure and the inner jet, resulting in the necking feature. 
Clearly, the current simulation has been successful in capturing all these features of the 
experimental flame quite well. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the SMA2 flame and 
omitted here for brevity. 
8.4.4 Time-Averaged Velocity Statistics 
Figure 56 shows the centerline variation of the axial velocity for the SM1 and the SMA2 
flames. For comparison, the cold flow result (for CASE N29S054 [205]) is also included. 
Overall, there is reasonable agreement with data for all cases, although there are some 
deviations near the VBB region, as noted earlier. The VBB is smaller for the SM1 case, 
between x = 76 mm and x = 96 mm with larger negative velocity motion when compared 
to the non-reactive case. For the SMA2 flame, reverse flow is not observed at the centerline, 
and the rate of decay of the centerline velocity is much lower than the SM1 case. 
Figures 57a and 57b show respectively, the time-averaged axial and azimuthal velocity 
components at various axial locations for the SM1 flame. The agreement is generally good. 
The axial velocity peaks in the shear layer, between the primary and secondary flow field. 
This peak decays axially and moves inward. The azimuthal velocity peak is located above 
the axial velocity peak inside the collar structure region, and decays inward and in the radial 
direction. 
The time-averaged axial and azimuthal velocity profiles for the SMA2 flame are shown 
in Figs. 58a and 58b, respectively. The peak location and magnitude in the shear layer are 
captured reasonably. In comparison to the SM1 flame, the peak in the shear layer is much 
lower. The mean azimuthal velocity profiles show that the peak location and magnitude are 
captured reasonably as well. This peak decays axially and inward to vanish nearly around 
x = 50 mm. 
Figures 59a and 59b show respectively, the radial profiles of the RMS axial and the 
azimuthal velocity fluctuations. Overall agreement is reasonable in the near field. The RMS 
values show a peak near the edge of the bluff body in the shear layer. There are, however, 
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some discrepancies near the centerline. Analysis suggests that one possibility is that the 
low velocity recirculation in the VBB region requires a longer time to reach stationary state 
than the simulation time used here for statistical analysis. This slow convergence is a typical 
computational problem for practical systems. However, the size and extent of the VBB 
settles down quite rapidly. 
Figures 60a and 60b show respectively, the SMA2 flame's RMS profiles of the axial 
and the azimuthal velocity components. The axial velocity RMS shows two peaks, one at 
the interface between the RZ and the jet outer boundary, and another in the shear layer 
between the primary and secondary flow field. The shear layer peak smears out by x = 30 
mm. Again, there are some discrepancies near the centerline, especially for the azimuthal 
velocity component. 
8.4.5 Time- Averaged Scalar Statistics 
Figure 61 shows that there is overall good agreement with data for the centerline mean tem-
perature profiles for both flames. For the SM1 flame, the peak in the centerline temperature 
is predicted at around x = 88.5 mm. However, no data is available at or near this location to 
determine if this correct. The SMA2 centerline profile shows that the centerline temperature 
peak occurs around x = 100 mm. This is slightly over-predicted but the overall trend is 
captured reasonably well. 
The time-averaged radial profiles of temperature at various axial locations for SM1 and 
SMA2 flames are given in Figs. 62a and 62b, respectively. At locations x = 10 mm and x = 
20 mm for the SM1 flame (that are inside the RZ), the temperature peaks in the shear layer 
separating from the bluff body corner. Further downstream, as the shear layer spreads the 
temperature goes down and the peak moves toward the centerline. The radial profiles show 
overall good agreement with some local regions of over prediction. Considering that we are 
using a highly simplified reduced kinetics model these results are considered reasonable. The 
SMA2 temperature profiles also show generally good agreement, especially in the width. 
Finally, the time-averaged H2 O mass fraction profiles for the SM1 and SMA2 flames are 
shown in Figs. 63a and 63b, respectively. The overall agreement is reasonable and consistent 
with temperature prediction. Again, under prediction is observed in the shear layer and close 
to center line at x = 30 mm. It is anticipated that these discrepancies may be eliminated if 
a more detailed kinetics is utilized. 
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Table 3: Cold and hot flow test case parameters 
Flow Case Jet S9 Ui Us Ue Re 
N29S054 Air 0.54 66 29.74 20.0 59000 
51141 CH4 0.5 32.7 38.2 20.0 76000 
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Figure 40: Injector setup. 
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(a) Mean axial vorticity iso-surface. 
(b) Instantaneous axial vorticity iso-surface. 
Figure 44: Axial vorticity iso-surface 
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Figure 45: Flow field structure for the cold flow test case 
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Figure 47: Radial mean velocity profiles, (LDV -0-, LES —) at x = 6.8 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm 
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Figure 49: Radial RMS velocity profiles, (LDV -s-, LES —) at x = 6.8mm, 10 mm, 20 mm 
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Figure 50: Radial R1VIS velocity profiles, (LDV 	LES —) at x = 40mm, 70 mm, and 100 
mm 
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(a) Vector plot for RZ. 
(b) Vector plot for VBB at the centerline. 
Figure 51: Mean velocity vector plot in the x-y central plane combined with the positive 
axial mean velocity contours 
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(a) Temperature iso-surface (inside) and Vorticity iso-surface 
(outside) 
(b) Axial vorticity iso-surface (inside) - axial velocity iso-
surface (outside) 















Figure 53: The mean velocity streamlines 
(a) SM1 flame 	 fb) SMA2 flame 
Figure 54: Flow field and flame structure downstream of the bluff body. Predicted dimensions 
of the critical features are shown in both figures in mm. 
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Figure 57: Radial profiles of the time-averaged axial and azimuthal velocity at various axial 
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Figure 58: Radial profiles of the time-averaged axial and azimuthal velocity at various axial 
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Figure 59: Radial profiles of the RMS axial and azimuthal velocity fluctuation at various 
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Figure 60: Radial profiles of the RMS axial and azimuthal velocity fluctuation at various 
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Figure 61: Centerline variation of the time-averaged temperature. 
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Figure 62: Radial profiles of the time-averaged temperature T at various locations. 
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(a) SM1 flame. 
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Figure 63: Radial profiles of the time-averaged YH2 0 mass fraction at various axial locations. 
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9 Non-Premixed Sooting Flames 
In this section, a sooting non-premixed jet turbulent flame is simulated and compared with 
experiments. The case is used as a validation for the model proposed earlier. The soot volume 
fraction, the number density, the size distribution, and the PSDF properties are studied. The 
results are explained in the context of soot formation processes at different locations inside 
the flame. Overall, good agreement is achieved considering the limitations of the model and 
measurements uncertainties. The soot volume fraction order of magnitude, the location of 
its maxima, and the soot particle size distribution, are all captured reasonably. Along the 
centerline, an initial region dominated by nucleation and surface growth is observed followed 
by an oxidation region. A possible initial log-normal distribution followed by a more Gaussian 
distribution downstream the centerline is predicted. Limitations of the current approach 
and possible solution strategies are also discussed. Few experimental and theoretical data 
for sooting turbulent flames exist in the literature. Further, only fraction of them are for 
ethylene flames. The earliest experimental data for ethylene turbulent jet flames was reported 
by [222]. They measured soot volume fraction in a vertical turbulent diffusion flame burning 
in a stagnant air. Different flames were studied by varying the jet velocity. The technique 
used to measure soot volume fraction was optical extinction of an argon-ion laser, while a 
platinum-rhodium thermocouple was used for temperature measurement. The setup also 
was simulated numerically with a two dimensional k - E model with infinite rate equilibrium 
chemistry. A state relation between the mixture fraction and the temperature, derived from 
the experimental data, was used for closure of the source terms. Very good agreement was 
reported for the centerline temperature and soot volume fraction. They concluded that 
soot cannot be expressed as a single function of mixture fraction and other effects have to be 
included as species concentrations, temperature and residence time. For instance, for a given 
mixture fraction different soot volume fraction values can be found at different radii. In the 
early soot stages, residence time is found to be an important factor and finite rate chemistry 
has to be employed. The maximum soot volume fraction was found to be independent of 
the residence time. 
[38] also conducted experimental measurement for soot volume fraction and temperature 
for an ethylene turbulent jet flame. Mean and root mean square values were measured 
and they showed that the soot production rate is influenced by turbulent mixing, whereas, 
buoyancy effect reduces soot formation. This flame has also been simulated by [46] using a 
joint-scalar transported PDF method. Overall good agreement was achieved. 
[223] and [224] performed experimental and numerical studies of a non-premixed jet 
ethylene turbulent flame. The experimental setup is a 5 mm diameter vertical pipe that 
injects fuel into stagnant air. They reported mean and fluctuating velocity field data, species 
mean concentration, as well as the soot volume fraction. The numerical simulation was done 
using a k-E turbulence model and the laminar flamelet approximation, together with a narrow 
band radiation model. They found that predicting the radiation effect without including the 
turbulence/radition interaction can induce 50 — 300 percent error in the results. Contrary to 
[222] work they suggested the possibility of a universal function of soot in terms of mixture 
fraction. As a result, direct measurements of scalars in laminar flames can be used to provide 
state relationships for soot in turbulent flames. However, [20] suggests that the soot volume 
fraction is a strong function of the nozzle exit velocity, which reflects the flame residence 
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D (mm) rn(g/sec) V (m/sec) Re Hf (m) 
4.56 0.48 25.4 13500 0.84 
Table 4: Jet flow test conditions. [36] 
time. Although, this assumption may be useful in low turbulent flames, where the flame 
can be considered as a wrinkled laminar flame, it may not hold in highly turbulent flames. 
However, other studies by [225, 222] suggest that for a long residence time the soot volume 
fraction is independent of residence time for wrinkled flames as well. 
9.1 Configuration and Numerical Setup 
The current configuration is extracted from the experimental work done by [36, 37, 226]. 
To this author's best knowledge this is the most recent experimental data for sooting ethy-
lene/air turbulent diffusion flames. Additionally, the current work is one of the first LES 
of this experiment. The experimental measurements provide mean temperature, mean soot 
volume fraction at the centerline and at a few radial locations. The first work by [36] used 
thermophoretic sampling followed by transmission electron microscope (TEM) and laser 
extinction (LE) techniques to provide mean soot volume fraction. The primary particle 
spherule is found to be in-between 19 to 35 nm with experimental uncertainty around 35 %. 
The test conditions are summarized in table 4. 
Here, D is the inner nozzle diameter, rn is the inlet mass flow rate, V(mIsec) is the jet 
velocity, Re = —VI!) is the Reynolds number, v = 8.7X10 -6m 2 /sec, and Hf are the observed 
flame length. [37] using Laser Scattering and Extinction Technique (LSET) to obtain data on 
soot processes. A difference of about 35% in the soot centerline volume fraction is observed 
between the TEM/LE by [36] and the ISLE. The centerline temperature distribution was 
also measured in [226]. 
Due to the computational cost we simulate only 0.5m from the flame visible length, 
which is about 0.84 m long. This creates a source of ambiguity of the exit pressure. For 
the full length flame the exit pressure should be atmospheric. So the domain was extended 
by 0.05 m to avoid the direct influence of the back pressure on the collected statistics at 
the outflow locations. In addition, a co-flow of about 10% of the mean central jet is added 
to avoid adverse pressure gradient at the outflow section. This treatment may affect the 
results but is important to ensure global flow instability ([227]). For statistics collection, a 
characteristic flow through time has to be determined. Two characteristic residence times 
are identified in literature, the flame residence time (Ty) and the soot integral time scale Ts . 
The flame residence time is based on the location of maximum extension, which is found 
from the experiment by [37] as x m l D = 80. Hence, Tf = 14 msec. 
The other time scale is based on the soot integral length scale identified in the experiment 
by [38] and [36] as 7.5 mm. Therefore, the integral soot time scale Ts = 3 msec. Here, we first 
run the jet flame for a full flow characteristic time using a single step (five species) ethylene 
mechanism ([218]) to achieve an initial flow field. Afterwards, the flame is run for 10 soot 
characteristic time scales scales using the 15-step, 19 species ethylene/air mechanism ([143]). 
The grid employed here is a butterfly grid similar to the one used in the previous section 
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with cylindrical grid resolution of 201x45x49 and Cartesian inner grid of 201x13x13 grid 
points. The total number of grid points is around 0.5 million grid points. Twelve LEM 
cells were used in the subgrid. To minimize the cost, the chemistry integration is done 
by a fractional step algorithm to avoid solving by the more expensive direct integration as 
described in section III. The time step was adjusted such that the acetylene mass fraction 
error at the centerline between the direct integration and the fractional step method is less 
than 5 %. The resolution in the shear layer at the nozzle exit is 0.08032 mm on the LES level 
and 0.007 mm on the subgrid level. The Kolmogorov length scale ri is estimated to be 0.0036 
mm in the shear layer just downstream the nozzle exit plane. Thus, the LEM resolution is 
of the order of 27). The initial simulation cost is 4044 single processor hours on a Zion Intel 
cluster. The statistics collection done on 10 soot-moment characteristic flow times cost is 
25000 single processor hours on the same machine. 
9.2 Results and Discussion 
Very little unsteady data is available and even the steady state data is rather sparse. There-
fore, we focus primarily on making some direct comparison with measured quantities, and 
then make some observations about the model behavior. The conclusions will be connected 
at some points to the premixed data shown earlier. 
The flame structure averaged in time is shown in Fig. 64 on the left compared to an 
instantaneous snapshot on the right. The flame structure and spread rate are captured 
reasonably compared to other similar flames. It is noticed that the instantaneous snapshot 
shows higher temperature than the averaged one at some instants. This observation is 
also seen in the experimental results as well ([38]). The adiabatic flame temperature for 
ethylne/air diffusion flames is estimated to be around 2400 K by [222]. 
Figure 65 shows the axial mean temperature along the centerline. The temperature rises 
monotonically, consistent with experimental observation and with good agreement with data 
for X/D < 60. Further downstream the predicted temperature is higher than the measured 
values. An over-prediction of about 250 K is observed at X/D = 120. Overall, the higher 
prediction is attributed to the high grid stretching downstream the centerline and possible 
outflow subsonic boundary condition feedback effect. In addition, the simplified empirical 
radiation model (originally calibrated for methane flames) may have an effect on the predicted 
values as well. Past studies have suggested that radiation may result in an over-prediction 
of + 100 — 500 K ([37, 222]). 
Regardless, given the uncertainty in the measurements (about 30 % [37]), the overall 
agreement is considered quite reasonable. The temperature increases up around X/D = 10, 
which reflects the high mixing and entrainment rate. The temperature starts to decrease at 
location X/D = 110, where the stoichiometric conditions are reached. This decrease may 
be attributed to the heat loss by soot radiation and the entrainment of fresh air from the 
outside. 
The radial temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 66 at various axial locations (there is 
no data for comparison). At the first two radial locations the radial profile shows a peak in 
the reaction zone that moves radially outwards as the jet spreads. 
By comparison of the temperature profiles of the premixed (studied earlier) and non-
premixed flames we have the following observations. In the premixed case we have three 
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main regions: the preheat zone, the reaction zone and the post flame region, which are 
aligned sequentially across the flame. In the non-premixed case, the combustion is mixing 
controlled rather than kinetically controlled. However, the mixing can occur at any point by 
air entrainment from the outside to mix with the fuel and the products and the sequence seen 
in the premixed flame can occur locally in the jet flame with the fuel and oxidizer separated 
by the reaction zone. For instance, in the non-premixed case the sequence radially from the 
centerline will be fuel and burned gases, followed by the reaction zone, then air and burned 
gases. The burned gases are usually mixed by the effect of turbulence and entrainment with 
the unburned gases. 
The above flame structure affects the soot formation process as well. In premixed flames, 
the nucleation, the surface growth and the oxidation all take place at the same time and at 
comparable temperatures. Therefore, at high temperatures the oxidation rate is higher than 
the pyrolysis rate of acetylene to produce soot. As a result, the premixed flames has low 
soot tendency. On the contrary, at the early spatial stages of the jet flame, the temperature 
is relatively low and the oxidative attack by 0 2 and OH is very small due to the high fuel 
concentration (specially at the centerline). This leads to the existence of rich regimes, with 
relatively low temperatures (800-1200) K, which accelerates the pyrolysis rate, the formation 
of precursors and nucleation. As the jet spreads, and the centerline velocity decay, more air is 
entrained, which lowers the temperature at location X/D = 110, and increases the oxidation 
rate. 
Figure 67 shows the soot contribution to the radiation effect is about 99% of the total 
radiation. The difference in temperature when using a detailed radiation model is expected 
to be an order of 100 — 500 K less if no radiation is included ([222]). The current radiation 
model neglects soot absorption and scattering, as well as radiation of other optical species 
such as CO and CH4 . In addition, the empirical constants used are for methane/air sooting 
flames ([120]), which is a lightly sooting flame and may be unsuitable for the current ethylene 
flame. However, it is noted that there are two competing processes: the over-prediction in 
temperature increases the nucleation rate as well as the surface growth rate (as shown later) 
and thus, over-predicts the soot production, which in turn should reduce the temperature 
by the increase in thermal radiation. It is apparent that in our results the first effect is more 
dominant. This is attributed to the grid stretching effect, which is equivalent to an artificial 
increase in the local cell residence time. 
Figure 68 shows the centerline mean soot volume fraction distribution. The trend and 
peak location is captured quite reasonably. However, an over prediction by nearly 90% at the 
peak location is observed. This is probably due to the over prediction of the temperature, as 
noted above. Another important factor may be the inclusion of the agglomeration effect. In a 
recent study ([228]), the soot volume fraction at the centerline with agglomeration (particles 
are assumed to become chain like structure) were compared to a case with coagulation (all 
the particles are assumed spherical) only. The agglomeration case showed an over-prediction 
by 400% that may be due to an over-prediction of the first moment, which controls the soot 
average mass. In the agglomeration case, the total surface area is affected by the number of 
primary particles in the aggregate in addition to the individual particle surface area, which 
increases the predicted soot mass fraction. 
To illustrate the above argument, a one-dimensional study is conducted with only co-
agulation and compared with another case with agglomeration included. The initialization 
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of the problem is taken as the centerline of the jet case. Figure 69 shows the rate of time 
evolution of the first moment, which mainly controls the soot volume fraction, for the two 
cases. Agglomeration over-predicts the rate significantly than just the coagulation limit. 
The soot peak location at X/D = 92 is shifted to the left of the stoichiometric temperature 
peak location at X/D = 110, as shown in Fig. 65. This observation coincide with the 
literature observations for sooting turbulent jet flames ([222]). The decrease in the soot 
mass faction is due to the carbon burnout and the decrease in the nucleation and surface 
growth rates as will be shown later. In addition, the over-prediction in temperature at the 
center line causes higher rate of inception, soot nucleation, and surface growth, which raises 
the soot mass fraction as well. This is also due to very low 0 2 and OH mass fractions at the 
centerline. The radial soot profiles at three consecutive axial locations are shown in Figure 
70 for X/D = 30, 50, and 100, respectively. The profiles show a nearly constant soot volume 
fraction towards the centerline due to the high turbulent transport rate, the soot diffusivity 
and the thermophretic forces produced by the high temperature gradient, which transport 
the soot produced in the reaction zone to the centerline. These factors, in addition to the 
soot production at the centerline itself controls the soot level at the centerline. The over-
prediction at the downstream location is attributed to the grid stretching and the outflow 
boundary condition effect. 
To estimate the soot diffusion effect, Fig. 71 shows a comparison of the soot diffusion 
coefficient with three species. At the initial nucleation and surface growth region, up to X/D 
= 65, soot diffusion is found to be important and comparable to other heavy species as CH4 
and CO2 . However, further downstream, the soot particles are heavy and diffusion is of less 
importance. On the other hand, the effect of thermophoresis is more important as we go 
downstream, where the temperature gradients are higher. Figure 72 shows the centerline 
thermophoretic velocity normalized by the temperature gradient. These values is expected 
to be higher radially, since the temperature gradient is more steep in the radial direction. 
On the right of Fig. 72 the mean free path along the centerline is shown. By combining 
this figure with the mean soot diameter data, we can know the regime of operation of the 
soot particles. However, knowing that the soot particles diameter is in the order of nm, the 
particles will spent most of its lifetime in the free molecular regime. 
The radial profiles shows good agreement with the experimental data with over-prediction 
at the centerline and at X/D = 100. At far field locations there are many factors that affect 
the prediction accuracy. The domain width is not wide enough to reduce the boundary 
conditions effect on the numerical data. In addition, the radial and axial grid stretching rate 
is high as well. 
The axial variation of the soot number density, shown in Fig. 73, suggests that the 
number of particles per unit mixture volume increases rapidly in the beginning due to nu-
cleation. At around X/D =- 100, the number density starts to decrease by the coagulation 
and agglomeration effect. There is an over-prediction (note the scale in the figure), which 
reflects either higher nucleation rate or lower coagulation rate. Another possibility is the 
under-prediction of the average soot diameter, which is shown in Fig. 74. The average 
diameter is under-predicted by a factor of 4, which may be a result of the under-prediction 
of the coagulation rate. As a result, having larger number of particles will make the average 
surface area per unit volume larger, as shown in Fig. 75. This will lead to higher surface 
growth rate and consequently higher soot mass fraction, as shown in Fig. 68. 
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The coagulation process is mainly controlled by the collision frequency between the soot 
particles. Figure 76 shows the axial variation of the mean collision frequency along the cen-
terline. The expression is normalized in such a way to make it a function of temperature only. 
The figure shows that in general, the collision frequency is a strong function of temperature 
and follows the mean temperature trend. In addition, the frequency of collision in the free 
molecular regime is more sensitive to the temperature variations at lower values, where soot 
is still in its inception and nucleation period, and the particles are small with their diameters 
much smaller than the mean free path. These observations are in good agreement with past 
results ([150]). 
Figure 77 shows the PSDF properties computed form the first three moments. The 
average mass per unit volume increases along the centerline and starts to decrease around 
X/D = 100 by the effect of oxidation. The maximum mean is around 3E-4 Kg/m 3 . The 
standard deviation is around 2E-4 at the peak location. However, the standard deviation 
and the mean usually doesn't give enough information on the PSDF shape. Therefore, 
the dispersion is shown to increase along the axial direction, which indicates that the PDF 
became wider as we go downstream, having more size classes. Finally, the skewness shows 
that the PDF has wide tails towards the right of the mean or the bigger values. Immediately 
downstream of the nozzle the mean value is close to zero, at the same time as nucleation 
is activated and more particles are created, the skewness show very high positive values at 
these location, which corresponds to wide tails. Afterwards, as we go further downstream, 
this wide tails starts to decrease and the shape of the PDF become closer to the Gaussian 
distribution, or more symmetrical around the mean value. These observations indicate that 
the size distribution is highly polydisperse and simplified analysis, like an assumed PDF is 
not recommended for such highly turbulent sooting flames. 
The centerline species concentrations are shown in Fig. 78. The major species are 
plotted along with some radicals. The fuel concentration approaches zero around X/D = 
90. Acetylene concentration reaches its peak around X/D = 100, which coincide with the 
nucleation, and soot volume fraction peak. The H2 O starts to dissociate to give OH around 
X/D = 60. The 02 level is in general small along the centerline. The high levels of CO 2 and 
CO indicate that the flame is highly rich along the centerline. 
The soot formation and destruction rates along the centerline are shown in Fig. 79. 
In agreement with the experimental observation the soot nucleation and surface growth 
increases until X/D = 100, where the soot volume fraction is maximum. However, the 
nucleation peak is slightly shifted to the right of the surface growth rate. This is due to 
the reduction of the soot surface area by the oxidative attack by OH and 0 2 , which starts 
around X/D = 80 and reach its peak around X/D = 100. The decrease in the nucleation, as 
well as the surface growth rate afterwards are due to the reduction in the available acetylene 
concentration, since fuel is consumed around this location. This decline in the nucleation rate 
also causes the decline in the number density shown earlier in Fig. 73. Analysis shows that 
the surface growth rate starts around X/D = 32, while the nucleation starts earlier around 
X/D = 10. Thus, there is an overlap region where surface growth, nucleation and oxidation 
processes all occur. This is due to the fact that diffusion flames are mixing controlled, rather 
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Figure 65: Mean axial temperature with error bars superimposed 
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Figure 67: Percentage of soot radiation and CO2 and H2 O along the centerline 
Figure 68: Mean axial soot volume fraction in ppm 
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Figure 69: Comparison of the first moment rate with aggregation (left) and coagulation 
(right) 
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Figure 71: Comparison of soot diffusion with 11 2 , CO2 , and CH4 diffusion along the centerline 
Figure 72: The thermophoretic velocity normalized by the temperature gradient and the 
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Figure 75: Mean axial average soot surface area per unit mixture volume 
Figure 76: Mean axial variation of the collision frequency as function of temperature in the 
free and continuum regimes 
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Figure 79: Mean centerline soot formation and destruction rates 
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10 Conclusions 
• A new LES subgrid model for soot prediction is developed and validated against ex-
periment. The model comprises most of the physical phenomena that contribute to 
the soot formation. The gas phase chemistry is modeled by a semi-empirical reduced 
ethylene-air mechanism, combined with a four step soot formation model, to account 
for the soot kinetics processes as nucleation, surface growth and soot destruction by 
oxidative attack. The soot initial nucleus is assumed to be composed of two carbon 
atoms, while the coagulation starts with a soot particle composed of 30 nuclei. The 
model is generic and can be applied for any combustion mode, (i.e. premixed, non-
premixed and partially premixed). 
• The MOMIC incorporated with an existing and previously validated subgrid mixing 
and combustion model solves for the PSDF first few moments. The subgrid model 
requires no ad hoc filtering and allows exact estimate of the diffusion and kinetics 
processes within the small scales. This allows for a generic solution that needs no priori 
assumption of the particle size distribution. In addition, it allows for the treatment of 
the soot particles physically in the free molecular regime, where the soot particles are 
much smaller than the fluid mean free path, the transition regime and the continuum 
regime. 
• The collision of the soot particles with each other undergoes two phases. The coag-
ulation phase, where the spherical soot particles coalesce together to form a larger 
spherical particle, and the aggregation phase, where the large soot particles for chain 
like structure. A detailed soot diffusion model that covers the soot diffusivity in the 
three regimes is used. Finally, the soot transport by the effect of thermophretic forces 
is accounted for as well. 
• A set of canonically premixed flames have been simulated using the developed model to 
study the effect of turbulence and C/O ratio on soot production in turbulent premixed 
flames. The results show that soot formation occurs only when C/O ratio is above 
the critical value and this observation agrees with past results. It is also shown that 
turbulence increases the collision frequency between the soot particles, and as a result, 
the coagulation rate increases and the total average surface area of the soot particles 
per unit volume decreases. Consequently, the surface growth rate decreases with the 
increase in turbulence intensity. 
• The assumption of a fixed Schmidt number (molecular diffusion coefficients) is found to 
affect the results. The variable diffusivity case shows a more symmetric curvature PDF 
with wider tails and more concave elements. The relatively higher thermal diffusivity, 
when compared to molecular diffusivity in the constant diffusion coefficients, increases 
the collision frequency and the coagulation rate, and that in turn reduces the number 
density and the soot surface growth rate. The above results show consistency with the 
physics reported in past observations in a similar non-sooting flames. 
• As mentioned earlier LEMLES has been validated extensively for premixed and non-
premixed flames. In the current work, this is extended to simulate a partially premixed 
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as well as a non-premixed flames. Overall good agreement is achieved for both flames, 
considering that a simplified one-step kinetics is employed in the subgrid model. 
• The flame structure (whether premixed or non-premixed) is found to affect the soot 
production and formation rates significantly. The diffusion flame shows higher levels 
of soot for two reasons. Firstly, in diffusion flames, the centerline is usually highly 
rich, and the abundance of carbon atoms allow for higher nucleation rates. Secondly, 
in non-premixed jet flames, there is an initial region dominated by the nucleation and 
the surface growth processes, followed by a region downstream, where the oxidative 
attacks are activated. While in premixed flames, there is a simultaneous oxidative 
attack, with nucleation and surface growth at relatively high temperatures. At this 
elevated temperature level the oxidation rate is higher than the surface growth rate, 
which reduced the soot level. As a result, it is to be concluded that diffusion flames 
tendency to soot is significantly affected by the fuel structure and the mixing processes, 
where in premixed flames the chemical kinetics is the main controller, since the fuel 
and oxidizer are already premixed. 
• The soot particles diffusivity (neglected in most of the currently published models) is 
found to be significant, especially in the initial nucleation and surface growth region, 
where the particles mass is still light enough to be diffused by the flow eddies. 
• The thermophoretic forces included here affects the soot diffusivity in the radial and 
axial direction. This effect in non-premixed flames is more important due to the 
nature if the flame structure. In the radial direction the reaction zone is surrounded 
by a mixture of air and products from above and a mixture of fuel and burned gases 
from below. This temperature gradients generate thermal diffusivity effect in the radial 
direction. 
11 Future Work and Recommendations 
• The MOMIC is based on a double interpolation scheme, which is done using the La-
grangian method here. However, the error produced by the interpolation process need 
to be evaluated for different interpolation schemes to pick the most accurate. 
• Based on the above results, it is highly recommended to incorporate a more detailed 
and accurate radiation model. Soot formation and destruction is found to be very 
sensitive to the radiation model used and a study should be conducted to evaluate and 
compare different radiation models. 
• One of the problems faced the current study was the availability of computational 
resources. It is recommended to apply the current model with small modifications 
(regarding the radiation model) to gas turbine or internal combustion engines to asses 
the ability to predict soot in complex configurations. 
• Nucleation, is one of the most important phases in soot formation. With the future 
expected advancement in chemical kinetics, it is recommended to incorporate a more 
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detailed mechanisms that account for PAHs formation, together with a suitable four 
step soot formation model that is based on PAHs. Once, this step is achieved, with 
the suitable radiation model the model generality will be broadened greatly. 
• For most combustion processes, the flow is usually subsonic and compressible. It is 
recommended to use the sponge boundary condition method (described in Appendix 
B) coupled with the NSCBC to reduce the effect of the outflow boundary conditions 
on the results. 
• Finally, other methods, like the sectional method, need to be compared with the 
MOIVIIC method in terms of accuracy and computational cost. 
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NADV IADD JADD KADD 
n 1 1 1 
n+1 0 1 1 
n+2 1 0 1 
n+3 0 0 1 
n+4 1 1 0 
n+5 0 1 0 
n+6 1 0 0 
n+7 0 0 0 
Table 5: The switch parameters for the forward backward differencing sequence 
A Coding Application 
As mentioned in section (6.7.1) the order of differencing should be reversed to eliminate 
any bias of one sided operations. ln the code the order of differencing is alternated in space 
and time. If NADV is the time advancement parameter, three switches are identified one 
for each spatial direction IADD, JADD, and KADD. These three switches are computed 
from: 
IADD = mod(NADV, 2) 
JADD = mod((NADV + IADD)/2, 2) 	 (224) 
KADD = mod((NADV + IADD + 2JADD)/4, 2) 
Then the direction of flux being forward + or backward — is identified for each step based 
on the above combination. If the switch is equal to 1 the sequence will be forward backward 
and the reverse if the switcher value is equal to 0. Table 5 summarizes one loop before the 
sequence repeats itself. Now we will follow up the algorithm of computing the flux in the i 
direction (F): 
• Reading the input parameters, such as the grid dimension, the number of processors 
and other reference values. 
• Reading the grid physical coordinates x, y, z. 
• Specify type and location of boundaries. 
• Initialize the flow field. 
• Set the physical boundary conditions. 
• Start the time integration loop 
Compute the LES time step. 
• Specify the sequence of differencing in each direction according to Table 5. 
• Start the predictor step 
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• Compute the flux in the i — th direction as follows: 
• If the sequence is forward, n, n + 2, n + 4, n + 6 then shift all the Q (conservative 
variables) by one cell to the right and store them in QAV.  If the sequence is backward 
the same I, J, K location will be stored in QAV without any shift. For instance for I 
ranges for (0 — Imax) in the forward step Q AV will be: 
QAV (0 : Irnax, J, K) = Q A v(1 : Imax + 1, J, K) 
• The primitive variables are computed based on the new QAV values. 
• The contravarient velocity U is computed and stored in a variable called QS as: 
Qs(0 : Imax) = ((xU + (07 + (zW) /J 









• The pressure terms are then added to F as: 
0 
P AV Cx 
P AV ( y 
 P AV (z 
PAVU 
0 
F81 = Fs1+ 
 
• The viscous terms are added according to Eq. (178) as follows: 
• The primitive variables derivatives (U,V,W,T,YK ) are computed. For instance DU DX 
will be computed as: 
dU ,,_ dU 	dU 	dU 
(,— x —  + 74— 
 dX 	d( do 	A- 
where Cx ,rix , G are the metrics computed as in Eq. (172). The cross-stream derivatives 
(Ifi and dci) are differenced centrally, while t are done using a forward differencing 
to eliminate one-sided bias as explained before: 
dU 	 dU 	 dU 
—A. =- Ui4-1,j,k Utd,k dr) = U,,j+i,k — Ui,3 -1,k —ok 
= Ui,7,k-A-1 — Eli,j,k-1 
At the boundaries a one-sided differencing (backward for outflow and forward for in-
flow) is done for all derivatives. 
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• Afer computing all the derivatives the average values at the cell face is computed and 
stored. For instance, Ta,,, = 	 
• Using, the above information, the shear stress components, the heat flux by conduction 
and diffusion are computed based on Eqs. (180,181). 
• Finally, the viscous flux components are summed up together. For instance, the total 
energy flux will be: 
F V (5) = (Txx * Uav Txy Vav TxzWav qx) (x + 
(Tyx * Uav Tyy Vav Tyz Wav qy 
	 (225) 
(Tzx * Uav Tz y Vav TzzWav qy) (2. 
• The viscous and inviscid fluxes are summed up to give F. 
• Compute the change in the conservative variables due to the flux in the i — th direction 
as (excluding the ghost cells): 
i pi* —[ — F1 _ 1 
 OV 
At  
In the forward step, this will be equivalent to f1+1 - f, and in the backward step that 
will be F1 — F1 _ 1 . Summing up the predictor and corrector step will result in a central 
scheme. 
• Store the mass fluxes Pv EL on the two faces (i, i-1)at constant i for the LEM splicing 
as: 
At 
FV 	,k(1) = FVEL io ,k(1)+ 2F(1)11 




 Summing up the predictor and corrector steps will be equivalent to: 
FVEL 20 , k (1) = —
At 




 (F(1)1+1+ F(1)1) 
although, the equations are highly non-linear, from the linear point of view, it is 
equivalent to a central scheme for the face flux calculations. 
• The characteristic boundary conditions are then applied in the i — th direction. 
• The same operations are repeated in the j — th and k — th directions. We will get 
finally six mass fluxes for each one of the cell faces. 
• The source terms are calculated for the ks9, equation. 
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• The subgrid processes are computed by LEM and splicing is performed. 
• The conservative variables are updated based on the new DQs for the predictor step 
as: 
(i* i,j,k = Qz,J,k + 
	
i,J ,k 
and for the corrector step as: 
Q2-72+1 	
2 ( i,j,k 	
+Cdij,k 215Q2 j,k) 
• The primitive variables are decoded from the conservative variables. 
• After the predictor-corrector step is finished the new sequence is computed for the new 
time step. 
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B Sponge Buffer Absorbing Boundary Condition 
For most of the combustion applications the flow is subsonic and the outflow is usually 
non-uniform. In addition, the back pressure is usually unknown. At such case the NSCBC 
might be unstable, if the outflow is not aligned with the characteristic lines. This problem 
is observed in the literature ([227]),([229]), where chunks of back flow are observed at the 
outflow section due to the generation of an adverse pressure gradient. This problem is more 
specific and annoying for free jet problems, where the solution stability is usually tied up to 
the stability of the boundaries. 
A methodology that is often used in these situations is the zonal buffer absorbing bound-
ary conditions, where a set of actions is implemented either together or separately to ensure 
non-reflecting, absorbing boundary conditions, with no adverse back pressure. Usually, these 
methodologies are implemented in a buffer zone, where the solution is un-physical and the 
outgoing disturbance is attenuated by one way or another ([230]). This buffer zone is usually 
terminated with absorbing characteristic boundary conditions as described before. 
The first methodology is to refil ter the outflow section to make the solution under-resolved 
and to damp the numerical oscillations. There are many filtering procedures in the literature 
with different order. See for example [231] and [232] for explicit filtering and [233] for 
implicit filtering. Another technique is to stretch the grid at the outflow section to under-
resolve the incoming waves. However, this has to be done gradually to avoid generation 
of numerical instabilities. Another, common method is to add a damping factor to the 
governing equations, that is zero at the buffer zone boundary and maximum at the outflow 
section. For instance for a general set of PDE, the damping viscosity ,u can be added as 
([230]): 
au 
L(u) — 1,1 (u — u o ) 	 (226) at 
Finally, another methodology, which is implemented here ([234]), is to add a convection term 
inside the buffer zone to the governing equations to accelerate the flow field supersonically 
at the outflow section. That way no back pressure is needed and the buffer layer acts as a 
sponge, where all the incoming waves are absorbed. If we assume that we have an artificial 
velocity with zero components in the transverse and spanwise directions, then the convection 
term are added to the fluxes as follows ([234]) (for example the flux in the i — th direction: 
Fi,j,k = Fi,j,k 	Qi,j,k * QSBuf fer 
QS B uf fer = (xUB + Sy VB (zWB 
Where the artificial buffer convection speed is calculated as ([234]): 
UB = c i * a(1 + tank (0(X io , k — Xmax )))/2.0 
VB = 0.0D + 00 
WB = 0.0D + 00 
Here, Xmax is the domain length, X is the local axial location, a l is a value greater than 
1 (typically 1.15) to accelerate the flow above the speed of sound, and (a) is the speed of 




is the length of the buffer zone, and ct 2 is a very small value chosen to match the velocity at 
the buffer zone boundaries. Accordingly, 0 will be given as: 
= —0.5(/og(2(a 2 )/a 1 )/(2.0 — 2(a2 )/a1 ))/X in,ff „ 	 (229) 
The sponge boundary condition is applied to a travelling pressure wave in the axial 
direction, which is initialized as: 
= Uref (0.5U„f exp (—(12.0(1 — 0.5/max)//max) 2 )) 
Vi d ,k = 0.0D + 00 
Wick = 0.0D + 00 
	 (230) 
Pio ,k = Pref Pref * aref * AB S(U2,,j,k Uref) 
Where, /max is the maximum number of cell boundaries in the I direction, I is the local 
grid index, and all the values with the subscript ref is a pre-specified reference values that 
determine the peak of the pressure wave and its convection velocity. The results show good 
absorbtion of the pressure wave as shown in Fig. 80, where six successive snapshots with 
time are shown for the time advancement of the pressure wave. The linear plot on the upper 
left corner if for the pressure along the flow axis. Figure 80 (e) shows that the pressure 
wave is completely absorbed with very small reflections that is much smaller than the inflow 
values. A second test is performed on a travelling vortex. First, the center of the vortex 
(Xeen,Yeen) and vortex strength are determined as: 
X m — 	Xcen Ym = Yi,j,k Ken 
R m = Yn21 
C = a,ref * YLEN(-0.001) 
A = exp 0.5y—)5N2 
Then the velocity field is initialized as: 
Uio ,k = Uref — 2 * C * Ym (A)I plY LEN 2 
 14,j,k = 2 * C * Ym (A)I plY LEN 2 
Wi , k = 0.0D+00 
Pi ,3 ,k = Pid ,k — 4 * pref * C2 * A/YLEN 2 
Figure 81 (a-d) shows the contours of the vorticity in the span-wise direction (z-component). 
The vortex is completely absorbed inside the sponge layer with very small (almost negligible) 
reflections as shown in Fig. 81 (d). 
A validation ([235]) case for a free planar jet is simulated and compared with experiment. 
The jet centerline decay in Fig. 82 and the spread rate in Fig. 83, show good agreement 
with the experiment. The radial velocity profiles are also shown in Fig. 84. The statistics 
were collected for 15 flow through times. The buffer zone outflow boundary conditions is 
used combined with NSCBC. The test case conditions are summarized in Table 6. 
Where, h is the height between the plates and Re is the Reynolds number based on the jet 
velocity and height. The domain length is 30h x6Oh x5h in the axial, vertical and transverse 




h (mm) Viet  (m/sec) Re Ul (co-flow) (m) 
9.525 54.0 30000 0 .16 Viet 
Table 6: Free Jet flow test conditions. [235] 
As shown in Fig. 82 an initial potential core exist, where the flow is inviscid, and the 
velocity field is uniform and constant. This potential core extends about 8 — 9 h. In order to 
conserve the initial jet momentum, as the jet grows downstream, momentum is transferred 
to the surrounding air and the axial velocity decays. At the same time, air is entrained inside 
the jet to compensate the loss in mass and to conserve the initial momentum. The rate of 
entrainment and momentum transfer to the surrounding air controls the jet spread rate as 
shown in Fig. 83. 
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(f) Pressure wave t = t5. 
(b) Pressure wave t = tl. 
(d) Pressure wave t = t3. 
(a) Pressure wave t = 0. 
(c) Pressure wave t = t2. 
(e) Pressure wave t = t4. 
Figure 80: Absorption of the pressure wave by the sponge layer. 
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(a) Vortex propagation t = 0. 
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(c) Vortex propagation t = t2.  






(d) Vortex propagation t = t3. 
Figure 81: Absorption of a vortex by the sponge layer. 
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Figure 83: Jet spread rate (validation case) 
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Figure 84: Mean radial velocity distribution (validation case) 
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